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The Administration of New Guinea by Australia 
dates from S ~ ptember 1914 when the Commonwealth Government sent 
an Expeditionary force to take possession of the north eastern 
section of the island. The Administ r ation then set up was a 
purely military one and re mained so until 1921 when a Civil 
Administration was established. 
Extent of Territory. 
At the outset it would be well to define what 
territory is actually embraced by the term New Guinea. The 
name is misleading in tha t it ap plies only to the Mandated 
Territory a nd the gr eater part of the is l and of New Guinea does 
not li e withi~ the jurisd iction of t h e Mandate but i s in the 
hands of either the Netherla nds Government or the Australian 
Government (Papua). 
Actually the Te rr itory of New Guinea consists of 
the n orth east ern part of the island of Ne w Guinea, the Bismarck 
Archipelago (New Brit a in, New Ireland , Lavongai - New Hanover -
the Ad miralty Islands and a number of outlying grou ps) and the 
northern islands of the Solomon group (Bur ka and Bougainville). 
On the island of New Guinea there are land boundaries between the 
Territory and Dutch New Guinea a nd b etwe en the Te r ritory and 
Pa pua. The area of th e Territory is ab out 93,000 s quare miles. 
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Early Australian Interest. 
Australta very early showed an interest in the 
north eastern section of New Guinea and the beginning of our 
Federal movement is closely connected with its history. The 
story of ~u eensland's annexa tion of New Guinea as early as 1882 
and Britain's subsequent disavowal of it, intimating that the 
Q,ueensland Government had taJ.r en to itself powers which it did 
not possess without apparent necessity, is well known and later 
events proved that the action of Sir Thoma s Mcilwraith, Pr emier 
of Q,ueensland, was not without justification. 
This action on the part of the mother country 
caused widespread resentment partly because of the fact that the 
Home Government did not believe that Q,ueensland was disinterested 
because of her labour problem, and partly because it showed a 
lack of appreciation of the needs of the colony in that annexation 
was necessary for Australia's protection. This episode was one of 
the reasons for Australian federat ion in that, for the first time, 
all States found themselves lihked by a common aim and could see 
the necessity for joint action. 
Since that date Australia has watched New Guinea 
closely and wi th a good deal of concern, especially after the 
Germans established themselves in that part of the island that 
Great Britain had refused to annex. This concern was the res ult 
of a feeling of insecurity arising fro m the fact that Australia 
felt / 
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felt that the island could effectively furnish naval bases for 
German ships. Obviously the Australian Government was far from 
sharing the British view that there was nothing to fear from any 
foreign power. The second reason f or Australian hostility t o the 
newly established German Protectorate was the fact that German 
expansion in the Pacific was to a certain degree at the expense of 
Australia's island trade. 
It was not until thirty-one years after the first 
annexation that the Australian Government once more demonstrated 
how vital it was that Australia have no enemy nation so close to 
its shores by sending a force to take possession of the German 
possessions in New Guinea. 
In order to assess the effects of the Australian 
administration on New Guinea it ·will be necessary to deal at some 
length with the conditions prevailin g under the German regime in 
order to show the modifications and their results which have taken 
place both during the rule of the Military Administration and since 
1921 during the Civil Admi n istration, for both of these forn~ of 
control, excercised by Australia, differed widely. 
Cc-nditions under the German Regine - Company rule . 
In 1884 Germany decided that parts of the north side 
of New Guinea mi ght be valuable for German enterprise and so the 
M/ German flag was hoisted at a place wh ich was called K~ser-
Wilhelms land. 
At I 
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At first the German Goverrunent allowed the 
Administratior. of the mainland , the Bismarck Archipelago and the 
German Solomons, to be left to the chartered ew Guinea Company. 
When this comr:any failed in 1899 the Government took over active 
control and began a policy of complete exploitation of the country. 
Problems of the Company. 
The Company had a very chequered career and had to 
face n~ny difficulties. The chief of these were in connection with 
the natives who were of different racial types but all alike in that 
they disliked continuous work . Uuch of the hostility shown to the 
Company was due to the labour traffic, but the recruiting had to 
go on for the New Guine~ Company consisted of shareholders, who 
wanted a return for their money. Added trouble was caused by the 
fact that not only Germ.:ms recruited labour from the Bismarck 
Archipelago and the Sol~mon Islands, but all the Pacific Powers, 
and wherever recruiting had been carried out, there the Germans 
met opposition • 
Usually the German Co mpanies treated their natives 
reasonably well, but the natives bitterly resented being taken away 
on ships with no knowledge of their destination and unaware o~ow 
long they had to stay. This attitude of the natives was partly due 
their exaggerated local:..s m which is characteristic of New Guinea 
tribes. 
The natives were recruited for plantation work which 
was to be carried out o~ a large scale. For this, of course, 
plenty / 
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plenty of cheap labour was necessary a nd s o an elaborate system 
of re gul a tions was set u p regarding the recruiting of n a tive 
labour . Had t h ey been followed the Company may have avert ed its 
failure. However, in spite of regul ations dealing with the health 
of natives whc were trans por t ed as well as rules rel ating to per-
mission to recruit natives fro m certain districts only, and the 
number allowed to be recru ited, there was widespread carelessness 
concerning labourers' hours of work and pay with the result that 
bitterness arose betwe en laoourers and employers. 
The only recruiting re gu l a tions wh ich were 
systematically carr i ed Jut wer e those rela ting to native health 
and in t h is direction t~e Company di d effective work . Doctors 
were provided for native labourers and epidemics were dealt with. 
Experi ment in Asiatic Labour. 
In s pite of all efforts to develo ~ the Territory 
through native labour i~ was soon a pparent that large scale pro-
duction was only possible if the l abour probl ems were solved by the 
i mportation of labour. 
introduced . 
o this end Chinese cooli es and Malays were 
But the Company recruited in the wrong areas and 
obtained unsuitable material . The i mportation of Chinese coolies 
proved a failure and the Dutch forbad :t.Calays to leave Dutch 
Territory because of the unsatisfactory cond i tions in the German 
Colony . Heavy morta lity was ex perienced by the planters and the 
German / 
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German colonies earned the reputation of being places of death . 
This costly experiment in Asiatic labour together 
with the deadliest enemy the colony had to fight - Malaria - proved 
too much for the New Guinea Company and in 1899 the Imperial 
German Government withdrew the privileges of the commercial 
organ ization in return for an indemnity of four million marks and 
liberal land concessions. The Company had failed through in-
efficiency and had achieved little during the years of its 
administration . 
Direct German Government Control. 
The German Government set out to follow a definite 
policy based on the exploitation of the country in Germany ' s 
interests . The na tives were regarded sol ely as a means to an end, 
that end bein g the develo pment of the country in the interests of 
the white settler. There is no evidence of the Government ever 
having regarde1 the n a tive population as anything better than an 
"asset" to be used in the exploitation of the country . They were 
to be reasonably well treated or they would not work, but they 
could be flogg=d if that would ma ke them work better . 
In the early years the Government had to face 
many failures but the German Protectorate of New Guinea with its 
well laid out townships and plantations which the Australian 
troops found in 1914 was a credit to its builders. During the 
whole / 
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whole of its administration the German Government was embarrassed 
by murders on the part of the natives and labour troubles, and 
every year saw a punitive expedition even though it was generally 
recognized that such expeditions were useless, in that they only 
led to reprisals and not to the establishment of order. Seven 
such expeditions occurred in the ieta district alone in one year 
and the story was much the same everywhere. 
Indirect Rule. 
During t~e early period of the Government's regime 
it seemed that it would be a failure because the natives became 
antagonized as a result of these punitive expeditions carried out 
in connection with murders by na tives. HoweYer, the Administra-
tion partly won over the natives by establishing a system of in-
direct rule whereby t hose natives regarded b) their tribes as 
chiefs were recognised by the Government as such. The Australian 
Administration r~ s carr~ed on this practice which empowers chiefs 
to settle certain dispu:es b etv1een natives. 
Besides giving the chiefs ~ 11 luluais 11 authority 
to settle certain dispu:es between natives, the German Govern-
ment gave them other responsibilities in connection with the up-
keep of roads etc. In return f or this service they were not paid 
a salary but were allowed to keep 10 per cent. of the i ead tax 
imposed by the Government on the natives, and for which they acted 
as collectors. 
Under / 
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Under the German regime the "luluai" system-
proved unsatisfactory for a number of reasons. Under the tribal 
form of Gove~ent which was practised by the natives, chieftain-
ship was usually hereditary but not quite so, for it was based on 
election by the tribe. The Chief was generally chosen because of 
his wealth which was calculated in shell money. On his death his 
son would mostly succeed h im because the wealth would be left to 
him. However the tribe mi ght at any time depose an existing chief 
and elect a stronger man. The only way to remain a chief was to 
win the ho mage of the tribe and having won it, keep it. 
The chief or "luluai" was assisted by "tul-tuls" 
who were really men who executed h is wishes. This form of Govern-
ment also included a Council of old men who decided questions of 
great i mportance. In this Council the chief had just the power of 
an ordinary member. It wa s only ques tions of minor i mp ortance that 
the chief was allowed to settle unaided. 
The German Government maintained the principles of 
t his native aQministration and encouraged the natives to settle 
t heir own tribal disputes. To t hi s end it continued to recognise 
the decisions of t he village councils and the chiefs in matters of 
triba l law and custom, but it failed in interfering too much with 
the election of the chiefs. It wanted the natives controlled by 
ch iefs over whom it had supreme control. By doing this it 
modified t h e position in whic h the chief stood towards his tribe. 
The / 
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The Government first interfered by giving each 
"luluai" a cap and stick as a badge of office and then began 
exercis j ng the right of deposing any "luluai" whom it considered 
was not working in the interests of his tribe and the Government. 
Furthermore on the death of a chief it took upon itself the duty 
of choosing his successor, thus takin g this right out of the hands 
of the tribe. The man chosen was always one who would support the 
Administration and was quite often not t he one who would have been 
chosen by the tribe. The new 11 luluai" in view of the fact that his 
appointment was due to Government influence rather than tribal 
election, now held a different status to his predecessors . e lost 
a considerable amount of prestige in that his power came from his 
direct contact with the German Government. Because of this he did 
not enjoy the same confidence of the tribe as the villagers' own 
appointee would have done and always remained outside the secrecies 
of the tribe. Furthermore his influence was never very great in 
the Council of Elders. 
Although the extensive interference in tribal 
Government was unsatisfactory from the native point of view, it 
was important in that it strengthened the Government's control 
over the natives and established closer relations with them. The 
Government obtained even more power by selecting the tttul-tuls" f or 
each tribe. Here again the choice was due to expediency rather 
than any desi r e to appoint men considered suita ble in the eyes of 
the natives. As in the case of ch iefs, natives were chosen from 
these I I 
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those who had been either police boys or in the Government service 
or had bee n a considerable time on a plantation. This choice was 
made bec ause such natives would be a ble to understa nd the white man 
a nd as well have a good idea of the white man's discipline. These 
attributes rende red them of gre a t as s istance t o the Administra tion 
because with such knowledge they could interpret the Government's 
policy in re gard to crime, villag e s anita tion, the maintenance of 
roads etc. t o the village chiefs who coul d then pass it on to their 
people. On the chief fell the task of seeing t ha t the la.ws of the 
Government were made known and ob eyed and a s the 11 tul-tul" was the 
medium through which he exercised h is authority it was so muc h the 
better if the fftul-tul" knew what he was about. 
Another du ty of the chief was to report to the 
Government part i cu lars of his judgments on natives convicted of 
offences aga inst tribal law and custo ms, a nd to re port all crimes 
comm itted in h is village. By this means the Gov ernment hoped to 
establish its influence over the whole Protecto r ate but by 1914 it 
had only succeeded in res pect of the areas i mmedi a tely surrounding 
the centres of admini s tration. 
Division of Territory for Admi n istration. 
The portion of the German Protectorate over wh ich 
the Commonwealth now has a mandate was divided into seven districts 
f or the purpose of a dministration. All these districts were under 
District Officers to whom were entrusted minor judicial du ties. 
Througp. / 
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Through these men the Government exercised its control over the 
natives and endeavoured to extend the Government ' s policy of making 
further contact with the natives, pushing further out all the time . 
Administration . 
In normal times there were no armed white forces in 
the Territory but there was a body of native police who were 
trained in European drill and discipline . Parties of these men were 
attached to each District Officer for patrol work, that is, extend-
ing Government control . There were approximately 1,000 men in the 
native police force and they were assigned in detachments of about 
100 to each of the districts. The force retained at Rabaul for 
service in case of any upris1ngs was about 250 . It was supposed 
to be composed of the best natives from all parts of the Protectorate 
but, in reality, the District Officers kept the best recruits to 
build up their own forces, judging, perhaps rightly, that they 
would have to cope on their own with any rising that occurred in 
their districts lon g before the force from Rabaul reached them. 
Fro m the na tive police detachment the District 
Officer chose a bodyguard for his patrol expeditions which were 
a feature of the German regime . However, because of the great 
extent of the 1istricts, patrolling was never thoroughly carried 
out by the Ger~an District Officers . They were hampered not only 
by hostile natives, but by jungle, hi gh mountain ranges and very 
swift rivers, so that, in spite of the ambitious schemes of 
extending / 
extending Governm ent inf luence, only t he c oastal fringe of t h e 
country was paci f ie d in s pite of the great pro gress made under 
Hahl's governorshi p. 
In 1914 country within f ifty miles of Rabaul was 
unpenetrated by a white man, and this state of affairs was 
characteristic of the other islands of the Protectorate. Yet far 
fro m centres of a dministration pioneer plan ters took u p land on 
distant islands and faced the hostility of na tives who were 
oblivious to Government control. These were the real pioneers and 
to be classed with them are the missionaries who established 
mission- places in far ou t- posts and d id a tremendous amount of 
pioneering work in mak ing contacts with the na tives. It was not u n-
til this periious stag e wa s completed t ha t the Government followed 
up with the work of consolidation. 
With all t h is of fic ial and uno f ficial penetra tion, 
t her e were definite spheres of influence in each of the Administra-
tive districts. fhe first sphere consisted of the district 
immedi a tely r ound the Administrative cen tre over which Government 
influence was firmly established. The sec ond sphere consi s ted of 
the outlying areas which were sometimes visit ed by a District 
Office~ and the t h ird sphere inc l uded areas wh ich had never been 
penetrated by Gov ernment officers. 
The / 
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The District Officers exercised a large degree of 
control over the area where Government control was intensive and 
saw to it that the "tul-tuls" enforced the Government ' s orders. 
He was also cog~isant of the native offences dealt with by the 
village councils and was himself responsible for the trial of 
criminal cases, either at his own centre or during his patrols when 
he would hold court near where the crime had been committed • 
As well as administering justice in his district and 
keeping order, the District Officer also had to supervise the 
recruiting carried out in his district and then make regular in-
s pections of the labourers on the plantations to see that they were 
being treated in accordance with the regulations . He was legally 
able to end the indenture of a native if he was satisfied that the 
native was not being treated properly. 
The District Officer also had to be responsible for 
the collection of the head tax and to gradual ly extend the area 
within which head tax could be levied. When taxing a tribe for the 
f irst time the amount demanded was small and this was increased 
each year until the maximum was reached. (The scale was English 
money from 2/- to 10/-.) The District Officer acted on his own 
d i scretion as to whether the full amount should ever be demanded. 
The tax of course could not be levied on tribes not brought 
definitely under Admini~trative influence for the obvi ous reason 
that there was no way of forcing them to pay and moreover, they 
would not have the money to do so . 
Native / 
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Native Policy . 
Where German control was effectively established, 
the natives were not harshly treated, but it was always obvious 
that trade was the supreme object . 
The German native policy included the collection of 
head tax from natives already mentioned. If this was not paid a 
native could te forced to work on road building or other occupation 
until he had paid his debt. The tax was payable by each native over 
the age of twelve who, though able to work, was not serving under 
indenture with the Government or other employer of labour who paid 
the Business Tax. This concession to indentured labourers was 
intended as a ~oncession to popularize plantation work. 
Of the system of "Kiap" or Government plantations there 
has been a good dea l of criticism without much justification. By 
this system the natives were forced to bring plantations into 
existence and to maintain t hem. The produce, however, was theirs 
to dispose of and from the proceeds they were able to pay the taxes 
damanded of them by the Government . This system has been criticized 
because of the element of compulsion in it, but it is worth noting 
that Ainsworth who was sent out to ma ke· investigations in 1924 
advocated some such method in the interests of the natives them-
selves . In an) case, if the natives had to be utilized on Eunopean 
plantations, it was a good way of teaching them by makin g them work 
for themselves in a systematic fashion . 
In / 
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In its dealin@Swith na tives in areas where Govern-
ment influence had been f irml y established, the Admi n i s tration 
showed that its methods f or the control of the natives were in no 
way hars h or unjust. Fe aceful a dmi n istrators such as Hahl were 
sent out who achieved rr.uch in winning over the na tives to the view 
that white adn inistration di d not necessarily mean coersion. 
Indeed the ad~antages of such control were pointed out to them. 
Hahl was so successful that he is credited by 
EngliShmen as being more ·British than German in his colonial 
administration. He was held in hi gh esteem by t h e natives in whom 
he took a great interest. Indeed his very un-German view, that in 
the coloni zation of a tr opical possession the governing r a ce is not 
there for its own profit but for the good of the country concerned, 
was strongl y resented 1:y the German residents who considered that 
Hahl's policy checked the development of the possessions. He was 
a l so blamed for the fact tha t Rabaul was not garrisoned with 
German troops. 
Hahl's re g i me was characterized by h is decision to 
live up to his conviction tha t na tives have ri ghts which no inv a ding 
power can destroy and throu ghout his administration he supported 
~ . 
native interests whole- h eartedly . As he had been a J udge in New 
Guinea before becoming Gov ernor he had f irst hand knowledge rela ting 
to na tive l aw~- and customs and was consistent in h is efforts to 
prevent natives being deprived of their lands. In t h is he had to 
face 1 
face considerable op position f ro m the larg e compani es which were 
interested in getting as much land as possible irrespective of na tive 
ri ghts over it. Often t hese companies made representation at Berlin 
and Hahl could not always get his own way, but he was cons itent in 
his endeavour to s afeguard the interests of the natives. In return 
he won their confidence. 
I t was left to the Military Admini s tra t ion to carr y 
on the pr i ncipl es of na tive a dmi ni s tra tion whic h he introduced but 
wa s not always able to put i nto practice. 
Legislation. 
As was shown in l he New Guinea Report 1914-21, in 
t he I mperi a l Cr~ncellor was ves ted the power of legislating for the 
German Protectora te exce pt for the fundamental laws wh1ch the 
Emperor made applying to the whole German State. However in 
reality the Governor as the Chancellor's de puwmade most of the 
e ordinances which concerned local affa i rs. The of ficers in charge 
of districts also ha d power to make regul a tions in re gard to 
I 
matters of loc a ~ concern. 
Th ere was no loc a l legi slature though the Governor 
ha d the a s s ista nce of a Council of offic ial and non-o f ficial members 
to which he subn itted the yearly esti ma tes to gether with drafts of 
Ordinances he proposed to make. The Council d id not li mit his 
power in any way but he had to send minutes of the proceed i ngs to 
the Imperi a l German Governm ent. Three a dvis ers as s isted the 
Governor / 
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Governor in tLe general business of administration as well as 
officials frorr the various departments. 
The Administration of Justice. 
The Germans had a v ery complex territorial law which 
was appl ied to New Guinea and comprised a number of laws passed by 
various bodies. Included in this were the laws of the German 
Emp ire wh ich applied to German possessions by the Law of Protectorate 
Secondly there were the laws and ordinances made by the I mperial 
Government to apply to German possess ions overseas. 'l'h irdly were 
the laws and ordinances made expressly for the Protectorate of New 
Guinea by the Imperial Government a nd fourthly there were the laws 
mad e by the Governor of the Protectorate in 'the form of ordinances 
and proclamations. Together with all this were those tribal customs 
and institutions of the natives which were recognized by the German 
Government. 
For the administration of justice t he Protectorate 
was divided into three parts and in each of these was established an 
Imperial District Court, presided over by an Imperial District 
Judge. Rabaul, U.adang and Ya) were the centres at whi ch these 
courts were established. Their jurisdiction was s imilar to that of 
an Austral ian Supreme Court in that t hey dealt with all ci vi 1 and 
criminal matters. As well as these there were magistrates courts 
presided over by the district officer in each of the seven 
administrative d is tricts. The jurisdiction of these courts ex-
tended only to ~earing civ il cases where a debt or claim did not 
----------------~-------------------------------------------------~~~d--~---------
exceed 300 marks and to dealing with criminal offences not 
punis hable by death. An appeal could be made from the judgment 
of a district officer to one-of the t hree Imperial District Courts. 
Provision was also made for the establishment in 
the Protectorate of one Imperial Supreme Court wh ich had juris-
diction over the whole Protectorate, and to it a pp eals could be 
made fro m the Imperial Di s trict Courts. Finally in certain cases 
appeal could be made from the Imperial Supreme Court to a Court of 
Revision at H~mburg in Germany . This then was the judicial system 
that the Australian 's found when they began their administration. 
Taxation. 
The Germans used several methods of taxation in 
t ~ eir Protectorate . As has already been mentioned they levied the 
Native Head Tax which was payable by all adult male natives capable 
of work, with the exception of natives employed for ten months of 
the year as indentured labourers. Other sources of revenue were 
the Business T~x and the Cu s toms Tariff on i mports and exports • 
. 
The Business T~x was payable by all persons carrying on business es 
,J 
while Customs Tariff wa s placed on most goods to the value of 10 
per cent. ad valorem. It is interesting to note that there was no 
discrimination in favour of imports fro m Germany. 
Indenture System. 
The chief weakenss of the Gerwan Government rule in 
New Guinea was the indenture system. The practice was for the 
owners / 
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owners or managers of pl antations to r ecruit labourers for them-
selves , or else employ agents known as recruiters wh o would accept 
a contra ct for supplying the required numberof l abourers to certain 
firms at certain rates . 
The method was for the recr u iters to visit native 
villages a nd a rrang e for certain numbers to acce pt employment fo r a 
thr ee years term. The na tives r ecruit ed then had to go before a 
Government officer who was supposed to ascertain t h a t the n a tives 
were fully aware of the ns ture of the c ont r act they were mak ing , 
and desired to work on plantations of t h eir own free will . If they 
had not realiz ed the significance of the step they were tak ing and 
desired to g o hom~ they were to be re patriated. When the Government 
officer was assured that the recruited na tives understood the 
contra ct and that none were being fo r cibly taken from their homes 
they were transferred to their res~ ctive pl a ces of employment . 
According to a Government regula tion no boy under 
twelve years was allowed to si gn on, but as no boy brought along to 
be ·recru it ed ever knew his a ge and recruiters did not enquire too 
closely t h is regula tion was often evaded~ F ive marks a head had to 
be paid for ea ch boy en si gning of the co ntract wh ich c ould be 
renewed if t he native consent ed to stay longer and the employer 
desired tt. Otherwise the boy had to be sent back to his ovm place 
at the expense of t h e employer. Hi s wages were not hi gh b eing from 
5s . to 6s. a ~onth, one third being deducted for to bacco . His 
employeS, by regula tions, had to su pply him a lso with a definite 
scale of r a tions together with a blank et to sleep in~and every 
month 
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month he was given a. new lava-lava- the na tive's sole garment, 
consisting of a lengt h of gaily coloured print. 
Although t h ere were laws providing for Government 
supervision in r egard to the lic ensing of recruiters and also as to 
the care of the na tives on the plantations a nd their return home on 
the ex piry of their co ntracts, t he indentur~ system was weak in t ha t 
corporal punishment was allowed a nd ins pite of medic a l care disease 
was widespread. Women also were a llowed to be indentured. 
It was obvious tha t since the develo pmen t of the 
res ources of New Guinea was to be of paramount importance the 
Government would place as few difficulties as possibl e in the way 
of companies and traders. Then, when it was found tha t there was an 
increasing demand in the commercial world for copra, speci a l 
attention was g iven to the cultiv a tion of the coqo anut palm. Tbi s 
activity meant the employment of muc h na tive labour, so although 
the Government enacted le gislation regulating ~ uch employment, the 
terms were not harsh si nce the Government re alized that it was im-
perative for the planters to have c hea p native l a bour if Ger many's 
scheme of commercial activity in the Pacific was to be effective. 
Tha t the su pply should be ch eap was of muc h importance as it 
lower ed the cost of production. 
Because of the des ire for cheap labour the 
Government did not sta nd in the way of the recruiter who bought 
na tives cheaply t hrough t h eir chiefs, often only presenting the 
chief / 
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chief with a few articles of trade which he coveted. Then again the 
Government often turned a blind eye to those cases of recruiters who 
forcibly carried off natives to labour on plantations. Although it 
was not often that a planter had to resort to unlawful means to 
acquire labourers, for they could usually acqu ire them for a small 
out l ay, it is worth noting that stern retribution di d not follow 
any attempts at evasion of the law, and this, because Germany was 
in the Pacific for one reason - trade. 
As was stated earlier one of the weaknesses of the 
indenture system was allowing the corporal punishment of natives, 
not only by officials of the Administration but by private planters . 
The Government issued to approved employers licenses to inflict 
corporal punis~ment on their employees. Although an employer was 
sup posed to lose his license if he abused his power, it is obvious 
that such a conviction of abuse of power would be hard to bring 
against an emp loyer. The measure indeed gav e the employer the whip 
hand over his labourers. As well as these licenses the Administra-
tion also exercised the right to flog native labourers if they con-
sidered they merited such treatment ~ This was hardly conducive to 
amicable relations between the two. 
Land Alienation . 
just a s plenty of cheap labour was necessary to 
carry out Germany 's scheme in the Pacific, so it was essential that 
the large trading companies have plenty of land at their disposal. 
In 1 
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In the years immedi a tely preceeding the military occupation the 
German Governrr.ent in New Guinea was pursuing an active policy of 
land alienation and gave plenty of practical support to efforts in 
the direction of the development of tropical agriculture . The New 
Guinea Company as a chartered company held land under a freehold 
tenure and in the early days before the German Government took over 
the possession free settlers purchased land from the natives. 
The land purchased under such conditions was 
recognised as freehold by the subsequent German Government that 
was established. Moreover it followed a similar policy and up to 
1914 most of the land whi ch the Government had alienated had been 
granted in freehold. 
It was easy enough to acquire land under the German 
regime .for an intending purchaser merely had to select the land he 
desired and get the native owner concerned to consent to sell it to 
him. Then he went to the Government and requested that it purchase 
the land from the native on his behalf. The Government would then 
buy the land from the native owners if it was convinced that the 
natives had not b een forced into the promised s a le and moreover 
would still ha~e enough for their own needs. Then the Government 
would transfer the land to the applicant provided he paid the price 
agreed upon with the nativ es, and also a sum, the amount of whi ch 
was fixed by law, for each hectaire of land which had been aliena ted 
by I 
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by the Crown. He moreov er had to pay the fee for registering the 
purchase of the land and also the cost of surveying it. 
In the early years of land grabbing very little 
attention was paid to the interests of the na tive landowners and 
quite often they parted with their whole inheritance without being 
aware of the consequences of their action . At best t he owners had 
merely intended to sell the ri ght to clear and cultivate the land. 
That t h ey should lose the right of possession to it was incom-
prehensible to them for all land belonged to the tribe as a whole 
and was connected with traditional cu s toms and rites. Iiany of the 
murders of planters in New Guinea can be traced to this fundamental 
misunderstand i ng on the part of the na tives of the na ture of free-
hold. A na tive could purchase fro m h is relations the exclusive 
ri ghts of ownership over a definite portion o ~hi s inheritance but 
only for his lifet ime and on his death t he land reverted back to 
his family group. It was t his that the na tives understood as owner-
ship. 
The land position became so acute that the German 
Government in 1902 int roduced land legislation which ain~d at safe-
guarding the agr i cu: tural, hunting, fishing anghther o~cupational 
needs of the na tives who had been a ccustomed to any rights of 
ownership over the l and wh ic h was to be sold . The State, moreover, 
was to exercise a strict su pervision over all such purchases and 
see that the na tives were not driven from their inheritance because 
they did not understand the European system of land ownership. 
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of irreparable damage had been done, for during the years 1885-99, 
when t he New Guinea Co. had exercised the powers of governorship , 
great tracts of land were acquired by it with little regard to n ative 
rights, and when it ceased to hold sway and became simply one of a 
number of commercial corporations, it did not relinquish those areas 
it had taken, but proclaimed t hem to be in its absolute ownership. 
The natives were not granted any ri ghts or privileges of occupation. 
The same thing occurred where n&tives had entered 
into agreements with other co mp an ies a nd planters prior to or dur1 ng 
the regime of the New Guinea Company. It was not likely that such 
co mpanies would relinquish their claims over lands which they had 
selected for their own use, so tha t when the German Government took 
over the execu tive and administrative functions from the company in 
1899 it found itself powerless t o remedy a g ood deal of the injustice 
caused by the previous land alienations . The most that it could do 
was to legislate for future grants . That meant that native grants 
could not be ~rotected throughout the territory but only in those 
parts where no such land -alienation had occurred as yet. However 
the German Government was always more interested in furthering its 
own economic enter prise than in protecting native rights. 
I 
German Town- Planning. 
In spite of all its troubles the German Administra-
tion was able to build roads and bridges a nd in the face of frequent 
transfers of head-quarters owing to ~alaria it laid down permanent 
townships / 
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townships characterized by wide shady streets and ornate public 
and private buildings. 
Rabaul, the capita l of German New Guinea, is a 
splendid example of German town-planning and possesses a wonderful 
Botanical Gardens. It was laid out as the capital of Germany's 
Western Pacific possessions and all the buildings, Government, 
co mmercial a nd pr ivate, are designed in a suitable sytle of 
tro pical arch itecture characterized by large airy cool verandahs 
on every side. As well as t h is t h e town was planned so tha t there 
are separate quarters for t he different popula tion groups in the 
Territory. Euro pean, Japanese, Chinese and Mal a ys, · all · have t heir 
own quarters. 
The Germans built large wharve s and ofthe many good 
roads there is in New Ireland a road pr a cticable for over 100 miles, 
t ·ogether wi th s maller roads elsewh ere. In New Britain all the roads 
proceed from Rabaul. As would be expected in a Territory whose 
supreme interest was trade, admirable provision was made for ship ~ ing 
facilities. 
Exploration. 
Excepting the coastal areas and rivers t he Germans did 
very little explora tion. But there were sever al determined efforts 
made to break :nto the interior of the is land. A numbe r of 
expeditions were undertak en with the pur pose of look ing for gold and 
the 1898 exped i tion up the Ramu River defi n itely proved t hat gold 
ex is te 
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existed in tha~ region . The explorations usually res ulted in loss 
of life owing to meetings with hostile natives or the onset of 
disease . 
The second factor which led to explor~t ion was the 
att empt to define the boundaries between the Protectorate and Dutch 
and British New Guinea. A German-Dutch Commission was ap pointed in 
1910 to undertake the work of demarcation, in the process of which 
a good deal of valua ble explora tion ,as done . An important result of 
this journey according to one of the explorers was the fact that it 
had , by ope~ing up large areas of hitherto unknown country, assicted 
in solving the labour pr oblem in that extensive recr iting could be 
undertaken in the newly explored regions. 
ll issionaries of all denominations did their part in 
explora tion and were res ponsible for much of the work done in the 
exploration of the rivers . 
Educa tion a nd Missionary 'V ork . 
Until just before the war the crepffian Government left 
the education of the nat ives entirely in the hands of the missionaries 
They built up a l arge system of mission school s and odd na tive 
dialects were mad e into book languages as a me ans of promoting 
religious teac~ing . Later three or four technical schools were 
established a nd then the Government comb ined efforts with the 
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missionaries and between the two of them rapidly improved the 
Christianizing process of the natives. 
To avoid discord and also to enlist the service of 
t ne missionaries in the furtherance of economic progress, they too, 
were encouraged to trade and plant coconuts and it was from this 
source that the maj ority of the missions were able to pay for their 
upkeep. The ~esult therefore of the Government throwing in its lot 
with the missionaries was that it was not only helping in native 
welfare, which was wise from an economic point of view, but it was 
als o increas ing the produc tiveness of the Protectorate . 
Condition of Protectorate at Outbreak of War. 
In the years immedi a tely preceeding the Great War, 
in the Protec~orate the German Companies were beginning to make 
large profits owing to the great demand for the product of their 
plantations - copra - in Europe, and with this success came the 
greater demand for land to establish plantations . This was 
encouraged by the Government in that it framed liberal land and 
economic legislation and subsidised a steam-ship service . Further-
more the German Administration was always backed u p and encouraged 
by li-oeral monetary assistance from the German Imperial ·rreasury 
and fifty mil:ion marks of German ca pital was invested in the 
Colonies. The result of all t his effort meant that in 1914 German 
New Guinea found itself firmly established cormnercially. 
Population. / 
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Population. 
During the few years immedi a tely preceeding the war 
there was a great mcrease in the Eruopean po pulation of the 
Territory. In 1911 the white popula tion numbered 500 of which 400 
were German, while t heir trade reached £ 100,000 annually and over 
6oo vessels called t here during the year. On the 1st January, 1914, 
the white populati£>n had reached 1,640 show ing an increase of 213 
fro m tha t same date of the previous year. Of these 1,150 were 
Germans, 51 English, 61 British colonials a nd 41 French . These 
figures tell a very striking story of progress. 
Military Occupation. 
This t hen was the pos i t i on in S e ptemb er 19 14 when 
war having brok en out with Germany, the British I mp erial Government 
asked the Commonwealth Government to seize German wireless stations 
in the Pacific if possible. These were establ i shed in New Guinea, 
Yap in the Marshall Islands and Nauru on Pleasant Island. To this 
end an Ex peditionary force was organized and achieved success. 
The German Government of New Gu i nea surrendered and 
for the followin g seven years a British Military Administrati on 
remained in control until May of 1921, when a Civil Government 
was established. At last the Commonwea lth gained control of an 
aree which had be~n ta,lten by Germany in s pite of the protests 
fro m the public throughout Austra lia. 
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The terms of the capitulation included the permanent 
cessa t ion of all resistance, the surrender of the Administration, 
the handing over of all arms and ammunition, and the liberation of 
the British residen t s who had been arrested by the GerrTnans as a 
defence measure. The terms further made provision for the return 
to Germany of the Acting Governor and of all Civil officials not 
required for carrying on the Administration. 
It was promised that during the lHlitary Occupation 
the local laws and customs were to remain in force so far ~s was 
consistent with the military situation. 
Colonel Holmes was a ppointed as Administrator of 
German New Guinea and acted on the right tc dispense with the 
services of the German civil officials except in a few special 
cases where it was seen to be advantageous to retain certain of 
them because of t heir professional knowledge. In following o·.1t 
this policy the German Judge was rett: i ned to advise the ll:ili tary 
Administra tion on questions relating to German law. Medical 
officers were also retained to treat patients suffering from 
tropical diseases which were unfamiliar to doctors from temperat~ 
regions. The Administrator also found it necessary to avail him-
self of the services of an official of the Treasury because o: his 
knowledge of the finances of the former Government. 
As I 
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As soon as was possible, however, the German 
officials who had remained were relieved of their duties which were 
taken over by officers sent from Australia. From then on during the 
period which the }f.i litary Administration lasted all the duties _.......J 
connection with the Government were undertaken by members c·f the 
Ex!.:'editionary force under the orders of the Military Administrator 
who was also the officer in charge of the force . 
With the establishment of the ~ilitary Admir;istration 
in 1914 the former German Protectorate became once more a frosperous 
trading centre . Most of the cornbatan.ts were planters who hurried 
back to their estates which were beginning to suffer as a result of 
invasions by hungry natives. 
Uost of the planters readily acquiesced in the 
Acting Governor!s surrender and took the oath of neutrality. The 
.e-
reason for the lack of hosti t ity towards the new Administration was 
two-fold . In the first place, the deportation of the leading 
of ficials produced a consid erable effect on those who remained . 
The demonstration of military strength had invested the 
Administration with a certain amount of pre3tige. 
Secondly it was soon realized that the new regime 
would respect privat~ persons and private property , wh1ch meant 
that the residents were free to devote all ~heir attention to their 
plantations and the acquiring of profits. :twas a_parent toe, 
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that the unlawful behaviout of any of the troops would be followed 
by swift punishment. The Administration deaat severely with the 
members of the Expeditionary force who trespassed against good order, 
and on more than one occasion showed that it would not permit 
residents to take the law into their own hands. 
On one occasion a number of Germans brutally 
assaulted an Australian Wesleyan missionary at New Ireland, who 
had been suspected of having given informa tion to the British ·nhi·Jh 
was detrimental to German interests. The attack was followed by a 
punitive expedition to New Ireland. This fair treatment helped 
enormously to gain the sympathetic assistance of all the German 
residents. 
In the report on the Territory of New Guinea 1914-21 
it was stated that "it was the object of the Adminis tration to 
follow the German law, to retain the German arrangements for Govern-
ment as far a s was possible in the circumstances of a mili.tary 
occupation, and to maintain the economic condition of the 
Terri tory in the state in which it was found at the commencement o f 
the occupation ." It wished to do t h is, in order that when the 
Territory was dis posed of at the end of the war, it should be as 
far as possible in the same cond i tion as at the ti me of cap~t~lation. 
In the economic s phere t his aim was fairly well 
attain ed, the change s whi ch took place being the result of imr:rove-
ments brou ght about by the German owners of the plantations who 
remained / 
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remain ed in po s session of t heir properties without any restrictions 
except the one that they could not send t heir profits to Germany. 
This resulted in gr eatly increased activity in the Territory}tself 
for the plantion owners s pent much more capital on the i mprovement 
of their estates, a pplying their profits to the planting of new 
areas. The result was that conditions became greatly improved . 
Direc t lines of communication between Rabaul and Euro pean mc..rkets 
were cut off but shi pping facilities were established between the 
Protectorate and the Commonwealth , and planters were induced to 
o pen up commercial rela tions with Australian merchants. 
It is esti mated that as a result of the planters 
a pplying their profits to their estates instead of r emitting them 
to Germany, the area. of European owned plantations increased f rom 
84,000 a cres in 1914 to 134,000 acres in 1919. 
Pacification of Natives. 
One of the earl~ est problems the Military 
Administration had to face was to quieten the confused na tive 
population and overcome the mistruct caused by the change of con-
trol from German to Australian hands. To t h is end districts were 
visited by patrols, which demonst r ated to the natives that law anj 
order were being maintained just as un der the German rule. It wa3 
made clear too, tha t ~R the new rulers would not interfere with 
village life in any way and old tribal customs were to be 
maintained. 
Nevertheless / 
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Nevertheless, during the ea~ly daye of the 
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occupation, the alarm caused by the remours of the fi ghting and 
having taken advantage of the absence of planters to pillage t heir 
produce, caused l a rge numbers of na tives to run away fro m their 
employment. Thus, though in th e days before the war the German 
planters had no difficulty in obtaining labour, t h ere was an ~cute 
s hortage in the early days of the 1 ilitary Admini s tration. 
The majority of those who ran away were brought back 
but many came aga inst their will and there was a feeling of unrest 
among t h em. This was fu r ther enhanced when, as a result of the war, 
they were deprived of foodstuffs to which they had become accustomed 
under the German re g ime, such as rice and tinned meat, because of 
the heavy increase in price. 
The res ult of a l l this unrest caused the na tives to 
want to go back home where things did not alter a nd so when t:te 
labourer finished h 1s term he showed a mark ed disi n clination to 
re-engag ement. Then, when he returned home he dissuaded others 
from signing c ontracts. 
It was this very powerful diEsuasive influence 
exerted in the villages by re patriated labo~rers that was the 
major caus e of the labour sho r tage experienced by the Military 
Admi n istration during its early years. Another reason vas the 
ti ghtening u p of the recruiting laws wh ich, a s has been shown, ~ad 
not b een very strictly enforced by the previous Government. 
J.il ow, 
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Now, however, the Military Adminif' tration severely punished 
breaches of the regulations. Under these conditions recruiting 
became more d ifficult. In spite of this the supply of labour 
remained sufficient to meet reasonable denands, for it came to 
be drawn from untouched districts where the supply seemed to be 
assured, and though there was a rapid increase in the area under 
cultivation during the h ilitary Occupation, necessitating 
additional native labour to cope with this development, the sup)ly 
managed to satisfy the demand. 
How far this is true can be judged fro m a com-
parison of the figures of indentured labourers at the beginn i ng 
and end of the period under review. In 1914 there were 17,5CO 
natives employed under indentures for a definite term, whi:e in 
:May 1921 the number had increased to 31,000 besides many others 
engaged as day labourers. 
Change in treatment of Native Labourers. 
Under the Military Administration the indenture 
system established by the Germans was carried on for it was 
obviously indispensable~ but it was revi sed. Under the terms of 
capitulation the Administrator was pledged to maintain the status 
quo exce pt where it was incompatible with military administratioL, 
but it seemed to him that some revision of the native labour 
position was necessary. 
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In dealing with this he was fortunate in having 
access to some amending legislation which had been proposed by 
the German Government about 1914, but which had not been put into 
effect. Therefore, when he altered the existing regulations in 
regard to native labour, he was merely carrying out the pro]osed 
German programme. 
The most im portant alteration effected by the 
Administration was the abolition of official floggings and ~he 
cor poral punishment of natives by employers. As was previously 
stated breaches of the regula tions were severely punishe d so that 
the natives enjoyed greater protection in that they not only could 
not be co mpelled to enter contracts against their wi 11, but any 
• 
person in authority over a labourer who assaulted or ill-used hirr 
was liable to a penalty not exceeding 500 marks. The penalty for 
flog ging a labourer was 2,000 marks. Corporal punishment of any 
labourer was strictly and absolutely prohibited. As under the 
German system power was given to District Officers to cancel an 
unexpired contract if the employer was neglecting his obligations 
or was inflicting bodily harm upon the Jabourer. 
After the early mistru't of the new ruling power 
had died away, the Administration strengthened its position by 
making clear to the natives that infringements of the law relatin6 
to the recruiting of native labour would never be overlooked. 
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The position of the natives was further improved 
by insisting on all those measures which had previously been passed 
by the German Government such as the maintenance of the healtn of 
the native, by seeing that there was no overcrowding on recruiti~g 
vessels, paying attention to ventilation and seeing that the rations 
of the natives were of a high order. 
The well-being of the natives was considered when they 
reached the plantations by regulations regarding housing, clothing 
and medical attention. These appl1ed to all labourers working on 
plantations or engaged in other services. 
As MacKenzie says + "It may justly be claimed ~hat 
the change from German to Australian control has meant for the 
natives of New Guinea more personal liberty, better protection of 
tribal a nd communal property, as well as a higher regard on the part 
of the Government for the sanctity of human life. 'fhe natives have 
also been brought into closer and more confident relations with the 
Administration, and have been encouraged to continue such of their 
local cu stoms a s are compatible with the advancement of the~r 
civilization. " 
Length of occupation. 
The Military Administration, in spite of its policy 
of keeping the Government and the country in the condition in which 
it was found, was compelled to make some ch~nges. This was due to 
+ · J•!ackenzie - "The Australians at Rabaul". 
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t wo f actors. Firstly, thou gh the Territory was governed by a 
1f. ilitary Administration, it was outside the orbit of the world war 
and the Government was carried on much the s ame as it had been in 
times of peace, and the problems of progressive develo pment hat tc 
be f a ced by the Government in charge. 
Secondly, the Uilitary Admi n istration extended over 
a very long period, part of which occurred after the war had 
stopped. A Military Administra tor· ruled New Guinea fro m 1914-21, 
i.e., two and a half years after the Armistice with Germany was 
signed- 11th November, 1918. 
Under such circumstances it ~a s i mp rac t icable to 
defer certain legislation whic h und er normal conditions could have 
been left to a Civil Administration had suc h a form of control been 
established earlier. The reason for the delay was the fact that the 
settling of t he terms of peace was a lengthy business and for so~e 
time it was not certain what the fate of New Guinea would be. 
Power of Admi n istrator. 
Because of these factors then, it was inevitable. that 
some change from the condition of affairs prevailing in 1914 should 
take pl a ce. The Uilitary Administrator assumed all the powers of 
legislation and administra tion and was subjected only to instructions 
f rom the Commonwealth Government and the conditions of the 
occupa tion. 
/ It I 
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It is worth n oting here that the terms of car:i tula tion 
were in accorr ance with Interna tional Law which held that although 
Austral i a a s a part of Great Britain had occu pied certain of the 
German possessions, that act did not give the Commonwealth the ri ght 
to annex them. The Commonwealth was merely to hold the possessions 
in trust until the end of the war when fina l set t lements would be 
made. Nor did the act even g ive it, or the British Em pire, a prior 
claim to the Territory in the event of Germany's defeat, though of 
course it was ex pected. 
The sovereignity of Germany was not destroyet by the 
occupation, it was just sus pended and the Protectorate remai ned a 
German possession a lthough it was occu pied by a British f orce. The 
inhab itants too retained their German nationality and allegiance. 
Bu t they were re qu ired, in r eturn f or the recognition of their laws 
and ri ght s by the invader, to obey t he co mmands of the tempo r ary 
ruler in ord er that h i s own security would be a ssured. 
In order to enhance that sec~rity the occupact was 
given the legal power to exercise his aut hor ity and punish acts of 
disobedience. ~oreover the peo ple co uld be sub j epted to military 
law. The s e Hague Regula tions also prescribed the sco pe of the 
authority of the Militar y occupant an d outside certain limits only 
direct mi l i tary neces£ity or special powers gra nted at t h e ti me of 
capitula tion would justify an Administrator in overste pping his 
le gal position. 
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All members of the invading force were subjected to 
this international military law in so far as t~ey were in contact 
with the natives, but in other matters regarding order and dis -
cipline they were subject to the Army Act, the King's Re gulations, 
and the Commonwealth Defence Act and Regulations. If they were 
charged with any crime or offence they were tried by a court rrartial. 
It is obvious then, that the Administrator had to 
govern in accordance with three distinct systems of law during the 
Mi l itary Occupation. The relations between the occupant anc the 
inhabitants of the country were settled by International law; the 
people themselves were governed by the Territorial law of the former 
German Protectorate and the British and Australian military laws 
and regulations governed the troo ps . 
In one respect, the Uilitary Administrator w~s more 
unchecked than the former German governors Lad been, for he had no 
Advisory Council which he was obliged to call and li s ten to . 
Administration of GermaL Law. 
It was in the administration of the Territorial law 
that the most difficult legal problems had to be faced . The German 
courts continued to administer German law and it was because this 
was so involved and unlike British law that during the earl1er part 
of the Administration the German Judge was retained for a time to 
adMinister the law. This was all the more essential as in the 
earlier stages of the occupation no English translations were 
available. 
Wben .;;....-L-___ _ 
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~Vhen an Australian lawyer was called upon to act as 
a judicial officer he was confronted with the task of administering 
German law in the c curts of the Protectorat~ a nd of making himself 
familiar with a highly developed and intricate legal system of whi ch 
he had at the most only an elementary knowledge. 
The first man appointed received valuable help from 
the German Imperial District Judge at Rabaul who was one of the few 
German civil officials who tad been retained in an advisory capacity. 
Because of this assistance he was able to bscome familiar with the 
practice and procedure of the coErt and gained a knowledge of 
German law. Unfortunately t hi s assistance was withdrawn ea:::-ly at:d 
the Australian lawyer had to continue his own way alone through the 
involved system of German law. 
A change took place under tha Kilitary regime in the 
administration of law, in that in place of the two Imperial District 
Courts in that part of the PIAOtectorate which was under the new 
rule, only one was ma i ntained. This meant that there was a con-
siderable amount of centralization f or though the Judge could hold 
court in any centre, as the legal advis or o~ the Administrator he 
could not be absent from Rabaul for any length of time. Adde~ tc 
the Judge's difficulties was the fact that he was at the same time 
legal adviser to the settlers because of th~ absence of le gal 
practitioners in the Territory. 
During I I 
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During the Military Administration the ordin~ry c c urts 
dealt with all proceedings except the trial of offences against 
military law. This was the case during the wh ole period exce pt in 
the very early days of the occupation when justice wasadministered 
by the Kartial Courts. 
By a number of Judiciary Ordinances ~he Germen legal 
, - system was altered by 1915 in that appeal from judgments of the 
I mperial District Court c ould be made t o the Administrator in those 
cases where formerly t here would have been a. ri"ght of appeal to the 
Supreme Court. Horeover the name I mpe rial District Court was 
changed to Central Court. In 1916 a further Judic iary Ordinance 
defined the judicial functions of District Officers. In this they 
were given civil jurisdiction compa rable to that enjoyed by the 
former German District Officern and a lso a criminal jurisdiction in 
respect of all offences which did not receive the death penalty. 
The conduct of criminal trials was al so altered. The 
German legal machinery made provision for the appointment of four 
assessors who sat with the Judge and constituted a court to deal 
with criminal offences. After the discussion of evidence in a case 
the assessors made a finding and voted se parat ely . Except in the 
case of a death sentence the verdict was a majority one while a 
unanimous verdict had to be recorded where a death sentence was 
involved. It was foun d advisable to abolis h t h is system of 
assessors, by which a body of men corr espond 1ng partly to an English 
jury but having infinitely more power in that it could outvote tr.e 
judge / 
judge, and vest in the judge alone all t he powers of the court. 
The Military Administrator also exercised tte functions of a court 
of final appeal. 
Taxation. 
The Military Adminis trator continued to raise 
revenue fro m the previous sources of the German Government, namely 
from the Business Tax, Customs du ties and Native Head Tax. An 
increase was made in the rate of the Bus1ness Tax within a few 
weeks of the occupation because of the disturbance of trade and 
shipping during the war. No alteration was made in the Germn 
Customs Tariff until 1916 when a new tariff was introduced exf ressed 
in British money and units, but little change was made in the rates. 
The duties on imported· goods remained at 10 per cent. ad va:orem, 
but the export duty on copra and trochus were increased - that on 
copra be ing increased gradually till it reac hed 25s . per ton. 
The Nativ e Head Tax was still collected t hrougL tLe 
headman of the village , who as under the former rule received a 
col!ll11ission of 10 per cent. 
Revenue raised during the whole pe riod of the 
military occupation from September 1914 to ~·tay 1921 .amounted to 
£883,604. This was appl i ed to ma i ntaining the administration ant 
also ~aid for the stores for the use of the Expeditionary force to 
the value of £220,225. The balance of the cost of the stores as 
well as the pay a nd allowances of the force, which totalled 
£916 ,076 I 
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£916 , 076 was defrayed by the Commonwealth Government . 
District Administration. 
The Military Administration continued the systam of 
staffing outstations with District Officers and these were the men 
who carne into close contact wi th the natives . As under the German 
rule the District Officer was the man who was responsible to :.he 
Administration for the collection of the Head Tax. Officers were 
instructed not to insist on the tax in villages where it had not 
been previously collected, but gradually as Government penetration 
extended the areas in which the tax was collected were increased. 
To those natives wh o should but would not pay :.he1r 
tax the District Officer called upon them to work out the amount by 
road repair in the neighbourhood. Where this was done a week ' s 
labour was equivalent to 1/-. 
At the discretion of the District Officer the :.ax 
could be remitted for a year in the case of any village which 
showed that it was unable to meet such payments. However that con-
cession lastw· one year only. 
The Government made a definite attempt to make it 
clear to the na tives that the tax was levied fairly and that in 
return for such payment they had the right to receive from the 
Administration protecti on and medical attention . Furthermore they 
were encouraged to permit the Government to settle their grievances 
in a fair manner. 
Around I 
Around the Di s trict Officer was centred all the work 
connected with recruiting, for to hi m were brought all those na tives 
who wished to 11 s ign on" and it w£,. s h is duty to see that the 
regula tions relating to t h e l ab our traffic ~ere faithfully observed • 
., 
Because of t his, the Di s trict Officer cam e t o possess a fa i rly 
accurate kn owledg e of the condition of the po pu lation in his par-
ticular are a) and was at ·times i n a pos i tion to recommend to the 
Administrator tha t certain areas should be closed to recruitin g for 
a s pecified period in order to avoid depo pulation. This wa s ofte~ 
done in the intere s ts of the tribes in certa in parts of the 
Territory . 
Land Problem . 
In regard to the land policy the new Admi n i s tratio·!l 
was faced with a di ffi cult problem. As was previous ly pointed out 
the Germa n Gov ernment had embarked on a policy of protecting the 
ri ghts of the na tives in connection with the occupa tion and con-
servation of na tive reserves . Some of the ~roblems connected witn 
this had to be faced by t he new Administra tion, partly beca use ths 
alienation of land in the ten year s before the war had been so 
extensive, and partly because of t h e great increas e in land taken 
up by planters durin g the p eriod of military occupation, conse que~t 
upon increased planting. 
When the German Admini s tration was overthrcvm many 
land grants wer e in va ri ous stage s of completion while many more 
a pplica tions for land were under consideration . During the ea~ly 
part / 
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part of the war nothing was done about these claims but after 1915 
when tra de relations had been established between Australia and 
New Guinea, planters renewed their application for grants of land 
and others sought a settlement of claims whlch had been partly 
dealt with. 
There were three divisions in regard to land in the 
-lit process of alienation. In the first division were claims in res~ect 
of which the German Government had definitely promised to give a 
title. The claimants had paid their purchase money and had complied 
with the other provisions of th e law. Under such circumsta~ces the 
Administration granted the title . The second group comprised claims 
where land had been taken up with the Government ' s permissicn but no 
preliminary surveying r~d been done and the purchase money had not 
r 
been paid. The third group consisted of thE claims of those people 
to whom permits had been given allowing the applicant to purchase the 
land he wanted from the natives on behalf of the Government . 
In dealing with this situation the kilitary Adminiatra 
tion had to devise a policy which would last as long as the 
Administration endured. It was successful in this endeavour and ~y 
1917 all the tangled land claims had been succ e ssfully worked aut . 
To Qo this a good deal of surveying was necessary, a nd in the 
opinion of those qualified to judge it was found that the technical 
standard maintained by the Australian surveyors was higher than that 
of their former German predecessors . 
Besides I I 
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Besides fixing up claims fro:n the former Government 
the Adminiotration had to deal with new claims for as planters began 
to invest in their own estates they wanted more land to extend their 
planting operations. In this connection no freehold ri ghts ·Nere 
granted. The most the Administrator would 1o was to allow applicants 
to take up land by leasehold, the lease being renewed each year. 
Moreover because of the uncertainty of the position no guarantee 
was g iven that a title to the land would eventually be granted. 
The Administration charged a rental for land taken up like this of 
2/ 6d . per hectaire ( 2·} acres). 
Financial Problem. 
In the realm of finance the ~ilitary Admin istration 
had to face a difficult problem. There was no ban k in the ? ro-
tectorate so the Admi nistration had to leave undisturbed the method 
of dep osits and advances which the companies and traders had 
established . To have abolished them would have been disast=ous. 
The German currency also remained. Howev er the dml nistration 
found that it could not do without a bank so a Sav1ngs Bank was 
established in 1915. 
One important reason for the maintenance of ~he status 
quo was the fact that any repudiation of German coinage would have 
shattered the natives ' belief in the good faith of the Government 
because many natives had hoarded large quan~ities of German silver 
and / 
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calculated their wealth by it . The mark meant a great deal to them 
and it had been the basis of exc hange and "'oarter for so lon g that 
th~y would not have understood any change in its value. 
The Corrnnonweal th Government wante d immedia tely to 
withdraw German currency from circula tion and establish the exch3ng~ 
value of the mark at 6d. instead of 1/ -• Had t his been done the 
Government would have been regarded by the na tives as an enemy 
instead of a friend, for such an injustice would have resultej in 
them los i n g one half of their hoarded wealth. Apart from this 
danger it would have given the German residents an excellent 
opp ortunity for discrediting Br itish rule 1n the eyes of the natives. 
Because of these objections the Commonwealth decided not to enforce 
the vli thdrawal of German currency fror.:~ circulation a t once. 
Matters stood thus until 1916 wh en the Adminis~ra-:ion 
decided to change the financial arrangements of the country as 
military exigencies seemed to justify follonin g a ne w course. By 
1916 it was uncertain how Germany's i nternational credit would s~and 
at the term1nation of the war, so it was d e~ided by the Commonwealth 
t ha t all German currency circula ting in the Territory shoul•i be 
called in and wi thdrawn from circulation . A branch of the Coranon-
wealth Bank of Australia was therefore esta·Jlished in the Territory . 
Following on the establishment of the bank a pro-
clamati-on was i f sued whi ch suspend ed the operation of all Gerrr.an 
laws governing the establishment of banking , and those inst:::..tuticns 
which j 
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which had been set up to conduct the business of banking in 
accordance with German law were forbidden to continue their business . 
This was a very drastic change but one whichwas defended en the 
grounds of necessity . It was clear that if the Government was -co 
be carried on indefinitely some modificaticn of the existing con-
ditions was essential . 
The change was accompanied by less disturbance th~n 
was antici pat ed . The new bank by identifying itself with the 
interests of the Territory was an immediate success . At first t~e 
German merchants feared that the Government would ruin their 
businesses, for the proclamation had maintained that no other 
institution should be allowed to carry on banking in the colony . 
Had ·t h is been adhered to, the companies woul~ave been compelled to 
sto p their deposit business , but as the Administration coulasee 
that this would cause very extensive disorg~nization between ~he 
mercantile companies a nd the planters , they were allowed to continue 
their ordinary commercial relations with their customers prJv~ding 
that all remittances beyond the limits of t~e Territory be made 
through the Commonwealth Bank . In t h is way the Administration won 
over the former German bankers . 
In the withdrawing of currency from circulation the 
Admi nistration acted with disc r etion . Firs~ the bank notes a~d rcaper 
~oney were called in and English substituted . It was not until 1919 
that German silver , nickel and cop per coinage was wi thdrawn . There 
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was some early objection to surrendering German notes for Australian 
ones but as Germany's financial position became worse , the planters 
became thankful that they had procured the Australian currenc~. 
Health Provisions of the Militarv Administration . 
The hygenic provisions made JY the German Government 
in Rabaul and elsewhere were continued by the following Administra-
tion. These includ ed the maintenance of a Euro pean hospita~ wh ich 
contained accommodation for a l a rge number of patients. The staff 
included two trained nurses supplied by the Red Cross Society in 
Herlin, a Chinese Cook, ten native boys and two native women. 
The two German doctors in Ra·Jaul attended not onl;, 
the EuDopean hospital but also the well equipped na tive hos p ital 
outside the town. They visited various centr es for the purpo~e of 
vaccina tion, inocula tionand inspection. Similar provision on a 
s maller sc a le had been establi shed a t two other centres and ever~-
where the natives s h owed great confidence in the doct ors. 
One v ery i mp ortant reform was effected by th e 
Military Adm i n i s t ration whi ch had valuable ~esults in i mproviLg 
health conditions for white residents and that .was imp roved s~nitatio 
Though the Germans built excellent houses they did little towards 
reducing th e liabi l ity to malarial fever , wh ich existed througho~t 
the Protectorate. This caused a h i gh death rate among the whi t e 
population and the unhealthy nature of various posts had been the 
direct cause of the removal of the seat of Government on several 
occasions under the former rule. 
I , 
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·,7hen the British assumed control, one of the first 
works undertaken was the endeavour to minimise the risk of infection 
at Rabaul . The result is that now Rabaul i s a remarkably h~althy 
tr op ica l centre because of the greatly i mproved santita tion . The 
s ame effort was made in other centres vw'here Europeans were 
assembled but to a lesser degree . Away from such centres the 
liability to fever rema ined cons tant . 
Treatment of Aliens . 
In regard to the treatment of aliens , the Mi litary 
Adminictration made a chang e i n giving Chinese and 1Lalays the stc.tus 
of Euro peans . The former German Government had accorded th:s ~i ght 
only to Japanese . 
A further a lteration of policy was mad e in t ha t t:te 
i mmigration of aliens was check ed while Chinese and J',:a.lays had been 
previously encouraged . Other Asiatics had never been desired . 
Conclusion . 
During the ._) eriod that the 1.:: ilitary Adm i n 1s tra tion 
remained in control there were five successive Austral ian military 
officers who held the position of Admi ni s trator . Summing u p the work 
done during t hose seven years the verdict seems to be 'that Australia 
emerged from the experiment with considerable credit . It has t o be 
remembered that she had l1 t tle experience in dealing with island 
problems and in dealing with native races . Eor eover , mak in g the 
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position still more difficult v1as the fact that in controlling a 
former enemy cbuntry many problems had to b 6 met relating to the 
German nationals . Finally the wh ole of the ~ ersonnel ~f the 
Government Dep&rtments and for the District Serv1ce had t o be met 
from the ranks of a s mall military force . 
In one respect the Kilitary Administration did not 
make as much progress as it desired and that was in the improvement 
in the condition s of the natives who rema lned in their villages . 
This wae due to the difficulty of obt a ining staff as the beEt men 
were engaged in the war in Europe . The res ,_tlt was that it was im-
possible to get for all the district stations, officers who had had 
adequate experience of na tive affairs . In Epite of this disadvantage, 
however , by securing the services of a number of off icers who had b eer: 
trained in Papua , gr eat i mpr ov ements were br : u ght about in the 
sanitation of villages a nd in the material conditions of native life . 
In this connection must be noted the great encouragement of native 
plantations . At the close of the lJI:i lita.ry Admini s tra.tion these 
totalled in area 20,000 acres . 
New Guinea and the Peace Treaty . 
Gnder the Treaty of Peace s igned at Versailles on 
28th .June, 1919, Germany ' s title to New Guinea passed· into the ha:tds 
of the allied powers . A mandate was the n g iven to the British lring 
on behalf of the Commonwealth of Au s tralia to admin ister ew Guinea 
and 
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the adjacent islands . This mandate was of the "c" type which al:..owed 
the l~andatory Power to govern the Territory as if it were a-:1 in t egral 
portion of the Commonwealth. Our mandate consists of the for~er 
Protectorate with the exception of the Pelew, Caroline and ~arshall 
groups which were mandated to Japan . German New Guinea was hence-
forth to be known as the Territory of New G~inea. 
The Military Administration was ended by the Peace 
Treaty a nd the clause which had the greatest immedi a te consequence 
was that which conferred u pon the allies in occupation of farmer 
enemy territory the ri ghtto liquidate the property and interests of 
the German nationals therein . w Germany unde~took to co~pensate her 
nationals for the retention of their property in accordance with 
valuations mad e under th e laws of the occu py in g State . 
Expropriation of German Estates . 
The Commonwealth Government ~ook steps for the ex-
propriation of the property of German na tionals only after ~hcro~gh 
investigation by a .Royal Commission. This was done because t!:ere 
was a good deal of opinion a ga inst expropri a tion both on the 
grounds of its inherent injustice for it was impossible to co~-
~ ensate men for a lifetime of effort , and also out of regard for the 
future of the plantations, wh ich had been built up by the energy a nd 
experience of men who had given their lives to the study of the 
problems of planting. 
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Had only the bi g company pro perties been expropria ted 
possibly no great injustice wou l d have b een done, but it wa3 ~he 
s mall planter who ha d put all he possessed into his estate an d r~d 
spent his life develop ing it who wa s ordered out of the country with 
a valueless che que drawn on his country . The idea was t h e the 
German I mperial Government should co mp ens a te its n ationals for their 
lost pl anta ti ons, stores , buildings , etc ., the aggre gate amount of 
which was to be deducted f rom Austral i a ' s s ha r e in t he war indemnity 
wh ich Germany ha d pledg ed herself to pay . 
To the mass of t h e peo ple, the policy of exp~o p ri ~ tion 
was regarded a s being a na tural consequence of t he war, but a fe~ 
looked ahe ad and questioned the wisdo m of t h e measure , urg ing t h~t 
if it were deemed necess a r y to erad icate t h e Germe.n element ~ the 
Commonwealth should do so by purchase . But the Hughes Gove r n ment 
decided in favour of app lying t he measures of expro pri a tion to all 
property , ri ghts .a nd interests b elongi ng to German nationals in the 
Territory . The result was . t hat the German residents in New Gt:.inEa 
were. sent back to the Fatherlan d to join t he numb er of t ho se whom 
the war had ruined and full of hatr ed towards the victorious allies . 
The Royal Commissi on made its re port and the Gcvern-
:d-..v 
ment decided on the recommendation sugg ested by~majority , a nd an 
Ex pro pri a tion Ordinan ce was br ou ght into force on 1st S epter.ber 1920 . 
I t pr ovi de d for a Publi c Trustee in whom wa s v ested a ll the property 
of any firm or c omp any wh ich the Admir is t rator should de clare t o be 
in his o pinion managed or controll ed f or the benefit of subjects ~f 
Germany / 
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Germany or persons resident , or carr ying on bus1ne s s in Germany . 
The management of such properties was to be placed in the hands of 
an Expropriation Board of three members ap pointed by the Adrrinistrato 
The property of the seven principal German comp~n ies 
in the Territory was vested in the Public Trustee on 1st Septe~ber 
1920 and other properties followed till the properties of most 
German na tionals still resident in the Territory was vested in th3 
Public Trustee . 
Properties which came . under the management of the -
Expropriation Board consisted not only of ccconut plantations but 
also included several large businesses . All these properties rem~ ine 
under the management of the Board at the date of the civil govern-
ment, but were then transferred f rom the Putlic Trustee to a 
specified "Custodian of Expropriated Properties" . 
In the Minority Report of thE Royal Commissicn which 
was submitted by the chairman, J . H.P. Murray, the Lieutenant-
Governor of Papua, the nationalization of property resumed was 
recommended . He urged that the property should be managed by the 
Governmeny1n the public interest . His plan was that a boart should 
be appointed of 3 members possessing expert knowledge of -
(a) planting; 
(b) storekeeping and trading ; and 
(c) general business and finance 
and he advocated giv·ing wide powers t o the board as to the manage-
ment of the plantations in order that they should be run to make ~ 
profit like a pri vate business . 
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However, the majority repor: differed as to u-_e 
ultimate disposal of enemy owned property . The other two 
commissioners did not recommend a policy of nationalization for it 
seemed to them that such a procedure would not encourage permanent 
settlement . lioreover , they did not advocate a policy of leasing 
improved lands . Their solution of the problem of what to C.o with 
expropriated DOrperty was immediate sale a~d the Government decided 
to accept their recommendation . 
Power to sell the expropriated properties was the~ 
conferred upon the Custodian by regum tions between 1920 - 22 . On3 of 
these regulations limited the persons to whom properties might b2 
sold . The people who had the right of purchase included Austral~an 
returned soldiers , natural born British subjects and companies, pro-
vided the majority of their shares were hel1 by natural bor~ Brit i sh 
subjects . This regula tion excluded all allied, neutral or ex- enemy 
buyers. 
By other regulations provision was made for the PcY-
ment of purchase money by installiT.ents, special concessions being 
granted to returned soldiers - instal lments extended over 20 years 
for returned soldi ers - and over five years for others . 
When these re gL<. l &tions were completed the Custodian 
set about disposing of the ; roperty a nd invited tenders for the 
purchase of 30 plantations a nd certain of the stores . The result 
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of t he advertisement to t h is effect was~ satisfactory tender 
. 
being received which was for a leasehold plantation . The reason 
given f or this very unsatisfactory result was the heavy slump in 
the copra market and s econdly the feeling of insecurity in regard 
to the title to the land . Th-irdly taxa tion in the Territory n3.S 
heavy . 
The Expropriation Board, therefore , continued to 
manage the properties itself employing overseers and staff vrhc came 
from Australia in place of the German overseers and employees whc 
had been repatriated . 
The immediate result of the Ex pro priation Board 
taking control was widespread confusion due to the fact that the 
Board ' s staff had been hurriedly a pp ointed a nd consisted of ir. -
experienc ed men . It was unable to conduct at the same time t~e 
affairs of a number of large comp anies in addition to the expropriat 
plantations of smaller companies and individual persons . The resul t 
of all t h is was that the revenue of the Territory :fell away and for 
a time th e Government of the country became entangled with the task 
of the Expro pri a tion Board . 
Trouble was due to the fact that the change fro m 
German to British hands had meant a change from experienced 
individual control by persons whose whole future was devoted to the 
success of their plantations or the plantations in their care , to 
the control by three or four men a ppointed by a Governmen t 
possess1ng I I 
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possessing no knowledge of tropical agri culture and plantation 
management and of the fitness and capabilities of those men it was 
unaole to judge. No wonder Australia lost heavily in the management 
of the plantations . 
This was the position when Cclonel John Ainsworth 
submitted his report on the Territory of New Guinea . Re expreasei 
the view that the continuance of the Expropriation Board as 
plantation owners and traders was undesirable, for , as he pointed 
out, the primary function of the Board was to look after the 
properties only until such times as they could be sold and not j as 
it had done , develop into a Government concern employing considerably 
over three hundred whites . He therefore advocated the sale of the 
properties to private people as soon as possible . 
An important reason for Ainsworth reaching this 
decis i on was the fact that the Board had bec~me a too importan~ 
fact or in the affairs of the Terri t ory and was responsible for keeping 
out of the country private capital . The pri?ate planters and traders 
in the Territory constituted a minority and their importance and 
influence were insignificant when compared with the Board ' s . 
Since the Board followed a policy of not increaeing 
the planting area , it was inevitable that the agricultura l devel o rc -
ment of the Territory continued to be retarded . Ainsworth mal~l ained 
that if all the activities in connection with plantations and 
businesses controlled by the Board were in the hands of private 
owners , the material wealth of the Territory would be increased , so 
l eading to prosperity . 
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Because of the considerable adverse criticis m which 
had been publicly directed agains t the Expro pr iation Board's 
management, Messrs. Yarwood, Vane & Co. were sent in 1924 to enquire 
into the matter . They carefully examined all the charges of waste , 
negligence and incompet~nce with wt: ich the Board had been accused 
and expressed the view that the sale of properties on ordin:rry 
commercial terms to Br itish buyers as early as possible was most 
desirable . 
As a res ult of its enqu iri es the commission :ound 
that the results ac hieved by the Boa rd, while not perfect were 
certainly worthy of high commendation for it had to be remembereC. 
that the Board entered upon control with a ·1ery i nsuffic ien-:. staff 
limited almost wholly to the emp loyment of returned soldiers having 
little or no experience in the work requ ired of them, a nd having to 
build up an organi za tion to carry on business over a very w:de a rea. 
The Board had to face many d:fficulties in conr.ection 
with tr ansport both within the Territory an d oversea ports. 
Deficiencies in equipment and oppressive cl:. matic conditions also 
led to many problems. 
Management of Plantations . 
The work of the Board involved the t ak ing over of 
some 268 plantations - one estate often cone.isting of severa.l s mall 
islands - 20 large stores a nd other services of the German companies 
a nd / 
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and planters in connection with shipping , workshops, hospitals, etc . 
In connection with the management of the plantations the Board chcse 
~anagers and inspectors , while its staff in connection with its other 
duties included store managers, store assistants , schooner masters , 
etc . The administrative work concerned was carried out at a head 
office and seven branch office't s . 
An Asiatic staff was employed consisting of 28 Halays 
who were store assistants . When the Board assumed control the nurr ber 
was much larger and 28 represents a fall of 60 per cent . Anot~e r 25 
were employed on plantations . Other Asiatics included 75 Chinese 
employed as enginee~s and carpenters and 39 as assistant oversEers 
on di f ferent plantations . One Japanese was ~n charge of a meter 
schooner and two were as s istant overseers . 
Unt i l 1921 separate medical o::-ganizations were 
maintained for each of the large German companies , but after t:tat 
date these services we r e amalgamated and the Board maintained c. WEll 
organized service under a qualified medical officer . At each cf the 
principal centres a hospital was installed and provision made for 
free tteatment of white , Asiatic and nat i ve employees , who werE given 
necessary drugs and treatment . 
In 1924 the number of nRtive labourers employed by 
the Board was a pproximately 14,647, and out of these the con-:.racts 
of about 5,000 expired each year . Since about 40 per cent . of thE 
expiring indentures did notre - indenture steps had to oe tak en 'ty the 
Board / 
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Board to obtain more J.n bour . There were three ways of obtaining 
labour . In the first place Board overseers could recruit labourers . 
They would receive a bonus fro m 5/- to 20/- for each native signed 
on. Secondly the Board could get labourers from outside recru iters 
who would get £7 . 10 . 0 per head for a three year recruit . Thirdly 
the Board co uld organize s pecial expedit i ons to such districts 
as the Sepik River and draw natives fro m a previously untouched 
area~. All these sources were utilized in acqciiring new labourers . 
IAan ag ement of Stores. 
The Boar d madealterations in respect of the stcres 
which it took over . The f our principal German Companies had 
branches of their stores at e1 ght of the main po r ts . The Board 
closed certain of the stores and stocks were centralized in one 
store at each place. This economy res ulted 1n a smaller staff 
being necessary. 
In conducting the business of its st or es the Board 
was handicapped by the great difficu lty of obtaining the services 
of returned soldiers with s uitable experience for the positions . 
The loss of business which was considerable up to 1924 was partly 
due to this, for inexperienced managers often bought lines for which 
there was little sale . Another r eason was that a larg e quantity ~f 
r 
unsaleable goods was taken over fro m the former German managers . 
Experience was the only t h ing that could rerr.edy t t .. i s cause of trade 
loss and even so there was a lways the p ossibliity of accumulating 
unsaleable / 
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unsaleable g oods where no merchants ' representations called w:th 
samples of g oods. 
Chinese stores had an advant9.ge over the :;oard in t h is 
respect for they were visited b y such representatives. Thia was due 
to the fact that Chinese stores did a great ;Jart of the trading Wl th 
the n : tive po lula tion and had been largely ~inanced by German 
~ companies to whom they were in debt. Vfhen ~he Expropriation Eoard 
began to cut down the lon g credit terms which the Germans had 
granted the Chinese traders, a numt er of Sydney firms offered to 
extend t h eir credits. The result was that o.he position of the 
Chinese traders became even more favourable. 
As in all other dep a rtments great difficulty was 
experience d in obtaining sui table men to tc;.ke the p l a ce of the German 
accounta nts a nd book-kee pers, and frequent changes of staff took 
place because of retirements, wh ich took place e i ther by health 
conditions or the unsuitability ol some men for the p ositions. All 
this caus ed disorganization. 
Ua nagement of Trading Stations. 
' 
The Germans had established trad1ng stations in the 
Territory w "ich consisted of s mall areas of land situa ted at con-
venient spots adjacent to native settlements a nd to plantati:)ns , where 
purchases were made of native grown copra an1 the natives were 
su pplied with tobacco a nd other articles . 
Of I 
Of the tra ding ~: tat ions wh ich came under the c c ntr ol of 
the Board there were 103 freehold , 42 under long lease and 90 stations 
under annual lease . The German owners of plantations frequently 
carried on these stations themselves putting natives or Chinese in 
charge, on a wage . They sometimes leas e d them to Chinese or ctners . 
When the Expropriation Board took over an arrangerr_ent 
was made whereby the Board decided to lease the stations to Chinese 
traders on the basis of a minimum rental and a charge of 10 per cent . 
on all copra sold . This system was carried on till 1923 when the 
method of leasing the stations to returned soldiers was begun . 
Leases were granted to the highest rental tendered , subject to a 
condition that the copra obtained had to be sold through thE Board 
at a commission of 7 per cent . A lease could be cancel1ed if the 
lessee di d not obtain 90 per cent . of the ccpra 'o~tput supplied by 
the previ ous lessee or if he wasfuund guilty of a civil or cri~in~l 
offence . 
In summarizing their conclusions Messrs . Yarwooi 
Vane & Co . reached the decision that, since the plantations rr.ay ~ery 
possibly remain in the custodian ' s hands.for a considerable ti~e , it 
would be wise for the Board to put the properties on the most 
efficient workin g basis p9ssible a nd to spend such capital as was 
necessary on them. Theypoint~d out that such expenditure would not 
be irrecoverable for when the properties were finally sold t~eir 
value would be increased to the extent of the expenditure or more . 
The commissioners further recommended a reduction ~n 
taxation / 
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taxation , for the heavy taxation remained a powerful factor 
operating against the ~urcr~se of the expropriated pr operties , 
put up for sale , by individuals . During the term of its activities 
the Board , though a Government activity was not exempt from 
taxation and paid all rates , taxes and import and export du:ies . 
R. Cobcroft in h is survey of the activities of the 
Expropriation Board, recommended that all a::-eas wt1 ich had p::-oved un-
suitable for coconut cultivation owing to the poor nature of the 
soil be abandoned because they would never ·:Je payable in StJite of 
capital expended on them wh ich he considered would be irrecoverable . 
In his conclusions Cobcroft agreed with the earlier 
conclusions of Yarwood,Vane 8 Co . that the 3oard's staff was by no 
means large en ough to cope with its work and that from the outset 
the available number of returned soldiers with experience of trorical 
agriculture was very li mited . This mad·e the matter of replacing 
·German officer s by Australians one of serio·.ls difficulty for the 
Board. 
After · the report of Messrs . Yarwood, Vane & Jo . the 
Commonwealth Governm ent decided to offer for sale by ~uolic tender 
the whole of the properties, and the first group of plantations , 
trading stations, bus1ness premises and residences in New Britain were 
placed on the market in 1926 . This group was sold and the remaining 
property was disposed of by the end of 1927 . The whole of the ex-
propriated properties realized a sum of three and a half million 
pounds / 
pounds and t he purc hase money in most cases was spread over a peri od 
of twen t y years . 
When taking account of i t s expenditure on the 
expropriated property the Boa rd found tha t during the few years of 
its a c t iv i ti e s the cash re qu irements exceed ed the revenue from the 
sa l e of produce and other sources to the value of £e9 3 , 000 . This 
amount wa s rede emed when the pro verti es were sold . 
The im~ ortance m the plantations t o the Te r ritcry 
will be seen when it is considered tr~t f or the year 1926 the total 
value of the exports was £1 ,1 05 , 185. Of t h is , 45 , 806 tons of co pra 
was exported va lued at £1 , 0 16 , 930 or 10/11ths of the value of all 
exports from the Territory . Such a re sult was a credit to the wcrk 
of the Ex pro priat ion Boa rd and with the transfer of the ~lant~ticns 
to private owners it was not too · muc h to expect t ha t the plantations 
of the Te r ritory would enter a period of greatly inc r eased 
pros perity . 
Treatment of German Na tionals . 
As soon as all enemy pro perty was in the hands of the 
Exp ro ~r i ation Boa rd a De portation Ordinance provi d ed for the 
compulsory de portation of German na tionals from the Te r ritory . 
Wh ile waitin~ to be sent back to Germany t h ey were granted by the 
Commonwealth Government a sustenance al l owan ce of 20s . pe r day for 
each / 
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each adult and 10/- f or ea ch child to cover living expenses at 
Rabaul. Those who appealed against expropriation were allowed to 
remain in possession of their estates if it was considered that the 
properties were not likely to be injured . Furthermore , the fares 
of German nationals repatriated to Germany were pa id by the Common-
wealth Gover nment . 
The German missionaries were allowed to stay after a 
good deal of discuss ion . They numbered 221 and had acquired -~on-
s i derable influence over the nati.ves . It was thought in some 
quarters that this influence would be exerted against the interests 
of the Australian Government . ' Bishop Couppe declared that it would 
be unjustifiable to question the loyalty of his German missionaries 
for they were obli ged by their vocation to sa cr ifice t heir ?a trioti c 
or national feelin g for their spiritual mission. 
In spite of this the Royal Ccrnmission , f 192C issu eG a 
warnin g that such missionaries wo uld have a1mndant opportunity f or 
working a ga inst the Administration and stirring up nat i ve unr est . 
This pessimistic vie w was disre gard ed a nd the missionar ies were 
allowed to remain. In t he followin g years they s howed the 
Administration tha t their one concern was the forwa rd ing of their 
spiritual mis s ion and the welfare of the natives whom they 
endeavoured to instruct . 
.Acceptance j 
Acceptance of the Uandate . 
The mandate which was offered to the British king on 
behalf of the Commonwealth was accepted under the authority of the 
New Guinea Act of 1920 and the Civil Govern~ent was established en 
the 9th May, 1921 . A brief survey of Article 22 of the Peace 
Treaty mak e s it clear that the mandate confers much more in tt.e way 
~· of obligation on the power that holds it than benefit, and in 
assessing Australia's success in governing the Territory, this must 
alvrays be remembered. 
In taking over the J!andate the Commonwealth pledged 
itself to t'promote to the utmost the material and moral well- beint; 
and the social progress of the inhabitants" and in following out 
this obligation a fundamental change from tt.e old German native p~lic 
had to occur . This chang e meant an alteration in the policy of 
which the economic development of the islands was of greater i~port­
ance than the welfare of the natives . The weakness in the German 
system consisted in the natives being ground down with the res ·.J.lt • 
. that in time they would have become completely dependent on the 
Germans . 
The terms of the lh:andate strictly prohibited an:; such 
possibility . In fact, the new Administra t ion went to the othe~ 
extreme and there was a g ood deal of criticism from an economic 
point of view of the policy which almost pam[)ered the natives in 
order to please members of the League of rations, most of whom knew 
very / 
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very little about primitive races of the New Guinea type . 
Something was considered v.-rong in the Terri tJr~; where 
the Adm i nis tration allowed a trivial offence such as the slap ~ ing of 
a native t o result i n the recall of an experienced officer Jr the 
imprisonment of a p:anter all because the GJv ernment wished to g ive 
the League no cause for complaint . Mor eover, it was oecausg of the 
League that the Commonwealth retained the G::>vernwent of the l~anda te 
itself instead of appointing a Lieutenant-Governor aided by a 
Legislative Council consist1ng of local residents, as had been done 
in Papua. In that Territory t he Lieutenant-Governor was made 
res pons i bl e to the Commonwealth Government ·:::>u t was not cont::-o llec 
by it in strictly Papuan affairs . This type of Administrat:on 
proved to work well and was infinitely supe::-ior to that inf::dcted 
on the Territory which provided for control by a body of men Eeveral 
thousand miles away with simply an executive officer in the 
Territory to enforce its decisions . 
Es tablishment of Civil Administration. 
Upon the day of the proclamation of the establishrr.ent 
of the Civil Admi n istration, the first Ordinances made by the 
Governor- General in Council under the Jew Guinea Act 1920, came into 
force . The most important of these was the Laws Repeal ant 
dopting Ordinance 19 21 , which stated t:r.at: the German laws should 
cease to apply to the Territory . It was declared that certain acts 
of the parliament of the Commonwealth should apply to the Territory 
and / 
and all other ordinances and legislative acts made by the 
Administrators durin g the ~ilitary Occupation then in force should 
continue in fu~l force and effect. Certain acts and statutes of 
the State of ~ueensland, certain acts, statutes and laws of England 
and certain ordinances of the Territory of Papua were also to Je 
adopted as laws of the Territory . Finally the principles ani =ules 
of common law and equity were to be applied to the Territory o: 
New Guinea. All these legislative acts were to be sub j ect to the 
qualification that they should be applied only so far as they were 
applicable to the circumstances of the Territory . 
This Ordinance also provided for the preservation of 
the rights of the natives over land and t heir c u stoms in regard to 
cultivation, barter, hunting , etc . , as well as maintaining t~a~ a:l 
tribal institutions, customs and wages, not contrary to the general 
principles of humanity, s h ould be maintained . By it, too, t~e slave 
trad e was prohibited and no forced labour was to be permittei . 
Other Ordinances provided for the establishment of 
courts of law and prohibited the supply of opium, a mmunitions, fire-
arms and intoxicating liquor to the natives. The Act further stated 
t bat no military or naval base should be establish ed or fortification 
erected in the Territory a nd that the r e should be free exercise of 
all forms o f worship allowed . 
Finally it was provided that the Governor-General 
should make an annual re po rt. to the Counc i 1 ·Jf the Lea gu e of l~a t ions 
containing full information as to the measures taken to carry out the 
guarantees / 
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guarantees declared by the Act in respect of the native inhabi tan~s 
and as to their Nell being and progress . 
Administration . 
One of the problen1s whi c h the Royal Cornmissi en had to 
determine was some scheme for the organization of a system of 
government . There seemed three possible solu t ions 
(a) Amalgame tion with Papua; 
(b) Separa t e administration; 
(c) Separate from Papua for purposes of legislation 
and internal Administration , with separate 
Execut i ve and Legislative Council~ and a separate 
public service , but one officer to administer both 
governments . 
The Chairman of the Royal Commission, J . H. P . M~rray , 
favoured the first pos s ibility - that of amalgamation - on ~he 
ground f i rst of economy . The question of expense he considered ~as 
one of great importance and it was obvious tha t two administrations 
', ere going to cost more than one . Then a ;·ain, if the Commo·:1weal th 
concentrated on one service , it was going to be infinitely superior 
to two indifferent ones . 
Uurray asserted that under the ~ilitary Administration 
t h ere was a general tendency , carried on from German times , t •) regard 
the natives in the Territory as an asset and not to consider the we ll 
being and development of the native race for its own sake as nei~g 
one of the principal objects to be aimed at . This , moreover , was 
one of the requirements of the Mandate . Tc combat this te~dency 
he urged the amalgamation of the two Territories of Papua and 
German / 
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German New Guinea under one administra t ion . Other points which n e 
considered included the econoF. ic position which was practically the 
same for the both Territori e s a nd t h e identical racial nature of 
the nativ e po pulati ons . 
He d id n o t consi d er tha t t h e comb ined Territories 
would b e too di f ficult to mana g e u nder on e a dmi n istrat ion, f or the 
--
combined Te r rito ry would be divi d ed into adm i n istrative district3, 
each unde r a District Of ficer . An o t h er reason h e a dv a nced f or 
a mal ga ma ti on wa s the fact that the eff ects of the German Admi n istra-
tion c ould more easily be overcome u nd er a combined adm i n istra tion . 
The majority of the Commissi on d ecided a gainst 
amal ga mation . Th ey f avo ured a n Admi n istrator "who h ad extensive 
po wers a nd who shoul d have th e a dvice a nd assista nce c f an 
Executive Council of his senior officers, b ut shou l d b e free ~o act 
" 
inde p e n den tly of t ha t bod y i f h e deems it nec e ssary+ . They a lso 
~ s uggested tha t a Le g islative Council should be con sidered fJl~ow:ng 
the lines of t h e one in Pa pua wh ich cons isted o f t h e Executive 
Council sup p l emented by certa in u no f f icial members. 
They d isapprov ed of amalga n a ti on on th e grounds that 
the Lieutena nt-Governor of Pa pua a n d h is Council already had enou gh 
t o do with out bei ng furth e r embarra ssed by a ne w burd en which in-
valved th e tra nsfer of a military to a civil or gan i zation o: 
government . 
+ F ina l Re port of t he Roy a l Comm iss i on. 
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It was also claimed that as the Legislat i ve Council 
of Papua consisted of six officials and three private persons with 
business interests in the Territory it would hardly be a suitable 
body to advise regardin .,.:· the laws of the Territory . :F'urtl:iennore, 
the capital of Papua, Port Moresby , would be an inconvenient place 
from which to govern German New Guinea . 
As a final objection they held that such an amalgama-
tion would embarras~ Papua in that the combi r.ed Territories would 
have to be treated as one whole and that natives from any or..e part 
must be allowed to be recruited for any other part . Chinese and 
Japanese also would have to be g ranted admittance to Papua which 
had hitherto excluded such people . Moreover, all revenue and 
expenditure would have to be pooled and that would lead to 
difficulties in compilin@· the annual report of' the ! andated 
Territory to the Council of the League of Nations . 
They pointed out that immediate union wo uld involve 
the adoption of all Papuan laws and the cancellation of the whole 
legal system under which the ~andated Terri~ory had grown up, 
resulting in widespread confusion. 
Furthermore, if the German residents were to be 
repatriated , a decision which had not been settled at the timE of 
the Royal Corrmission's investigations, the ~ask , it seemed -:o thE 
Commissioners , would involve such di f ficult:es that the Govcrr..mer..t 
would hav e to be situated in the very centre of affairs to be able 
to cope with the problem. Even if the residents were allowed to 
remain 
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remain, it was held that they would have to be constantly 
watched by an administration always on th e spot and not one at 
a r emote c entre . 
For all these reasons the Commonwealth decided 
a gainst amalgamation . Since putting that decision into effect 
there has been a growing body of opinion which has come to regret 
the fact that such amalgamation did not take place, the reason 
advanced being that the new Territory wa.s thereby deprived of 
the valuable services of Sir Huburt Murray , Lieutenant-Gcvernor 
of Papua, V'ho had shown himself so capable in native administra-
tion . Because the policy of c.mal ga!·Ja tion was decided a gainst 
the ~andated Te r ritory did not receive the best administration 
that it was possible for Austral i a to g ive . Instea d a new type 
had to be improvised with the inevitable failures consequent on 
an untried experiment . 
The newly establi s hed administration wa s very 
hi ghly c entralized. Le g islative po wer 1n respect of the 
Territory was ve s ted in the Gov ernor-General of the Commonwealth 
who could make Ordinances for the g ov ernment of the Terr1tcry . 
Actually it was administered by the Home a nd Territories Dep art-
ment in Australia, which t h rough the Minister, submitted its 
recommendations to the Cab inet a nd the reg~lations were pro-
claimed through the Governor-General; 
However , 
~. 
~owever , the actual administrat1on was v ested in the 
Adm inistrator who was subje ct to the instructions of the Governor-
ueneral , that is, the Federal Cabinet . He was without any 
legislative, exe c utive or advisory council. This was contrary to 
the recommendation of the Royal Comm ission which had suggested some 
sort of Executive Council. 
In 1924 Ainsworth recommended that the Administrator 
be J rovided ~ ith an Advisory Counc il, which Council, he said, should 
be a sort of executive body consisting of se lected heads of 
Departments and possibly one or more outside people of experienc e. 
He suggested that some of the ou tside representatives should be 
missionaries, on the ground that, since they lived and taught ~mong 
the natives ,. they understood their requiremen ts best . Howeve r , he 
urged tha t while the governing power was t o decide the broad 
princ i ple s on which the nat iv e ted to be ruled , the latter must bs 
protected against being governed in the i nterests of those who were 
only concerned in obta i ning cheap labour and exploiting the nativ~ 
for their own benefit . He also urged that t he existing native 
&Qthorities and i nstitutions be ma intained a nd encouraged . 
By an Ordinance of 1926 the Administrator was 
assis ted by a small Adv i sory Council c~ nsisting of the heads of 
the pr incipal Departmen ts, but he was not bound t o accept its 
advice . The white residents of the Territory were very d i s -
satisfied un rl er t his autocracy and began a movement to secure 
some share in the Administration . 
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The next effort at obtaining some sort of 
representative government wa s made by the planters. 'l'hey con-
stituted the majority of the white colonists and provided most of 
the revenue as well as having first-hand kno ·nledg e of the co·.mtry' s 
requirements . In 1927 t hej submitted to Can~erra definite 
suggestions regarding the forma tion of an .~xecutive a nd Legislative 
Council ~ ivin g themselves some share in the government of the 
Territory. They urged t hat the non- official representatives be not 
appointed by the Administrator . However, in spite of their ef:or~s 
nothing was done . 
In 1928 a bill was introduced into Parliament the 
object of wh ich wa s to g ive a s mall share in the Administration 
of the Territory to non- officials . The Bill provided for a 
Legislative Council consist1ng of the Adm1nistrator, ei ght 
officials and five non-officials nominated by the Administrator . 
Though this bill was passed by the Senate it lapsed at the end of 
the session and nothing was done . 
The chief danger feared was that such a council of 
white residents would neglect the na)ive i n terests . But as almost 
all other British Mandates had in Advisory or Le g isla tive body on 
which civilians were represented there hardly seemed sufficient 
ground for not being able to trust the whitE residents of New 
Guinea n o t to exploit the natives . 
It was not until 1932 that an Act to amend the UevJ 
Guinea I I 
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Guinea Act of 1920 was oassed by the Commonwealth of Australia. 
The date of commencement of this new Act was May 1933. In :..t 
certain alterations were made in regard to provisions contained 
in the 1920 Act as well as additional clauses. Hitherto the 
duty of making an annual re~ort to the Council of the Leagu e of 
Nations had belonged to the Governor-General but by the ct of 
1932 it became the duty of the Minister administering the New 
Guinea Act. 
The former Act had empowered the Gov ernor-Ger_eral 
to make Ordinances having the force of law in the Territory . The 
Act as amended provided for a degree of local government for the 
Territory by the establishment of an Executive and a Legislative 
Council. The functions of the Executive Council were to advise 
and assist the Adminis t rator . It was to be constituted of nine 
members appointed by the Governor-General of the Commonwealth, 
eight of whom must be officers of the Territory and the other non-
official member chosen by and fro m the non-official members of ths 
Legisla tive Council . 
.. 
The Legislative Council had the power to make 
Ordinances for the peace, order and good government of the 
Territory. These ord i nances made by the Legislative Council do 
not have the force of law until assented to by the Admi nistrator 
or in certain cases by the Governor-General. Furthermore, an 
ordinance assented to by the Administrator may be dis allowed by the 
Governor-General providing this hap pens within six months of the 
assent. 
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The Legislative Council consists of the 
Administrator, the official members of the Executive Council 
and seven non-o f ficial members nomin~ ted by the Administrator 
and appointed by the Governor-General. The Admi nistrator has the 
power when he wishes the views of any person on matters about to 
be brou ght up in the Le gislative Council to appoint such a person 
as an extraordinary member of the Council for the period during 
which the Council is dealing with the particular matter. 
Because of the establishment of the Executive a nd 
Legislative Councils the Advisory Council w~ich had been established 
in 1926 was abolished. 
The.Ac t was further &m ended in 19 35. The amer.dtnents 
were of a minor nature to facilitate the functioning of the 
Executive and Legislative Councils. The moet important of these 
was the provision made for the ap pointment by the Governor - General 
.~ of a deputy non-official member chosen by and from the non-
official members of the Legislative Council to act in the place 
of the non-official member of the Executive Council -,i'hen that 
member was absent . The deputy, when attending a meeting, was to 
exercise and perform all the powers and functions of a member of 
the Council. 
This is the position of the Government as it n •w 
stands ~ nd should prove more satisfactory than the ear l ier method 
but there is still too much government from Canberra. 
District / 
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District Administration. 
For the purposes of Administration the Territoyy 
is divided into seven districts - New Britain, New Ireland, ~orobe, 
Madang, Sepik, Kieta and Manus - each with its own District head-
quarters. The Military Administration at its close was organized 
into ten Districts Aitape, Madang , Morobe, Rabaul, Gasmata, 
Talasea, Namatanai, Manus and Kieta - but tr_e Civil Administration 
found it convenient to gradually reduce the number of Dtstricts to 
seven. 
The Districts of Sepik, Madang and Morobe are situated 
on the mainland; New Ireland included the island of that name as 
well as Lavongai and other islands; the District of Manus comprises 
the Admiralty Islands, the Hermit Islands, the Nin~go gr o up and 
several small islands in the north-western p~IDtion of the Territory; 
Kieta comprises the islands of Buka · and Bo ugainville, Nuguria, 
Kilinailau, the Taku and Nukumanu groups as well as a number of 
other s mall islands. 
Over / 
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The District Officers hold much the same position 
as that enjoyed by their German predecessors . They see to the care 
and welfare of the natives and OJen up the Territory by patrols . It 
is they who enforce order within their respective districts and 
exercise a certain amount of criminal and civil jurisdi c tion lin ited, 
however, to minor offences . 
The white administrative staff of the d~tricts is 
graded as follows - District Officer, Deputy District Officer, 
Pa trol Officer, Senior Clerk and Clerk. The District a nd Deputy 
District Officers officiate as magistrates in conj unction with their 
ordinary duties a nd they have e qual powers in administrative and 
judicial affairs . The Patrol Officer acts as a non-commissioned 
officer and he conducts polic e pa trols within the district to which 
he is apJointed . However, he does not exercise either administrative 
or magisterial duties, a lthough he may be appointed to act as 
Deputy District Officer and magistrate . All Admin istrative officers 
really do the wo rk of a Patrol officer and as we ll carry executive 
authority . 
Ainsworth noted that an undesirable and unsettling 
feature in connection with some of the Districts was the const~nt 
chang ing of District and Acting District Officers . For exarrple, 
there had been in Rabaul six changes in three years. He urged th~ t 
such changes be avoided as they were ext rewe ly harmful to native 
Adrr, inistration . He wae emphatic in pointing out t ha t to mak e ~ 
success / 
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success of governing a native race it was essential to find the righ t 
man and then keep him as long as possible in the same area because 
it was only by a continuity of control, by a sympathetic officer 
following a firm and just policy , that the natives became eas) to 
handle and acquiesced in schemes for their own advancement withou t 
the aid of a lot of enforcing legislation. 
The ma in t h ing was to win the confidence of the 
natives and this could not be done as long a s District Officers 
were co ntinually being changed. That confidence too was largely 
the result of fair and j ust decisions from the magistrates bench . 
Personal rule he maintained was most likely to succeed with sub-
ordinate native races and for thi~ efficient administrators had to 
be found who could do more for the welfare of the natives t~an any 
legislation, no ~atter how beneficient. 
In this respect he was simpl) repeating the eentiment 
expressed in the Majority Repor t of the oyal Comrdssion wh1ch 
maintained that continu i ty in Adm i nis t 1ation is a necessary factor 
in efficient government and that men chosen for the Administr·ation 
sho uld make the Service their life occupatio&. "There is n o thing" , 
it warned, "that detracts more from a firm and capable Adminis tration 
than fre quent changes". + 
Ainsworth's idea of a successful Adm inistrator is 
r a t her ide a listic. "To be a successful Administrator of a native 
+ Majority Report of the Royal Commission 1920. 
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people certain essential qualifications are necessary" he says . 
"There must be insight and imagination ; imagination of the con-
structive or reconstruct i ve kind , with an ability to understand and 
apprecia t e t he social conditions of the people . There must also be 
ordinary intelligence , tact , patience , enthusiasm, a sense of humour , 
sympathy and with it all strength of character and t he power and 
determination to insist ; combine the foregoing with personal physical 
energy and you have a type of adminiEtrative officer you may loak to 
with confidence to produce the best possible results ..... these are 
attributes wh ich will produce firm , strong and just rulers of the 
pe ople and it is a just and strong man who is prepared to respect 
their social codes and customs whom the natives will follow and obey" . "~ 
It was this aim that the Australian authorities haj to 
have in mind when they chose their Administrators and the Commo n-
wealth has been singularly fortunate in its choice . The men chosen 
have always done their utmost to fulfil the cbligation "to promote 
to the utmost the mater i al and moral welfare and social progress of 
the inhabitants of the Territory" and if at times there seeme to have 
been an apparent failure in th i s respect , it has been owing to lack 
of efficient staff 2nd not to any change in policy . 
In the pages wh ich follow , it may seem that in some 
respects the Government has not done all it might in developing its 
Uandate , but it must always be remembered that successful Administra -
tion of native races is a complex business demanding a vast store of 
~ Ainsworth - "Report on Administrative arrangements and matters 
affecting the interests of the natives in the 
Territory of New Guine~." 
experience and a number of h i ghly trained and fully qualified 
officers. Australia be gan her experiment with little experience o: 
native races in that she had only managed ?apua and even then could 
not draw on the men trained in the job of governing native races 
because th e staff was too small to spare any for a new venture. 
As was seen hen dealing wi th expropri a ted prop=rties, 
the Government showed a marked preference for returned soldiers . But 
while it was the duty of the Government to see that such men were 
looked after, it was poor judgment to entrust such an importa nt ta3k 
to unskilled men . Only ~hen all other t~ings were e qual should pr=-
ference have been g iven to returned men . It might even be argued 
tha t ex- army officers would be eminently unsuitable for the Adminlstra. 
tion of native peoples because their positions in the army wouli in-
cline them to make hasty and dogmatic dec1sions a nd their rule wou ld 
have a very bad effect on the TI9 tives . Admi~istrators of this type 
would not fit in :vith Ainsworth ' s view 8 t all. 
As has been n o ticed the preference for returned men 
resulted in very frequent changes, for me n of no special qualifications 
g ot jobs for whi ch they were eminently unsuitable . Now the 
Commonwealth is followin g a policy of induc1ng young men to enter 
the Service as cadets . These men receive a course of University 
trainin g in Anthropology , Elementary Law , and Tropical Hygiene ant 
special provision is made for supervision in Practical Fieldwork in 
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the ~errito ry itself. Thus they are qualified for the job they 
undertake. 
District Penetration. 
At the outset of the Civil Administration a policy of 
extension of Government influence by means of peaceful penetratio~ wa 
adopted. By peaceful penetration is meant that the na tives are 
brought under partial Government influ-ence and gradually from "partia 
influence" through a stage of "influence" to "complete control". 
The District Officers were instructed to prepare maps of t h eir 
districts in areas s howing the vari ous stages of Government 
influence. The stages to be marked were :-
(a) 
(b) 
( c) 
(d) 
{e) 
Areas where Government control was complete; 
Areas under partial control; 
Areas under Government influence, tha t is where 
a European offic er could arrest a native 
withou t being moles ted and where the lives of 
visiting Eu ro peans would be qu ite safe; 
Areas whi ch ha d been penetrated by patrols 
without encounter1ng op position, but where 
proper contact with t he na tives had not been 
mad e; 
Unknown areas. 
In areas under effective control, law and order 
prevails, and traders a nd others can proceed without fear of life 
a nd property . The re ads are made and maintained either by the 
Government or by the natives, the taxes a re paid and the laws 
obeyed. In areas under partial control it is not advisable for 
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traders and others to go unprotected, but the Gov ernment exercises 
a certain amount of control in that "luluais" will respond to 9. 
su~mons to appear at a Governm~nt headquarters and some taxEs are 
levied and collected. 
To follow out its schemes for penetration the 
Government had many difficulties to face in view of the rugged 
nature of the country . Every village seemed to be in an in-
accessible position- built thus for protection . Added to this 
was the fact that a different tongue or dialect was encountered 
every few miles. It is probable that because of the diff1cult 
physical features of the country the Germans were prevented from 
obtaining a knowledge of the various interiors of the islands of 
the New Guinea group and so confined their main energies to the 
coastal fringe . Another reason probably was the absence of any 
wealth com1ng from the interior with the result that there was no 
incentive to extend operati ons inland . Coconuts will only grow a 
few miles in from the coast, so the former Government e.xpended all 
its energies in alienating land in the coastal regions . The 
Germans built some very good roads in the T@rritory , but with fe~ 
exceptions they all followed the coast line . 
Apart from these difficulties the Government h&d to 
face a shortage of men qualified for field work , a field staff at 
the most included only one officer , because more could not be 
spared from routine work for penetration purposes . Because o~ly 
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one officer at a time was usually available to Open up new country 
a system of base camps was devised. By this scheme, when tLe 
District Officer decided to make contact with the nati~es in a 
certain area under influence, an officer accompanied by ten or 
twelve native police constables proceeded to the place accompanied 
by sufficient carriers for the transportation of such camp equipment 
and supplies as was judged necessary. A camp site was then selected 
and rough . shelters erected by the carriers . It is impossible for a 
Patrol Officer to settle in any one village, because the enemies of 
the village would not enter it . For that reason the site always has 
to be chosen near a number of villages, but not too close to any one 
for that might give the others the idea that a special friendship 
existed between the patrol and that village . By using t h is kind of 
tact the members of all villages are induced to come t o the new camp 
to see what it is about . 
The patrol always takes its own provisions in ord~r 
that it may not be deJendent on the villages for food supplies, but 
as soon as the natives show any desire to trade the patrol accepts 
the food offerings of the natives in return for trade articles . 
'Vhen contact is established in t his manner the officer begins to 
explore the area and · desires. the natives to build a rest house for 
his use . The natives need very lliittle inducement to build this 
bouse on the outskirts of the village for the use of the officer 
and other visiting Europeans , because they dislike interfer~nce and 
it I I 
it would inconvenience them to have the visitors in t heir ovm village 
In return for the rest h ouse the Patrol Of ficer, when 
it is completed, visits the villag e a n d rem2.ins t h ere a few days 
d i stributing small pre s ents by way of tha nke. To the rest ~ouse 
plants are brought fro m th e coast by police-runners a nd the villag e 
is made res ponsible for the care c f the plants, in return f or wh1ch 
service they are g iven all the fruits which the plants eventually 
yield. 
The Patrol Officer recognises the head man of t~e 
village a nd issues him with a cap s h owing his rank, a n d a lso, ~here 
possible, ap points a "tul-tul 11 fro m the vil~ ge to as s ist the 
"luluai" ~becomeJthe official interpreter. Of cour s e the 
"tu l-tul'' must be a ble to unde r stand 'pidg in" 3nglish in ord e r to 
be a ble to converse with the of f icer. 
When all these preliminaries have been arr anged it is 
not long before t h e news sprea ds tha t the Go-vernment has established 
a village a nd will excha n ge valuab le things in return f or na tive 
foods. 
In this way th e camp ma k es c ont a ct with natives frcm 
the surrounding countryside from very ma ny ,villages. Affairs continue 
like this, the natives being encouraged to t=ade, for about ~hree 
months and then the camp i s broken up a nd the patrol goes bac k to its 
coastal headquarters. On depart1ng the Patrol Of ficer issues an 
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invitation to all the villages with whom conta ct has been made to 
come and feast at the Government's expense. The only conditior. laid 
down is tha t no weapon shall be brought into the camp. 
After the feastin g t h e na tives, who desire to see wt.at 
the wh ite man has done, accomp any the offic e~ back to headqua rters. 
In order tha t they mi ght be the readier to do t h is the officer 
previously invited to the feast the »lulu ais~ and "tul-tuls" of tt.e 
village s which would b e passed thr ough on the way to the co ast so 
that the interior na tives mi ght have no fe a r of going t hr ough 
village s where all are stra ngers and possibly hostile. 
When a t h eadquarters t he natives are tr eated well 
a nd finally go back home escort ed by a co nstable. 
This is h ow the Admi ~istration establishes contact 
with the n atives. Af ter the return of the patrol, small detac tn1ents 
of native police visit the ne w a rea, usually mak ing monthly patrols 
to keep in touch with t hem. Good work is performed for the benefit of 
all the inhabitants of t he villages wh ic h are brou ght into conta ct 
with the patrol. Meth ods of villa ge sanita tion are i mp roved and in 
some villages the cultiv a tion of rice is comn enced aft er being fully 
expla ined to t h e na tives. A good de a l of the pro gress made in the 
villages is often due to the cons tant effort s of t he native constable 
in charge and his a ss istance is often ap preciated by t h e na tives, 
especially where they hav e be gun the cultiva~ion of rice, a nd often 
need guidance. 
t I 
' It is only after such contact has been made oy the 
Government that recruiters are allowed to e~ter, in order to f:.nd 
labour and the area is removed frorr the sco:;Je of the "Uncontrolled 
Areas Ordinance". By t his Ordinance the Administration is authorized 
to declare any area which is not fully or has not ye t come under 
the control of the Administration to be , for the purposes o~ the 
Ordinances an "uncontrolled area" and can p!'ohibit entry into such 
"uncontrolled areas" of any person excepting natives or persons hold-
ing a special permit issued by the Adm inist=ation. Certain p~r t5 of 
the goldfields are proclaimed uncontrolled areas. To secure ~ permi t 
to enter such an area it is necessary to leave with the Dis~rict 
Gfficer a satisfactory security of £200 . This is for the paymen t 
of any compensation which may become payable if any native 
acco~p~nying the person issued with the pernit is killed , wou~ded or 
injured by a native of the uncontrolled area. 
Permits are gra~ted for special areas only and every 
holder of ~ermit into an uncontrolled area must be accompanied ty 
ten indentured native labourers, two of whom at least must be able 
to speak "pidgin" English. Eac h holder of a permit must have in his 
possession at l&ast four firearms and sufficient ammunition . All 
holders of permits are forbidden to enter a nati~e village cf the 
area except in cases of emergency,and have to make their carr_ps at 
: east a quarter of a mile from the nearest village. 
The base camp system is used throughout the rrainland 
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of New Guinea except in the Sepik Distrtct , ·Nhere the natives are 
very warlike . The Germans had made no attempt to bring these natives 
under control though contact had been made with them on vari·Jus 
scientific expeditions. River patrols have been working in th:s 
area for many years, but it will be a lon,:$ time befor~overn:nent 
influence is completed in this district . · where na tive fighting 
occurs at posts where cam ps have been established the native police 
a.re instructed no t to interfere and in the absence of their 
European off icers , have to attend solely .to the maintenance of their 
posts. 
In 1926 the District Staff in the 1:z;obe District ~ad 
to abandon all its plans for penetration because of the discovery 
of go ld in unknown country and the officers had to undertake the 
task~nsuring the safety of the large numbers of miners and pro-
specters who flooded the country - . me n f or the most part who had no 
knowledge of the nativ·es . The Di s trict Officers had to concentrate 
on br i nging the surround1ng country under influence because m1ners 
and prospectors would be continually pushin ~ further inland in their 
search for gold . 
' fuere go l d was actually found t h ere were no villages 
within ten miles , bu t many had to be passed in order to get t h ere . 
Ill - feeling spread betwe en these villages when it was found u·_at 
labou rers carrying in supplies to the gold fields pillaged f rcm the 
village gardens on t heir way in . This friction often ·~came acute 
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and was not removed till the introduction of aerial transport 
solved the carrying problem . The importance of this means of 
transport will be discussed later , but its importance should be 
noticed here in lessening the penetration problems of the 
Administration as far as the natives were concerned . 
It was part of the work of the patrols to combat 
the restlessness in the native villages, due to the \, idespread 
operations of ~uropean miners and a special patrol was made in 
1935 on the watershed of the Yellow River to inspect a reported 
find of gold and a great deal of useful geographical information 
was recorded in regard to this previously unexplored area . 'rhrough-
out the whole patrol friendly rela tions were maintained ~ith the 
natives who , once friendly contact had been established, gave a 
great deal of assistance to the patrol . 
It is not until the District Officer considers that 
the lives and property of miners are reasonably safe, unless the 
natives are provoked, that a site for a new post is determined . 
It is then that the District Officer makes an aerial survey looking 
for a suitable landing ground . The route is made as sh ort as 
possible avoid ~ ng villages . ,fuen the site is chosen a patrcl goes 
out and when it is cons1dered that it has reached its destination 
machines fly out with tools and rations which are 9ropped if the 
signal is given that the ground is a suitable landing place . The 
pilot is then informed of the number of days it will take to prepare 
the ground for a machine and after the appointed time the District 
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Officer lands there and be g ins visiting the nearby village s. 
Along these lines the penetration of New Guinea is 
being carried on and recruiters and missionaries follow the path ~ade 
by the field staff. This is different from what occurred d~ring the 
German r~gime, when the Gove rnment follo wed the missionariee. Some-
times missionaries push further out, but often fatalities occur. 
When disturbed conditions li ke this follo w, further activities of 
non-offici a ls are prohibited in uncontrollec areas until some degree 
of control is established thr ~u ghout the area. 
In the llorobe District the task of the field staff is 
particularly heavy because of the fact t ha t miners a nd LJros pe c tors 
disobey Government orders and penetrate into uncontrolled areas , 
thus causing danger to themselves ~ nd the field officers who try to 
be responsible for their safety. In 1933 t wo European prospectors 
who had been refused permits to enter th~ncontrolled area because 
they could no t fulfil the required conditions eluded the District 
Officials and penetrated the country round the Tauri River , w~ere 
they were killed by a number of nFtives who had pretended to be 
~ ~.....dl-~ efL/ 
friendly. It took five separate patrols to establish control • s~me 
of the patrols were attacked and men killed. FiLally a base ca~p 
was established and patrols remained until the people were un:ier 
control. But great tac k and patience were needed before the wilj 
mountain people became friendly. This is an example of the d~mage 
done by irresponsible prospectors and demor.strates the reason why 
every discovery of gold has to be accompanied by intensive patrol 
work . 
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~ark of Patrols . 
Apart from the work of penetration the patro h have to 
consolidate the Territory that ras been penetrated and bring the 
villages already visited under firmer control. .All this progress has 
to be achieved without bloodshed . ,fhen missionaries are murdered it 
is the patrol that has to restore order and by using tact;and 
patience establish friendly relations witb the natives once again. 
Other work of the patrols includes the investigation 
of breaches of the law committed by prospectors . The progress of 
patrols is often handicapped by want of interpreters . That is why 
if no native in the village is qualified for the position of "tul-
tul" the patrol officer has the "luluai 11 select or .. e to be sent to 
head-quarters to be trained without delay . Some patrols are given 
the special duty of engaging in administrative "iiork and consolidation 
in villages not co~pletely under control and they do not undertaka 
any further penetration . 
Each year, because the work of extending Gove·rnment 
influence and the control of uncontrolled areas becomes more arduous, 
the number of cadets is increased to help cope with the work. For 
the yecr 1932- 33 the area brought under control or influence was 
increased by 1,461 square miles for the year , bringing the total 
area penetrated to 4,71 0 square miles . Of a total area of 93 , 000 
square miles, 30 , 166 square miles was under control , 8 , 000 :::.quare 
miles under influence , 4,170 under partial influence and 4,710 square 
miles was the area in each District wtich had been penetrated by 
patrols . 
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The amount of work the patrols accomplish i n one year 
can be judged from the fact that in 1934- 35 in the ·orobe District 
a l one the following penetrated areas came under pRt rol control :-
90 sq . miles in the Chimbu Va.lley ; 
31 4 sq . miles in the Eena Bena district ; and 
471 sq . miles in the Upper Ramu district . 
In the Sepik District 82 sq . miles were penetrated on the Yellow 
River , 46 sq . miles overland between Tumbungu c-•nd dewak ; 95 sq . rr_iles 
on the Yuat and 1.~a. rumuni Rivers and 90 sq . miles on the Yuat and Ta::..u 
Rivers . 
The Distr1ct of New Ireland was completely under 
control at the time of the establisb~ent cf the Civil Administration 
and in this and similar areas the Government directed its energies 
to improving h~ usin ~ and village conditions and native coconut groves 
as well as stimulating an int erest in otaer agricultural produ~t e . 
As a result of t is policy there is seen in New Ireland to - day instead 
of old rough huts , villages consisting of neatly built houses , wio.h 
numerous stores scattered alon~ the road . 
In 1936 the Cormniseion of the League of .t:1ations 
expressed satisfaction with the extent of penetration ..and expressed 
the hope that t he Administration would rapidly succeed in extending 
its authority to the areas not yet brou.c.,ht under effective control . 
The Commission also expressed itself happy to note the efforts be1ng 
made to in crease the Administrative personnel and urged that the 
Mandatory Power take steps to strengthen the hands of officials in 
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their dealings with the representatives of all private interes~s . 
It also hoped it would insist upon their r'1aking themselves f91nlliar 
with the dialects spoken in their areas .. 
It was not untll 1936 that the actual frontier -:)etween 
New Guinea and Papua was settled . The frontier existed on paper in 
terms of latitude and longitude but the marking of the frontier on 
the ground had not been underteken because of lack of staff . Hov1ever , 
certain disputes had arisen in proximity to the boundary, and survy 
work established the fact that they were in :bTew Guinea. ltho·.lgh the 
whole rnarkine.: of the frontier on the ground was not completed in 
1936 it was the intention of the Administration to finish it as 
soon as possible . However , as there was no further mining activity 
in close proximity to the boundary and as several claims t!1at had been 
tcken up were abandoned , the survey was not considered to be of an 
urgent nature and was left to be ca,rried on when suff i cient patrol 
staff was available . 
During the year 1936 a party was engaged in determining 
on the ground the frontier between New Guinea and Netherlancs New 
Guinea and a co~y of the ~rty ' s re[ ort was sent to both Governments . 
Indirect Rule . 
As under the German r~gime the Government carried on 
a certain amount of indirect rule . The Australian Governmect did not 
interfere so much as the ·.xermans had done in the choice of the village 
chief / 
chief or "luluai" but exercised some supervision . It was the 
village which nomincted a candidate and if approved of by the 
Government he was made a 11 luluai" . 
The 11 luluai 11 had a certain amount of power granted 
to him by the Government in the arresting of natives etc . he did not 
get any salary but-' a s formerly, was exempt from the payment of Eead 
Tax. Ainsworth urged thet the local ty~e of authority b e used as 
extensively as possible or suggested putting something of a similar 
nature in its place . He insisted that the direct administra-:icn cf 
a native 9eople by white officials should be used only as a temporary 
expedient . His reason 1or tfiis proposal was t~e fact that the natives 
show greater confidence and there is more general advancement v.hen t{_e 
existing social order remains very little modified . He agreed that 
certain anti - social laws and customs should be supJressed , but on the 
whole considered that the natives should be :eft free to govern 
themselves as they ~ad done in the past . 
Ainsworth disapproved of the Government restrict1ng 
the powers of the 11 luluais" and considered that the position of t~e 
headmen should be officially recognised by Ordinance . lie thou!'..ht too 
that the chiefs should be given a definite sal ry and considered tha.t 
the tttul- tuls" sho uld be paid because of their posit1on not only :3S 
assistants to the 11 luluais" but as interpreters of the wi"'hes of 
the District C:l:'ficer, e-nd the cormnands of the Government . Their 
position as the means of communication between those in aut~ority and 
the people was a very important one . 
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The '' t ul- tul" mus t be an in te:..l i gen t n:an v1ho has a 
~nowledge of " pidgin" to be able to under sta nd t he District Officer . 
If t h ere is not a native available with su itabl e qual ificati on~ for 
the po sjtion the "luluai" chooses a man to go to head_uarters to be 
taught . Hedical "tul-tuls" are a lso selected, tra ined and recommended 
to the District Officer by a medical officer before becoming e:i g ible 
for appointment . 
The functions of the "luluai'' have be en gradua lly 
extended u nder the present Administration and now t he "luluai" is 
re s ponsi b le f or t he en forcement of all instructions issued by the 
Government . Assisted by h i s medica l "tul-tuln he is res ponsi ble for 
the sanitation and c leanliness of his village , the health of his 
peo ple and the removal of the sick to hos pit al, a s well as r~ving to 
keep the peace and arrest offenders . 
The i dea of crea ting a dis t :rict 11 luluain over the 
v illage "luluaisu was l ater s uggested , for then inter-village a nd 
inter-clan d i spute s could be settl ed without t t e interference of the 
Government . Such a man could be ass isted by a joint council a nd 
should b e given very wide powers and thus be v ery imp ortant to the 
Adminis tration . This was don e and a District Officer now has the 
power to recommend that a na tiw;e be a ppointed a s a nparamount luluaitt 
When appoint ed t n is man controls a gr oup of ''luluais" a nd the 
village s under their control. Such an offi ·:::er - "paramount luluc.i" -
is ,,a id £3 per annum, but none of the other offici a ls recei '7e sa:ary . 
The only conce :: sion gr -a.nted them is t hat t hey are exempt from n ead 
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Tax . A considerable period of imprisonment is given to any :J.ative 
Government official who receives a ·bribe or extorts blackmail . 
At the end of 1935 the native officials appointed by 
the Administration numbered 10 , 829 . These included 58 "para~oun t 
luluais", 370 "luluais" , 3,890 "tul- tulsn and 3, 151 medical "tul - ~uls" 
In 1935 a change VIc s made in the system of native officials in that 
"paramount luluais 11 were not confirmed in their appointment until they 
had completed a probationary period of twelve months which coul d be 
extended if necessary . 
There is a certain amount of local Government combined 
with missionary assistance in some areas . In the District of -orobe 
each v i l l age has a council and from a number of village councils is 
elec t ed a larger council ana at this headmen sit as a kind·of court 
and adjudicate . These are in the nature of church councils a.nj have 
no tribal autcority . 
There is no intention at present on the part of tha 
Administration to allow the nat i ves any great degree of self Govern-
ment and they will have to show themselv es very astute in matters of 
justice bef ore the Adminis'tration will consider that they are capable 
of administering it . Until then the Government will endeavour to 
make laws for therr in keeping with their owr:. laws and custon:.s and i t 
is the business of a.ll magistrates and judges in the 'l'erri tory to make 
' themselves acquainted \vlth the social condit i ons of the natives in 
order that they may make judgments in accordance v.i th the c1;.stoms 
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under which the natives live. To this end the Government re~obnises 
tte inheritance laws of the natives as well as their marriage and 
divorce institutions though they see_, strange to us . 
Native Police . 
The natives play another part in the existing gove~n­
ment in that a large group constitute the native police force . T~e 
natives form the whole of the police force except as regards warrant 
officers ?nd officers of higher rank. The European staff cons1sts of 
a Superintendent of ~olice, a Drill Instructor, four warrant off1~ers 
and a clerk. The native members of the force compr1se ~ . C . C's . and 
constables . 
1ative police recruits are tra1ned by a drill 
instructor at the Training Depot in Rabaul. There are six C..ivisions 
of the native branch of the Force ~ nd these are split into divisions 
and sent to various stations , sub- stations and police posts through-
out the Territory . The average native responds very quickly to 
system2tic training and after completing the course of training 
develops 1nto a smart well set up police boy . The work of the native 
force is very imp~rtant in that it has the task , under the various 
District Officers, of bringing new territory under Government cortrol . 
Jithout the aid of such a force it would be impossible to suppress 
cannibalism and tribal war or even to k eep order in --. reas alread:>' 
under control . 
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The regulations governing the force are very str1c t and 
in 1935 it was made an offence for any member of the Force to accept 
gold as a gift from any person . The strength of the native con-
stabulary at 30th June 1936 was 748 including recruits . Besides 
having the functions of police the New Guinea Police Force has also 
to be prepared to act as an armed force . 
~ative Policy of Government . 
As the c~ief weakness of the German system had been 
the indenture system the new Government set out with a number of 
definite ?im~ in respect of their policy towards the nati~es . So~e -
thing had been attempted under the Uilitary Administration and now the 
Government formula t ed definite a i ms . in this direction . 
The aims may be briefly summarized as follows .-
(a) To stop tne evils which in the past had been conn€cted 
with recraiting, partic _larly by allowinu recruited 
native men to take their wives with them . 
(b) To improve the health of the na tives . This was e~sential 
as population had declined noticeably . 
{c) By the introduction of model villages with cleaner 
surroundings to create in the native a desi r e fer better 
conditions . It was only where sanitation had been 
especially looked to in -the Adm1nistrative centres tnat 
there had been any decrease in ma larial fever . 
(d) To encourage the nettves to make plantations of useful 
trees and crops; 
(e) To educate the natives . 
(f) To introduce healthy forms of amusement . 
{g) To extend the influence of the Administration thrcugh 
parts of the Territory not under Government contr ol . 
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Labour Policy_ of Australian A~inistration ._ 
Since the Commonwealth decided to develop the 
resources of the Territory without the help of Asia tic labour it was 
essential to make use of the native population , and because of this 
the indenture system had to go on . However, att empts which had teen 
made to rid it of abuses under the J.alitary Admini str·ation were 
carried on and were~ directed towards checking the decline in 
population in the areas where recruiting was prevalent . 
The first reform was in reducing the bonuses i.Ja id to 
the chiefs in return for labourers . It had been the custom fer a 
recruiter to go to a chief and ask f or a certain number of men i~ 
return for so much money . Such a custom was little shcrt of bribery 
as under such conditi ons the chief ~r uld provide as many labourers as 
required ~ith little re gard to the wishes of the nat i ves who had to 
go through fear of t he conse~uences fro~ the chief if they disobeyed . 
Such a condition :aardly fitted in wit r. the Government ' s express wish 
that all contract for service should be voluntary . Secondly , the 
recruiting natives were encouraged to ta ke their ~iv&s . This was 
important for a number of reasons . To begin with the r emovinf of a 
large group of your men of marriageable age from a village had. been 
the chief reason for the depopulation the authorities so greatly 
deplored, whi ch had at times resu:ted in an area being closed for 
recruiting purposes . 3y this new reform such a result should be 
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obvic:ted to a certain extent as husband a nd wife WQJ.ld bring up a 
family on the plantation and then go back to their own village . 
Formerly the labourer WOl. ld often marry away from his 
village while in service a nd when he went back hon;e the r e would be a 
certain amount of social dislocation in ~hat his wife would ~ot be 
recognised by the villa ge folk and more often than not she \~'ould Je 
cast off by her husband who would then take a wife from his own 
village . This new provision would minimise such cases in the future . 
Finally, more married men could be induced t o accept 
contract for service if they were al lowed to take their wives a.nd 
children with them . This, from the point of view of the Adm inistra-
tion, would be a go od thing because there would be br ed in the yo~ng 
natives a desire to live under better conditions, as well as habits 
of industry being implanted in them . This then was a very impor~ant 
reform. Under German rule native married women were allowed to be 
recruited, but under the Australian Admin1stration no girl or woman 
c o~ld be recruited . 
' 
'rhere were also reforms in regard to the conditions on 
the plantations in regard to proper rations etc . In t h is res~ect the 
regulations of the Administration differed little from the rules 
under the German r6gi me . The difference was that r.ha Australian 
: dmin1stration saw they were obeyed whereas the former Goverrunent 
had been lax because it did not want the planters unduly burdened. 
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The method of recruiting is much the same as ·.1nder 
the German system . The recruiter , quite often an employer or the 
agent of an employer, must be a man of go od character , and he ~ s to 
get a Government license to recruit labourers . he has to pay a 
certain sum usually £50 as security whi ch is forfeited if he breaks 
the rules . The recruiter then goes to a certain village ~nd a3ks 
the chief for labourers . Volunteers are called :or a.nd these are 
taken to the District Officer, where they are medica lly examined . • 
Only those who are med ically fit are passed for service . If unf:t for 
service natives have to be returned home at the expense of the 
recruiter . 
When passed as fit for s ervice the n f"> tives are inter-
viewed by the Distr1ct Qi ficer thr vugh the 11 tul-tul 11 , and he 
thoroughly explains to ther, the terms of the con tract. If the 
native still desires to volunteer he is signed on . The length o: 
service for t he first ti me is three years or t vo years in the case 
of mining, and after that , if he wishe s to re - engage , any period up 
to three years . Once signed on his hours of work are regu~ated -
not more than ten hours a day - as well as his periods of rest and 
relaxation . Provision is also made for nis sleeping accommodation 
and rations and payment of wages . The native is usuaily g iven a task 
to do a nd when that is finished n is time is his own . 
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The -Govern:nent insists on regul& t ions for medical 
attention for sick laboure rs and in this the planters co-operate 
heartily for a sick native cannot work . ~very employer has to keep 
drugs in case of need and must also have a person qualified to render 
first aid if he employs more than one hundred ::.abourers. If an 
employer has over five hundred labourers, he must employ a medica:. 
practitioner . 
'",nen the date of expiry of the contra ct arrives th3 
labourer is brcught before a medical officer and if passed proce eds 
to the District Officer and collects the money owing to him . He ~as 
to be returned home at the exp ense of the employer . If he so wis~es 
the native may offer himself t o the same master again, but he :nust 
return to his village f or one month's leave of absence, unle ss the 
District Officer decides t hat the native does not want to do so . In 
such a case the master pays for hi s r eturn and his absence i s 
counted as part of the time for the new contra. ct . The re- engagement 
of natives on the expiration of contracts in 1935 was 5, 931 . 
The Australian Administration does not allow cor )o ral 
punishment and there are severe penalties for strik1n0 a na tiye. · Any 
person who assaults a labourer i s liable to a fine of £50 or 
imprisonment for six months and any unauthorized person who infl icts 
a flogging on a labourer may be fined £ 100 or be i mp risoned fc·r 5 ix 
months . 
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In 1924 there were statements in a ne~spap er wi ~h 
regard to fl ogging and natives being forced to work with the resu~t 
that A. S. Canning was sent to investi gate . He found n ot h ing to sub-
stantia t e such claims Bnd i n the course of his enquiry examined many 
Government of f ici a l s , Di strict Officers , medica l men , patro l o:ficers , 
planters, trade r s , etc ., all of whom were of the o ~ i Qion that the 
str ict sup er vi s ion of the of f icers made it impos s ible f or such a 
condition as re po rted to exist . Forced l abour was a myth . 
dith regard to flo gging , Ca nning ' s c onclusion was 
that it ~as non- existent . Cases of assau : t undo ubtedl y d i d occur , 
but t hey wer e dea lt with promptly and feirly by the Adm inist ratio~ 
and the native was f ully awar e of his prot ection. 
If the labourer a t th en d of hi s contract is unf i t 
the employer is chargv1 ,ith the cost of medical t rea tment until ~ 
certificat e is given t ha t he is fit to be paid off or tha t he has 
received medi cal trea t ment for t ~v o months f rom the da te of expiry of 
his contract . In t he latt er ca se the Adm i nistration accepts 
r ~ sponsibility for furt h er medical tre a tment unti+ihe na t i v ~ is f it, 
but t h e emp lo ye r is st i ll liable f or the cost of repa tr1at i on when 
the na tive is med ically fit to go home . 
Th e labourers a r e examined re gu lar ly by the Di s trict 
Officer , who is a c compan i ed on his i nsf ecti on by a medical of f icer 
to see t he med1ca l re port of t h e na tives . On such inspe cticns the 
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labourers are given a chance to state their grievonces wh ich are 
thoroughly examined . The Administration holds that as the nativeE 
are not able to pro tect t heir own interests they need the protection 
of,the Adm inistration from the time t hey become inJentured til~ the 
expiration of t heir contract and so , on his tours of i nsp ection, ~he 
District Officer not only sees that the natives are med ically 
exam1ned, but looks at the ration reports , inspects living quarters 
and "blanke ts etc. as well as ascertaining that the emr; loyer !'.as a 
good supply of hospital stores . 
- herever t here appears to be any i nd ication that the 
continue nce of recr~ing in an y area is liable to prejudicially 
affect the birth rate the area is closed against r ecruiting by 
proclamation . 
In spite of removing the abuses of the indenture 
system it is n ot ideal , for 1t keeps the natives in a state of 
J 
subservience to the white employer . This is unsatisfac to r y from 
the netive point of vie w and does not tend e1ther to h is welfare 
or progress , the t wo aims t he Commomveal th pledged i tselt tJ 
advance . One of the best ways of promot in g na tive progress is to 
develop the r1 ethod of peasant proprietorship . This would give the 
natives sometb ing to work for . Under present conditions, after 
contact with whi tes and the re~oval of some of their custollis, the 
natives lose the desire to l1ve and th1s can only be comba tt ed. by 
establlshing somet~ing in its place . 
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The Government is therefore faced with a twc-fold 
problem; tha t of develop ine:, the resource~f the Territory by means 
of indentured labour and also giving the natives some impetus to 11ve 
in order to check depopulat ion. The latter aim can best be ach1sved 
by interfering as :ittle as possible with village life . T~e 
hdmin1strauon cannot do ttis as long as the indenture eyster goes on 
Critics say that the i ndenture syste~ does not profuote native 
welfare . So the Government is forced to justify its adherenc3 to 
the indenture system. 
Those pointing ou t the disadvantages of the system 
maintain that all the native contracts are not entered into 
voluntarily and that often fear forces a native to sign a c~n~ract . 
On the other hand apathy may make him not care what happens to h:m. 
Then again it is urged that a native often nas little conce9t:on of 
the contract he is entering . Other weaknesses of the system are 
illegal recruiting in spite of Gcvernment r3gulations and failure to 
provide correct rations. It is urges that such weaknesses will 
continue to happen so long as the Admi nistrative staff is so Emall 
that i nspecti ons cannot take place of tener. Indentured labourers in 
a District are rarely visited more than once a year by the DiEtri ct 
Off icer. Moreover , labourers can be defrauded of their wages by 
their employers . 
Apart from putting forward these weaknesses ~s reasons 
ageinst the recruitin~ system , it is also maintained that it leads to 
social 
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social disruption because of the large numbers of men that are ta<en 
away fr0m the village. As only the healthy and energetic are taken 
this leads to a decline in the morale of the viJlage, a position in-
compatible with the Government ' s professed desire to build up the 
native village and interfere as little as possible . If it is to be 
consistent the indenture system must go. 
There is also a decline in the agricultural o~tput 
of the village. "fue n a village is left unta~pered with 1t produces 
barely enou gh for its own sustenance, but when only the very o:d oen 
and the very young remain the result is li kely to be d isastrous. 
A further objection can be made on the grounds of 
health . Although the indentured labourer ha3 regular meals and is 
always in good health when he is signed on, he is far more 
susceptible to disease than the village nat11e who lives in a state 
of partial starvation. This may be partly due to the type o~ fooc 
he eats . Besides being unusual it consists of a lot of tinned gocds 
lacking vitamins for rEsistance to diPease . Whe n an attempt was nade 
to improve the diet, 1t resulted in a great outcry froM the planters 
who objected to the increased cost. Of course natives returning home 
spread European diseases among the village and a co~mon disease such 
as measles can have a heavy mortality when such an epidemic strikes a 
native community . 
In 1935- 36 a Native Laoour Ordinance provided a definiti 
diet scale which is aimed at the building up of a virile native race . 
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The diet which embodies the results of careful research of health 
authorities has caused an improvement in the health of the 
indentured labourers . There is also a decline in the d eat~ rate 
among no.tive labourers . This can be seen froru. the followir..g table :-
Year . Death Rate . 
1929- 30 
1930- 31 
1932- 32 
1932- 33 
1933- 34 
1934- 35 
1935- 36 
1.85 
1.65 
2. 5 
1. 59 
1.6 
1. 5 
1. 06 
per cent. 
" 
II 
" " 
" 
II 
" 
II 
II 
" II II 
The death rate is one of tne lowest amo ng indentured labour anywhere 
in the Pacific . In 1; 35 there were 33 , 993 natives employed under 
contracts of service distributed in the followin g manner : -
Plantat i ons 
l! i ning 
Admi nis t rative Service 
Domesti c 
Shipping 
Cownerce and Industry 
17 ' 269 
6, 369 
1, 066 
3, 139 
700 
5'' 4 50 
It is now doubtful wh ether the recruiting methJd i s 
as economic as was once thought for a native really only beco:nes 
effic i ent in his third. year and then he must be sent back to his 
village . Many natives desert after a few months and many more are 
not engaged for over a year . In the year ending June 1935 the 
number of deserters reported during the year was 1, 579- a deserter 
being a labourer who absents himself from duty without permission of 
his employer for a ny period exceeding seven days . Under such 
conditions it is do ubtful vhethe r the system could be described as 
a very economic one . 
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The final reason for critici zing the indenture 
system is on the grounds ths t it does not make the native any 
better off . He receives only one half of his wages monthly and 
the rest a t the end of the contract . The 1dea 1s that the native 
will have something to show at the end of h is cont ract . This i3 a 
mistaken polic~ because it does no t teach the na tive how to spenj 
his money wisely. He gets it just as he is going back to his 
village and spends most of it in buying presents for his relatio~s 
in order to win prestige . There is little point in the native 
earning money if he ic n o t to get practical experience in spendin~ 
it. If the nAtive was encouraged to learn to use money by being 
ab le to spend it as he earnt it then his wants would be increased 
and he would des ire to earn more . Under u-_e present c i rcun s L nces 
he cannot possibly hope to become a self-reliant i ndiv l dual taking 
his place in the economic development of his country. 
The system is unfair too in that the employer ha s 
the use of the labourers deferred pay for three years withcut 
interest. 
One of the Adminis trat1on 's most pressing problems 
is to decide ~hether the indenture sys tem should be continued or 
whether Asiatic immigration should be resurr-ed in spite of the 
Wh1te Australia Policy whic h the Commonwealth applied to her 
Mandate. It is obvious that unt1l the Vhite Australia Policy is 
discarded indentured labour mus t remain for the planters m~st have 
labour . The introdu c tion of Asiatic labour would serve a very 
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useful purpose in the Territory for wherever it has been in~rcduced 
in the Pacific it has always been successful . From an economic 
point of view such labour would suit the planters better a s 1t 
would be definitely superior t o the present supply. Howeve~, one 
of the rare occasions when the people of th3 Commonwealth think about 
New Guinea at all is when the vfuj te Australia Policy is discussed 
and there is a formida ble body of opinion against the introduction 
e of Asiatics into ew Gui ne a mai nly ·because •Jf the fear that if once 
Australia relinquishes her policy for New G·.linea she will n•J t be 
able to justify it to keep Asiatics out of Australia . 
Burton urges that the indenture system can be 
j ustified only as a tem ~ orary expedient . The native is not to be 
thou r:ht of merely as a wage earner on a white man ' s plantation , but 
the aim of the Administration should be . to ~ak e him a competent 
agr iculturalist bein g able to use his own land for hi s own nterest. 
F inally , the evils of social disintegration cannot 
be too greatly exaggerated and it seems as thou gh the Government . 
if it is to live up to the promi se made by it, must sooner or later 
relinquish the indentur e sys tem. The Administration really desires 
the u_pliftin ~ of t he native and g ives him i nstruct ion in improved 
method of house building and cultiv ation , teaches him the art of 
using tools and the principles of sanit a tion, all in order to ITa~e 
him more useful iVhether he elects to work for hi lil self or for a w.:1i te 
employer. One thing ttie indentur e s ystem does achieve a nd that is 
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the go od living condit1ons g ive h1m a hi gher standard of living 
which cannot but prove beneficial upon his return to villa5 e life . 
Geneva has always been interested in the in~enture problelli and in 
1936 expressed the hope that "the Government would g ive its fullest 
attention to improving the present system of recruitment and re -
enga gemen t of labour and more par ticularly to subjecting the recruit-
ing agents to stricter control . " + The Commission went on to 
express satisfaction that a numb er of districts had been declared 
"closed areas" but viewed w1th concern the intensive recruitment 
'.Vhich had been going on in certain districts . 
The Adm inistrat ion 1s no w aiming at popularizir_g a 
scheme of casual labour, f or it has been f ound that quite o:ten t~ 
natives who have been working for r1any years are willing to g c· oc 
workin~ providing they do not have to enter any contract. Some 
plan t ations have found that vhere they are situated near a ?illage 
they have been able t o use casual labour very successfully , the 
natives in th i s qase being ab le to return t·) their village every 
night. 
Encouragement of La tive Agr ic ultur e . 
As was suggested before, the cLief way in whi :h the 
Government can advance native welfare i s b,1 making the natives into 
agricultura l producers. In this way t he natives can be encJu=aged 
+ Minutes of the 29j:h Session of the Permanent 1iandate ' s 
Commission 1936 . 
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to work for their own benefit as well as for the Territory and 
withou t some stimulus to live depopulation is inevitable •. The 
Administrat ors found this out at the beginnin ~ of their control . 
No attempt was made to encourage the native to wor k and the 
population declined . The prGblem became acute when the natives 
failed to produce enough food to feed themselves and food had to be 
im Jorted to feed the indentured labourers . 
Ains~orth urged the introduction of a pol1cy of 
agricultural development 1n the interests cf the natives a nd th_ 
country , but predicted opposition fro~ the planters who required 
nntive labour and would ~robably find that na tives who had their 
own land to work on would not want to sign on for work outside the i r 
own districts . He was willing that the planters be sacrificed if 
necessary holdin g that there was no justlfication for a pollcy ~~ict 
kept the n2tives in bondage to the white errployer . He , moreover~ 
suggested -'- hat the nat i ves be co rnvelled to labour for their o·!Vn 
ma t er i al advancement as they had done under the German scheme 1hgn 
they were forced to bring into existence coconut plantations and 
maintain them, especially in vie of the fact thRt the food s~ortage 
W8S so acute . He urged this compulsion in order to give the natives 
not merely material wealth but an increased interest in life as ~ell . 
He pointed out that neither the Germans nor the 
Australian Government had done much to foster any real agr1cultu~al 
ins t incts among the n8 tives as the production of coconuts seemed to 
be t heir only interest to the exclusion of everything else . It was 
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his opinion that the Administration ~ould . do well to concentrate on 
urging the n ~ tives to produce food crops in order to preven t a large 
sum of money being sent out of the country 3nnually to pay for r:.ce , 
tinned meats, f ish, etc . The money c ould more profitably be dis -
tributed throughput the country in payment for native grown food . 
The nstives , he warned , will have to be compelled to become 
agricultural producers for they are too indolent and indifferent to 
set about the task voluntarily . 
To furt her such a plan it was obvious that the 
n <> tives would need to retAin most of their land for their own use 
and Ainsworth held that the previous policy of depriving th8 nat:ves 
of the use of their land was partly responsible for their ~resent 
indifference . If such a policyms continue:i the natives co-Jld not 
hope to progress and develop their own lands and would eventuall~ 
die out . 
~men in 1925 the Administration decided on a policy 
of assisting native agriculture it proposed to appoint Agricu!tural 
Instructors to assist the natives in the growing of the economic 
crops which it recommended , and made Re gul '' t ions uncl er the ::..·a t i v e 
Administration Ordinance conferring power U]On the Administ~ator to 
direct the planting, trading , harvesting and storing of c Dops . rhe 
scheme, which w2s commen ced -w ith the growing of maize and cotton, 
was intended to rep l ace the system which had been hitherto in force , 
under which District Officers and their sta:fs gave instruc~icn to 
the natives in the growing of foodstuffs . 
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In spite of Ainsworth ' s advice about forcing the 
natives to become food produce:s the Admi n i s trat ion , when it did 
finally embark on an agricultural policy fer the na tives , con -
centrated on the growin g of cro ps for whict there was an external 
market rather than satisfying the needs of the n a tives . Crops were 
grown for which there would be a steady derr.and in world markets , so 
f or th j s reason cot ton was chosen . In 1924 - 25 the Admi ni s trati on 
commenced a series of experiments with this commodity , both on 
experimental stations and with the aid of ~r ivate planters, but the 
experiments were not ffi.tisfactory . _ .. a iz e was another cro p introd.1ced , 
bu t t l e Administration d id not c oncent ra te on its production f or lone:; 
It was evident that some system of agr 1cultural 
instruction was necessary so the Admin1st ra tion set up a Demo~strat~ 
Plantation Rnd Agrt:ultural Stations f or the benefit of the natlv::Js . 
The aim of the Agr icultural Station 1s t o provide foodstuff f Jr the 
natives e~ployed in certain areas and also for test1n g t he agrlCAltur 
al possibilities of the district . A Demonstration Plantation a1ms at 
growing main crops on a scale large enough to demonstrate th~ ir 
commerci a l possibilities a s well as correct methods of cultiva tion . 
It also sup plies seeds and plants in large enough qu an tities to be 
of use to planters . Such seed inc lude cocoa , coffee , kapo k , rice 
and other products . 
Selected natives a re trained 1n modern methods of 
agriculture a t the Demonstration Planta t ion so tha t when they re~urn 
to t heir respective vilffi ges they will be able to disseminate their 
knowledge . / 
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Besides being trained in the cultiva tion of varicus 
economic crops they a re tau~ht bridge construction, post spli~ting 
and all other matters in connection with plantation managemen~ . ln 
1936 instruction was g iven in budding and grafting . 
At the Demonstration Plantation special effort is 
made to t~ach the natives the evils of the shifting cultivation 
system, which seems to be co mmon to all pri:nitive races and to t each 
them the benefit to be derived from crop rotation . By actually 
demonstrating rotation of crops it is hoped to convince the natives 
how effective it is and thus by example the Administration hopes to 
stop the shifting agricultural sys tem. 
The Demonstrat ion Plan tation at .l.:..eravat is d ivlderj 
up into blocks surrounded by roads . Part of the area is un1er 
cultivation and part still in a jungle state. Each year so~e mo=e 
virgin jungle is cleared as well as the cultivated area being 
mai nt a ined . The food produced is used fo r the plantation labour 
and also is able to supply some outside demands . Trial exper:rnen ts 
are conducted in respect of rice , potatoes , t aro , pineapples , cocoa, 
coffee and coconut. 
Special a ttention is given to the die t of the nc tive 
labourers on the Demonstration Plantation . 'rhe die t is continually 
varied and supplemented by taro, yam , sweet potato , and green ma1ze . 
'.Then available bananas , pawpaws , pineapples , ground nuts an1 mature 
coconuts are glVen in addit1on to the .normal r atio n 1 ith the resul t 
that the general health of the natives is good . 
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Planters have now found that they need ~ urchase 
comparatively little store rations once the plantation is 
est ablished f or between the main crops prov~sions such as t aro , sweet 
potato , yams , cassava , maize , peanuts , beans and bananas can be 
grown and if plant ed in correct rot a tion the fertility of the soil 
will not only be maintained but even i mproved . The native sweet 
po t ato is a popular crop for it yields well a nd t akes only fo~r 
months before it is rea dy to dig . k oreover, the na tives li ke it. 
By this me t hod a planter can reduce his ration bill to a com-
paratively small amount by a little energy and forethought and at t he 
sa~e time prov1de h is labourers with a better d1et than that obtained 
f rom imported tinned goods. 
During the year 1934-35 the ~umber of visitors who 
went to the Demonstration Plantation numb er~d 283 a nd the;y lliere biven 
advice and instruction. In the follo wing year the num b e~ was 34C. 
The Government ha d to take t :1. ese measures of educa t 1ng 
the na tives in modern methods of agricultur~ because villag3 
a griculture was in a v ery backward state, and all the previous 
efforts of the Administ r ation had been directed to i n creas 1 ~g the 
area of village coconut gar dens . This had resulted in a dis -
incli nation to enga ge in cultivat1on and moreover sustained effort 
in agricultural operations had n e t been the custom of the n at~ v es . 
Furthermore , the n a tives are very conservative i n agricultura : 
~atters and a lot of patient teachin~ is re qu ired before t hey ··1:1 
abandon their old unecono t1 ic methods . 
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The establishment of Agricultural Stc.,tions and the 
Demonstration Plantation has led to an increased intere s t infhe 
cultivation of nep crops in various districts, and in the ?icinity 
of Rabaul the "luluais" come to the Department of Agr1culture fer 
advice as well as seeds a nd plants . 
The na tives in the vicinity of Ta6asea recently 
became interested in the planting of kapok a nd rice. ha t1ve 
instructors were sent to the villages and gav e a ssistan ce to th~ 
na tives in the way to prepare land for the planting of kap ok and 
later the nat ives were i ssued with seedlings which had been planted 
in the nursery . The villagers showed very keen interest in the 
enterprise a nd planted th~ us ands of seedlings . Round t h is one 
subste tion more t ha n 72 , 000 coconut palms have b e en plan teC. 'since 
1925 in the adjacent villages . 
h similar experiment was tried in the Kieta District, 
vhere every able bodied man planted ten coconut palrns; ten were also 
planted f or each ma~e child and if any man was away from his vi l lage 
ten were planted on his behalf . The result of t h is has been that 
coconut groves have been planted through c.ut the District of Kieta . 
Other experiments similar to these ~v~ have been tried, but the 
emphasis has been on the production of copra . 
However, around Rabau l and Kokopo considerable 
quantities of ve ge tables both indi genous an d introduced are being 
grown by the m~tives fo r sale to Euro peans a nd plantations direc-: 
and / 
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through local native markets . The seeds of sui t able varieties of 
European vegetables are sold at nominal cost to the natives and an 
officer of the Department supervises the agricultural side of the 
wo rk. The na tives of .r\.a.lamana and ..K:avong are also being inst::-ucted 
in the cultivation of European ve getables and have seeds supplied 
to them. 
The early mistake of the Admini~tration lay in the 
fact tha t rruch effort was expended in the pr oduction of cotton 
instead of the natives being assisted to grow adequate a nd 
nutritious food stuffs on their village plan t ations . The ma1n 
foods of the natives are yams and bananas and these once pl:m-:;ed 
take two or more years to mature . The res ult is that one yea= 
s .ent in cleaning a nd plantin ~. is followed by years when n-vthlng 
is done. The Administration felt tha t natives should be encouraged 
to grow annual crops in order to provide con~tant work. For ~hb ~ 
reason the growing of maize , cotton and ground nuts was enc~uraged. 
In spite of this the Administration should h~ve con-
centrated on the growing of na tive food_stuffs and not on produc:ion 
for external markets . The resul t of the policy has been that sooe 
indentured labourers still have to 11ve on impo rted food stuffs which 
1s not in the interests of the health of the nat1yes . MoreJver, the 
village natives are still insufficiently fed . 'l'hey consume a lo~ of 
bulky foods deficient in food va lue, ith the result that the~/ are 1n 
a stateof co nstant serrn-starvat ion. The Territory still only has one 
staple / 
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staple - coconut - and the Government seemE to spend more attention 
to it than is necessary when it is at the expense of the other crops . 
The natives are encouraged to improve the standard of 
the c opra produced and instruction is give~ to the natives on the i r 
plantat i ons to see that this is done . Instruction is later followed 
by i nspection . The inspectors urge the villagers to clean up their 
groves and to take steps to el .iminate pests . Records are kept of 
their progress so that the extent of their activity is alwa~s 
clearly shown in the village book . There are also regulations by 
which the natives may be compelled to keep their coconut groves 
clean and free from pests . This is done in spite of the section of 
the New Guinea Act which says there shall be no forced labour per-
mitted in the Territory because it is realized that in their coconuts 
and their copra the natives~ot only have a go od staQle diet but the 
main source of their wealth . 
It is interesting to notice that at the beginning of 
/ 
its regime the Civil Administration had disapproved of forcing the 
natives to work on plantat i ons as they had ~een compelled to do 
under the German Government and abandoned the policy . Howe-.,rer , after 
Ai nsworth ' s report urging the re - introdu cti~n of f orced agricultLral 
labour of the natives for their own good, t~e scheme was re -
introduced , subject to the strictest regulations . This change of 
policy was the resul t of the Administration becoming convincec tLat 
the provision of a larger and better food supply was one of tLe firs t 
means of arresting the decline in the native popula tion and tte 
first step towards the natives ' social prog~ess was to teach ~ im hao it 
of / 
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of industry in his own agricultural ope ~ ations . 
Trade in n qtive copra is developin s slo¥ly and will 
increase as the natives come to und~rstand the advantages t\}'f;hem-
selves to be derived fro .. trad1ng in this commodity . Traders are 
established in practically every distri c t and the native is o:fe~ed 
an easily accessible market for his products . 
Th e d i fficulty in stimulatinb native agr1cultu~e 
lies in the fact that there 1s a very inadequate staff of 
instru c tors and unless the natives are constantly watched they soon 
l apse into their old habits after the departure of their instr~ctors 
By t raining the natives to become instruc toms it is hoped that this 
diff1culty will be solved . Then instead of the old haphazard me~hods 
prevailing more systematic schemes wi ll be used . 
In summin g up the policy of the Adm1n1stration it may 
once more be n o t ed that its object is to encourage native agr1 cu~ture 
for the economic and moral bet t erment of the natives . Such an aim was 
I 
unheard of durin g the German reg1me . Furthermore , this aim or the 
Administration is due to the reali zation that the natlves ' food 
deficiency, together w1th the introduction o f the white man ' s 
diseases , has lowered the vitality of the natives and has been a 
najor cause of the declining population . 
The new policy of the Depart:nen t of Agri cul t ure i n-
eludes the encouragement oi a cer i al crop such as ma 1~e and i n o~der 
to / 
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to follow crop rotation to balance production , it has been 
decided to grow co t ton i n the second year and some leguminous 
crop i n the third . The native is to be encouraged to become a 
producer in order that he may be taught habits or industry ins tead 
of as ~reviously for suosistence only . 
This policy is one wb ich will take a long tine before 
i t wi ll show results for the natives have to be taught slowly anC.. 
patient ly , and it requires a large f ully qualified staff . ~he 
policy also is dependent on tl:e pro gress of communicat i on i:· 1t is 
to be a~pl i e d to the who le of the Mandated Terr1tory and not ~ust to 
the coastal regions . There is no poin t either in encouragin -n~tives 
to produce goods for expor t if they cannot readily c et t hem to a 
conven ient port . 
Agricultural Policy of administration . 
Besides i ts Native Agri culture policy the Adm i u i~: tra­
t i on also has a policy rel8 ti ng to the European a gricul t uralis ts in 
the Manda t ed Territory . The outstanding feature of tnis policy i s 
the great assistance given to the co ~ ra producer . 
The coconut has always been the agr i cultural mainstay 
of the Territory and in 1924 copra comprised ~8 per cent. of the 
total exports •, f the Terri tory . The quantity of copra exported 1 n 
1913 w s 14 , 000 tone; 1919 , 20 , 000 tons; 1922 , 32 , 684 tons . B;f 
1930 it was 63 , 832 t ons . qowever , production fell during the 
depress i on to 59 , 542 tons and has not recovered Jts former ~osit i on . 
In I 
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In 1935 the quantity of copra exported durin6 the year amountea to 
56 , 251 tons valued 8t £361 , 413 , which was a de c rease of 6,0 19 toLS 
in weight, but an increase of -~73 , 084 in value when compared vntrL the 
figures of the preceding year . FoRever , there was an increase in 
the wei ght of dessicated coconut exported . 
Thearea under coconuts increased f ·om 76 , 845 a c res 
in 1914 to 133, 960 in 1918. This was dur1n g the .rdli t ary 
Adm inistr at i on ~hen pl an t ers were applyin~ the ir profits to their 
estate s when relations were cut't off with Germany . By 1923 there 
·~ere 167,428 acres under culti vation . The followin b table sho ws 
the area under cultivation in t he Territory since 1925 . 
Year 
1924 - 25 
1928-29 
1931 - 32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1 s 34 - 35 
193 5-36 
Area under Area in coconu~s 
Cultivation eluding a re a not 
bearin . 
Acres I Acres 
176 ,4 60 J . 171 ' 526 
200 , 263 194,635 
210 ' 907 203 , 8o6 
222,062 214 ' 290 
?21, 205 213 ,31 5 
230 , 360 221 ,3 38 
239 , 370 231 , 922 
The copra yield was as follows :-
Year . 
1924 - 25 
1927-28 
1923-?9 
1929-30 
Tons. 
34-;461 
50 ' 983 
56 ,004 
59 , 951 
:..n-
:n 
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Year . Tons. 
1931-32 53,951 
1932-33 56,443 
1933- 34 60,079 
1934-35 58,10J 
1935-36 62,231 
The Government has always encouraged the copra 
industry and to make copra from immature coconuts or to buy, sell 
or offer for sale imperfect co pra constitutes an offence in New 
Gu inea for wh1ch there is a very heavy fine . Inspectors are 
a ppointed · ith the power to pass or co ndemn copra for export. 
Since inferior copra is almoEt entirely due to 
carelessness in curing, the Administration ~ims first at improvement 
in the planters ' methods and closer supervision of lebourers in 
charge of driers . Steps . are taken to see that there 1s un1ted 
act ion on the far t of the planters. In order to produce good copra 
ripe nuts only should be cut, modern dry1ng me thod s should be used, 
and cleanliness and supervision of labourers in charge of driers is 
essential. 
Up to 1923 a duty was imposed on copra of 2~1- pe! ton. 
However in 1935 a law was passed wh ic h provided that if the local 
value of copra fell below £5 .1 5. 0 a ton no tax w~s to be imposed l 
otherwise it was to be 2/6 per ton. 
I n view of the continued low price of copra, the 
Commonwealth Government in September 1930 agreed to a general 
suspension of instalments on those plantations which had been 
purchasej I 
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purchased from the Custodian of Expropri2teC. Properties. This 
rnoratorium was granted for two and a half years . The moratorium 
expired at the beginnin~ of 1933 and the Government asked planters 
for interest at only 4i per cent . on their installments because o£ 
the cont1nued low price of copra . However, even with this concession 
pl an t ers were producing copra at a loss so the moratorium was re -
aJplied in order to prevent the properties =everting to the Gcvern-
ment . 
The suspension of payments was extended to 30th 
June 1936 . From July 1936 the purchasers o: properties were re -
quired to resume payment on a revised basis , wtich ..,;rovides for a. 
sliding scale according to the market price of copra . Planters who 
had paid big prices for plantations offered by the ~xpropriat:on 
Board found it difficult to reconcile lo~ prices with produ~t~on 
costs , for since 1929 the price of copra declined . It was ~o: until 
1933 that it reached its lowest p6int , when the price fell to 
£11 . 10 . 0 per ton . Ttis meant that the planters were badly hit for 
when they bouJht their plantations in 1925 the price of copra had 
been double that figure . 
Violent fluctuations in t~e price of copra bnd co:o~ut 
oil were succeeded in 1935 by a strong upward movement which resJlted 
in a larger output of copr~ ~hich was accorrpanied by a general 
improvement in qualitj . The following graph is instructive in 
showing the percentag~ of copra exported i~ rel~tion to total 
exports end also the mean v~lue per ton realized for the period 
1 ) 20 - 1 s. 3 6 • 
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The principal areas of coconut cultive tion in the 
Territory are in New Britain, Jerticularly on the coast of the 
Gazelle Peninsula , New Ireland and Lavongai, Bougainville, 3urka 
e nd other islands of the Kieta district and on the mainland in the 
districts of .. 1ladang , .~n orobe and Sepik. A plantation takes nine 
years to come into full bearin~ if it is on suitable land and proper\ 
managed end mor e than one plantation in a favourable position has 
been ruined because of inefficient management . A ~o od deal depends 
on the energy Fnd ability of the planter. 
The Demonstration Plantations Bive assistance not 
only to natives, but European planters also, and advice ie given by 
the Director of Agriculture , Entomologis~a~d Economic Bota~ist , 
as well as inspectors a nd instructors . A l~rge number of seeds and 
plants are distributed to planter~ both from the Demonstration 
Plantations and from the 3otanic Gardens . _q_t Rabaul tJlant 
quarantine inspection is maintained and an inspection md 
fumigation plant ls in workin~ order for the treatment of t~ose 
plants whic h require it. 
During the year 1534-35 inspectors and instruc~ors 
re~orted on 155 plantations and 875 village groves and gardens and 
special inspections were undertaken by the Director of 
Agric~Jture, the 3ntomolo ist a nd the Econo~ic Botanist . 
The / 
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The Administr2tion has encouraged planters to ~row 
coffee end this policy see~s to be ~avin~ results . In order to 
popularize the crop it wc s planted on the Demonstration Pl~ntat1on 
conducted by the Department of Agriculture . All coffee produced 
finds a ready local market and the cultivation of this crop should 
be extended ~s soon as roads are opened to some of the mountain 
villages, for fine Arab1an coffee needs an altitude of 3, 5co ft . 
e to 5 , 000 ft . above sea level to thrive . There is plenty of suitable 
1 nd of this nature in the Territory but at the moment it is difficul 
to get at because of lack of communicationE . 
Considerable interest at present is being t~ken in 
the cultivation of the oil palm, mainly on account of the rapia 
development of the industry in the East Inties . It is poi~ted o~t 
thr t there should be a ~ood future for such an industry in New 
as 
Guinea ,;(the range of sui table country for its production iE very 
great . Eovvever , not r.:uch has been done abcut it ;yet . ThiE applies 
also to sugar . Partly because of the heav;y initial outlay, not 
much has been done towards the production cf sugar though large 
areas are suitable for its cultivation and if worked on up- to - date 
lin s is one of the most profitable crops cf tropical countries . 
Rice hes been grown at the ~eravat Demonstration 
Plantation with good results and various Mission centres r..ave 
experimented witr rice growing . The experiment at Sek Harbour h3d 
to be a bandoned because the n a tives e~p:oyed developed malaria . 
Ho\,ever , the mission autror1ties were convinced tha t r i ce could iJe 
successfully grown i n }ew Guinea. 
The / 
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The following greph is interesting in showing 
the amount spent in the development of the Agricultural Industry 
from 1921 - 36 : -
Over / 
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Bounties . 
As the e conomic well being of the wh ite settlers a nd 
natives alike depends on agricultural develo p~ent , and in order to 
encourage production of crops other than coconuts the Commonfealth 
b 
Parli ament in 1926 passed a ·ill gran ting bounties on a number o::':' 
tropical products expo rted fro~ the TerritoTy . These were co~oa 
beans, hemp, car· fibre, kapok, spices, barr.ooo and rattans, sago 
and vanilla beans . These bounties we re payable on :y when these 
pr oducts were i mpor ted for consumption int c the Comrnon:eal th . 
Together with the bounty le gisla tion, a tariff 
')reference measure was adop ted and it was r_oped that these t wo 
measures would assist pr oducers of the Territory in mar keting their 
pr od ucts in the Common~eelth. Generally speaking products of the 
kind covered by bounties were either free of duty or carr i ed a low 
rate of duty when enterinG Australia. Such of the products a s ere 
not produced in Australia were freed from. duty . 
As the goods for whi c h bounties were granted forK a 
v ery small par t of the production of the Territory as comp~r ed ·;ith 
the tota~'import a tions into the Cornmom-;ealtl,, Lhe Government t: re-
ferred the gran ting of bounties to the levying o ~ du ty on simil~r 
importations from other sources. The vi ew w2s also taken ~hat New 
Guinea being rich in natural resources lacked the cap ital necesEary 
to develop a nd utilize its n~tural resources. 
The / 
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The sum of £250 , 000 was appropriated for this 
purpose and was to be made payable during the period of ten years 
from 1st January 1927 to provide payment of bounties with the 
prov i sion that no more than £25 , 000 was to be paid in one year , ~u t 
where the maximum bounty was not paid in ar:.y one year the unp9.id 
balance could be used the subsequent year &S well as the max i ~lln 
amount for that year . 
Every claimant had to produce a certificate signe1 
by the Principal Customs Officer at the port of shipment in the 
country of export to the effect that the gcods were the produce of 
the Mandated Territory of New Guinea or of Papua , end the tounty 
could on ~ y be paid to the exporter o r his Eut~orized agen t. 
S c hedule of Bounties provided by the Bounties Act 1926 . 
Goods 
Co co a Beans 
Cocoa Shells 
Fibres 
Sago ( n ot packed for household use) 
Beans , Vanilla 
Bamboo and Rattans 
Spices (unground) 
Kapok 
Rate 
1~d . lb . 
1-td . lb . 
£3 to £6 ton . 
1d . lb . 
2/- lb . 
£4 ton . 
tct . to 1id . lb . 
2d . lb . 
Note In 1931 the amcunt of bounties payable were reduced 
by 20 per cent . under the Financial Emergency Act . 
This reduction st i ll operates . 
To / 
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To promo te develo pment a nd brin~ about a diversifica-
tion in production was very essential a nd with an object lesson in 
the nei ghbou ring Terri t o ry of Papua here the a rea und er cultivation 
is onl y one quarter tha t of Ne w Guinea , the legisla tors of th3 
Cowaonwealth were wholly in favour of helping the planters in ne~ 
economic ventures . To what extent Lhen h a s the Bounties Ac t helped 
them . In July of this year (1 937) a Comm i Esion from the De pa rtr· ent 
of Trade a nd Customs , Canberra , vis1ted New Guinea End in their 
re port , which b a s no t yet been made public , came to the co~clusion 
t hat the results a c h ieved had been disappointin g . 
In its finding s the Commiss~on s howed that it had 
sought by enqu1ry among st planters a nd others who were interested in 
the development o i the Territory , to find out the reasons underlying 
the failure of the Bounties Act to bring ab out a substantial pro-
duction of any of the bountiable cro ps . Mor eover , they sought to 
a scertain whethe r better result s mi gh t be~tici pated by an amendemen t 
of the Schedule of bountiable products o r other means . 
F~om its in quiries the Commission found th~ t the 
extraordinary economic conditions which prevailed for several years 
since the bounty le g islation in 1926 was first introduced , had 
de ~ rived the ma •ority of planter s of the c ap ita l res ources neceEsary 
to extend th~ir plantations and t h is factor , together with the Ln -
certainty as to the prices and profitable return on cap1tal outlay , 
had res u lted in planters oein g unwilling to emba rk on larga scale pro. 
duction of prev i ously untried crops . 
A I 
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A further reason was the fac~ that the absence of 
economic transport facilit1es to the interior caused the vrod~ction 
of crops to be restricted to the lower coast areas with the result 
that only those types of products suited tc pro duet ion in such 
areas have been tried. This was due to the com1)aratively un-
developed state of the Territory . 
It 1s interesting to note that the Commission drew 
attention to the valuable work the Department of Agriculture is 
doing v;ith its Demonstration and Experimental Plantation at Kera-vat 
and its activities in the circul8tion of inform&tion relatine to 
various tropical [Jroducts . It asst:rted that its aim was to stimulate 
the interest of planters in the production of subsidiary crops and 
8S far as could be ~ udged the Commission CE.me to the concll_sion tha t 
the Department had succeeded 1n arousing the interest of planters to 
a limited degree in a few subsidiary crops and it seemed reasonable 
to anticipate that the ~ark of the Dep2rtment of Agriculture will 
ultimately lead planters to attempt the product1on of other crofS on 
a commercial scale . 
At present the rna in 1 ntere st of the planters ''as seen 
to be , apart fro~ copra, the production of cocoa beans and coffee , 't 
latter not a bountiable product, but one enjoying a tariff Jreference 
of 4d . per lb . 
In reference to the bountiable product of cocoa beans 
the Commission found that there had been a gradual increase in :he 
area planted . Zxports during the year ended 30th June 1936 
amoun'ted / 
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~ 
amounted to 127 tons valued at £3 , 610 , which was double the 
quantity exported in 1927. All planters who were interviewed 
reported the planting of additionaJ areas, ~nd it is the opin:on 
of the Planters ' Association that within th= next 5 years prod~ction 
will be six or seven times greater than at present . The 
Commission did not t h ink the increase would be so excessive, but 
saw every reason to expect a substantially larg&production within 
e the next few years. Representatives of the Planters ' Assoc1ation 
complained that planters were not obtaining the full benefit of :he 
bounty from Australian buyers and showed that much better returns 
had been obtained fro rl shipments sent to England and Germany . 
However , many of the shipments were very srr.all and this , together 
with the fact that the beans exported from the Territories were ~ot 
of a standard grade, led to difficulties in successful marketing. 
The planters expressed a desire to see a standard established and 
o s ', ed that a system of inspection prior to export , such as applied 
in the case of copra , should be applied . The Administration is 
now considering this problem . 
The planters expressed themselves satisfied with 
the amount of the bounty, but des1red to m ve the Financial Emergency~ 
deduction of 20 per cent . restored. They , moreover, pointed out 
that unless the bounty were offered for a minimum of 10 years, it 
would b e unlikely to encourage plantings as planters must wait so 
long before ob t ainin& a return from the in:tial outlay . The 
Commission expressed itself of the op i nion that it would be ~ 
mista"'e / 
mistake to withdraw the bounty at the prese~t time when 1t showed morE 
signs than previously of achievin g results .:md recommended its con-
tinuance for a further period of ten years a t the present rates . 
The cultivation of cocoa is ~t present limite~ to an 
area in New Britain , but there is land equally suited to this crop 
in various parts of the Territory . The market for cocoa is maiL~Y 
Australia as far as the Territory 1s concerned, but there is no f ear 
the t the sup ply will exceed demand . During 1935-36, 127 tons we=e 
exported valued at £3 , 310 . l ~v--t· ft , 
In respect of the bounty on cocoa-shells which is a 
by - product obtained when the be a n is crushed, planters showed no 
interest . Ho·• ever, the Commission considered that the bounty on 
cocoa s h ells should be a : :owe d to sta nd in conjunction with the 
bounty on t h e who l e bean in view of the fact thet the cocoa 
industry is in its infant stages. 
Manila and Sisal Hemp also :t.ave a bounty, but there 
has been no co~mercial production of either of these products in 
New Guinea although experimental work with those a nd other hemp 
fibres is being carried out by the Department of Agr1culture at 
the Demonstration Plantation at Keravat . The Director of 
Agriculture believes that Sisal Hemp offers poss1bilities of 
successful production if the interest of the planters can be 
stimulated. There wa s a steady though small export of Sisal Hemp 
under the German Administration and there seems no reason why, 
planted on a l e rge sc a le, it could. not oecorne a. 1Jrofi table industry 
with capa ble men in charge . 
Experu,ents / 
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Experiments are also being carried out with several 
other types of introduced hemp yielding plants nd there are in 
addition several va~ ieti e s of hemp yielding plants growing wild in 
the territor1es. In every case, the commercial possibilities are, 
as yet, unknown. Because of these fc.ctors and the fact .that in-
creased interest is being taken in subsidiary cro ~s , the Gormnission 
recommended that the bounty should be allowed to stand for a further 
period and in order to stimulate interest the bounty be made applic-
able to other hemp besides Sisal and Manila . 
Coir Fibre, another bountiable product, has not yet 
been produced on a commerci a l scale, though a Company installed 
macrinery for its vroduction a few years ago. The Company statej 
that production had been held up owing to lack of sufficient motive 
po~er to operate the machinery, but a quantity of the fibre has 
already been produced and sent to Sydney fer the purpose of 
ascertaining the co nmercial demand for the product . The Ccmpany 
\'h ich installed the plant thinks that the indu f' try offers 
com1Y~ercial possibilities and wish to s ee the bounty maintained. 
The Commissi 0n also recormnended its retention . 
In regard to sago, although the sago palm grows wild 
in many parts of the territory and supplies are sup ~ osed to be 
plentiful, the experimental shipments in the form of logs that :tave 
been sent to Australia have not been favourably received. Although 
there is not sufficient evidence to indica~e hether the develo~ment 
of / 
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of an indust r y is a reasonable expectation, the Commission think 
that the CommonwealtL could reasonably continue to offer the "oou:J.ty 
fo r a further period. 
There is no commercial production of Vanilla Beana 
thou gh they are bountiable a nd the Director of Agriculture consijered 
that t he r e is not much hope of pr a ctical results. However, the 
Planters' Associat i on considered it desirable to retain the bounty 
a nd the Ccmmissi on recommended its retenticn. 
The commercial possibilities ot the several var ieties 
of bamboos and ratt~ns that are indi genous to t he TerritorJ are un-
known and botanical investi gation and identlfication will be 
necessary before the actual possibilities can be assessed. Both 
the Administration and the planters favour the retention of the 
bounty while the investi ga tion remains incom plete. 
Very little commerci 8 l interest has been displayed 
in the production of s p ices. One planter has an experimental 
area of pep per, anothe1 a small plot of nu~megs and another has 
grown small quantities of chillies. The Depa rtment of Agr:culture 
is not hopeful of im portant results, but is endeavouring to Incr ease 
t ~ e interest of planters in these crops. As production is only in 
the experimental stage, the retention cf the bounty is recommenced . 
The Administration and planters realize that the 
Cor'liJlonw al th offers a valuable market for ~apok and the most recent 
plantation statistics record plantings totalling over 750 acres 
rcr 5. ( • 
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with less than one/tt.ird in bearing . The y~eld as yet is in -
si gnificant and the Administration is endeavouring to I.Jersuade 
planters to increase the area devoted to kapok because Australia 
could ta~e such large quantities. During 1936 the Commonwealth 
imported about 10 , 000 lbs . , mostly from the Dutch ~ast Indies . It 
is used in the furniture trade . This effort is meeting with some 
succuss a nd the Commission recommends the retention of th e bo ·.mty . 
Experiments have proved that the climate of the Mandated Territory 
is sui table for the pr e du.cti on of l~apok . 
Although no rubber 1s at present being producej 
within the Territory there are a number of small test plantation3 
in scattered q.reas availabl e for test tapping , and in view o:f the 
success which has been achieved in Papua , there E no reason to d~ubt 
that rubber can be produced successfully in New Guinea . The 
Administration believes that more in the way of development will 
be aphieved by encouraging the production cf rubber than will result 
from the bounties at present offered on other products . The 
ra infall and soil conditions in lhe Mandated Territory are ideal 
for th e cultiv Rt ion of rubber . 
There is no inforlJJat ion available to estimete the 
costs of rubber production in New Guinea , but it is thought that 
until the native labo~~bas been ~rain ed i~ the work of tapping, 
costs of production will probably be hi ghe r than elsewhere . It was 
the / 
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the opinion of the Commission th::o.t New Guinea should be included 
in any scheme which may be devised for stabilising the industry in 
It was learned tr.~Ut the sumE. expended annually since 
1934 in providing the bounties were as follows : -
1934-4 
1935- 6 
1936-7 
As a result of this Commiss:..on ' s report the ~.Z.inieter 
for Trade and Customs introduced during Se!Jtember 1937 a bill 
reviewing the granting of bounties on similar produce from the 
Territory of ~ew Guinea enterin ; Australia for home consum}tion 
for a further period of ten yeers . 
It seems inevitable when studyin~ the report of the 
Commission to come to the conclusion that the Bounty syetem is not 
the success that Parliament hoped it would be . It seems apr:, arent 
that it is an ineffective expedient and even th e financ i al 
depression cannot be blamed for the result, because it took at the 
most but three or four :years of the ten year lJeriod . Australi-a 
itself ha~ known this system, for example in the manufacture Jf 
cotton , the growing of sugar by white labcur and at present in the 
export of wines . However, it cam:ot be said that the systerr was 
of any value 8S nost of the bounties were soon stopped . 
To / 
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To be of any real value the ~ounties payable must 
go direct to the man they are intended to help . In the casa of' 
the Territory the money is paid to the general rbvenue fund and the 
Administrator alone authorises payment therefrom. Although the 
Commonwealth appropriated £250 , 000 in 1927 for bounties , the total 
ICJ ~ 7 i q- q q '{' 
amount paid to the 30th June 1936 was £8 , 732, that is, less than the 
amount which could be pa id in any one year under the Papua and few 
Guinea Bounties Act . Under this system the StFte is the guarantor 
th? t the produce will obtain a certain price . Should the State 
guarantee the whole [J rice it would become the buyer . Brazil did this 
some years ago in respect of coffee with disastrous financial 
effec t s . 
When the State gives only ncminal bounties it uses 
public moneys to provide manufacturer~ witt raw material at a cos t 
a little below what the material is worth , so one if forced to tne 
conclusion that bount i es should n ot be granted unless it be 
impossible to further develop an industry by means of other 
taxRtion methods . 
Public Health . 
In the Manda t ed Territory an honest attempt is being 
made to deal with a difficult health situation . The problem whi~h 
faces the Administration is the almost lm1Jcssible one of ar:plying 
the principles of preventative medicine to backward rac es . The 
Government I I 
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Government has followed a consistenYPolicy in this mat~er ar.d 
expended a good deal of money to achieve results as the follo\ring 
graph \ill show. Only for a brief period during the verst years 
of the financial depression did the Go;verrunent expenditure on puLlic 
health drop and then not very much compared with some other 
reductions : 
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In 1922 the staff of the Pu lie Health Department 
consisted of a D1rector of Publ ic Health, 6 medical officers a r.d 
21 medicc.l assistants . In 1736 it comp rised in addition to the 
Director, 11 medical officers, the Pathologist and 36 medical 
assistants . This body is responsible for the health of the 
Territory and its ~ roblem consists of curing existing disease ond 
~ beinf able to ~revent further outbreaks . 
At the outset it should be noted t~at the health 
problem of the Territory is more than a med ical one . It embraJes 
a problem ::f gradua l education in civic trainlng and the principlea 
of personal cleanliness and san1tation for the native population . 
Anything short of this will render the efforts of the ~ antinistration 
futile . 
( i) 
( i i) 
(iii) 
( i v) 
The ch i ef diseases are : -
Tulierculo sis; 
Bacillary Dysentery caused ~hrou ~h bad sanitatioL; 
Typhoid fev·er having the same casue; and 
Hookworm . 
In regard to its medical work the Administration has 
achieved much but more should oe attempted in the direction of ~re-
ventative medicine . The success obtained has been partly d~e to the 
practice of traininr young natives as medical "tul- tuls" or orderlies . 
These young men attend a hospital and are given a practical t=ai. ing 
in the treatment of common diseases . Then when they return to their 
villages they are ecuipped with the kno~lwdge of how to dea~ .iltn 
~il~er epidemics , first aid , etc . They go oEck to tneir villa~es 
v. i th / 
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wit~ a sunply of drugs Rnd dressings and do valuaole service . 
In 1935 there were 3,151 natives holding JOSitionE 
as medical "tul - tuls" and durin~ the course of the patrols 1, 537 
were inspected . By 1936 the number c.a d reached 3, 3c35 even the 
remotest villages of the Sepik hav1ng a "doctor boy" . The growth 
of this system has been re~arkable and t here is a noticeable 
difference between the people in a village which has a medica: 
11 tul-tul" e.nd those in a village which has not yet had such an 
appointment made . 
The policy of a~po intin g natives to ac~ as medical 
3nd sanitary assistants in villages was begun under the Germa~ 
r~gime . The natives had previously been orderlies who had done some 
training in hospit2l ~ 'fuen 1;hey returned to the ir native villages 
tr.Ley were provided v.i th stocks of cotnmon drugs, bandages, etc . , 
which the na tive used when he got oack to his village in attending 
to the minor ailments of his fellows . These stocks could be re-
placed when t hey were used . 
It was the custom of rnany of tuese native "tul-tuls" 
to ·o,lild small hos~)i tals in tneir villages - nd many of t he se have 
been ma intained ever since . The medical "~ul-tul" as pa rt of his 
dtties had to report to the medic8l officer any serious case of 
sickness . 
Part of the '::ork of the Department of Public Health 
has been to raise the quantity and quality of food supplied to the 
I 
I 
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indentured labourer with the result that all labourers are now 
given a diet that " ill maint ain their health at a high s tandard. 
In 1929, 83 ,000 natives Nere examined by the medical staffs on 
patrol and over 24,000 were treated in hosp~tals . In 1~35 
medic gl patrols visited 1,779 villages which had an ava1lable 
population of 171,701 at the time of inspection and of ti.1.ese 
162,791 individuals, that is, 54 .7 per cent. were inspected and 
treated \'here necessary . The indentured la·::>Ourers working in the 
areas patrolled were also inspected, numbering b ,542 indivijuels, 
that is, 97.3 per cent. of the natives employed. fhe indentured 
labourers receivin~?,; a secondar" inspection numbered 1,100 and 
5,539 village natives received a t ~ird inspection . A total o: 
193 ,772 inspections were made by the patrolling staff dur1n~ r.he 
year . 
In the same year 1935 a Leglslative enactment 
declared the island of 3akawari in ~he Kieta District to be a 
quarantine area for leprosy. Another enactment declared tropical 
typhus to be an infectious disease. The Territory is so close to 
the Jo rts of the East Indies that great care has to be exercised in 
the examinatbn of the crew and Jassengers of ships comin5 fro~ 
infected ports . 
The Yilitary Adm i nistration did a good deal to 
improve the health conditions of the wh1te residents b an e ffective 
sys te rn of sanitation at Raoau:. and other c En1res where :.:i!uro peans •:er 
settled wi th the resu ::.. t that the risk of contracting malar ia wa s 
considerably 
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considerably reduced . However , up to the establishuent of the Civil 
Administration littl~ attention had been ~i\en to the conditions of 
living of the n2tives except by missions and on plantations . 
On the establishn.ent of the new Administration 
instructions were issued to the District Of~icers to induce t~e 
natives gradually to construct healthyhouses in the form of 
villa ge communities in place of ·liv:ng in scattered huts and to 
keeD their houses and villages clean and sa~itary . The old custcm 
of buryin g the dead under the houses was forbidden and instead 
proper cemeteries were laid out . The natives mLreover " ere 
encouraged to make roads between villages SJ that neighbouring 
tribes could become friendly and to enable supe~ vision of local 
officers to be easier . 
The system of medical patrols enables a great nurn~er 
of natives to be tre?ted in remote districts . During a medical 
patrol all the natives 1n 6ach village are collected and the sic~ 
are either sent to hospital or trected on the spot . hook.. orm tr~at-
ment is administered to all . It is on sue~ occasions that in1u i ries 
are made concerning the birth Rnd death rates and any increasa or 
Nc:JT~D 
decrease in population~ The villagers ~re instructed in elementary 
matters of cleanlinesssnd sanitation . Thie constant patrolling of 
native villeges hae produced good results . -edical L.atrols continue 
to carry out their work over an ever incrersing area . ~he ~ejical 
Officers an d . edical .. ssistants are instructed vt.ere 1Jossi tle to 
make / 
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make at least two patrols yearly throughout the oortions of their 
respective district~ which have been opened up and to proceed as 
much furt :.er afield as possible . 
Kedical patrols are of two kinds . 
·-
(i) Those of areas under ndministrative control; and 
(ii) Those of areas under partial or no Administrstive 
control 
In the first case medical patrols become a routine . The notives get 
quite used to them and submit to being treated for hookworm etc . 
'Vi thout much trouble . '1here such a state of affa1rs exists there is 
usually a marked lowering of the death rate . In the second case the 
patrols have to exercise a gre~t deal of pa~ience before the Ehy 
natives can be induced to submit to t reatment . 
All this is the work of the Medical Assistants , t~at 
is , 3uropeans accustomed to hoEpital routine who treat the sick, 
admin1ster drugs , etc . , and render very valuable assistance tc tte 
:Public Hee1.lth Depa.rt ,.ent . · These men undertake the ',vork of 
increasing the Rrer of _ dministrative influence by ca1rying out 
pa t rols and t reating minor cases on the way , sending the more 
serious ones back to hospital for treatment . They inspect the 
village suplJlies of med1cine and question t~'1e; "':'ledical 11 tul-tu2.s" . 
In additicn to this they im art instruction in village hygiene and 
try to im~rove housin g and gen~ral conditions . 11 this they de 
apart from their work in th hospitals . 
The follo~inb table gives a good idea o: the amo~nt 
of work achieved by the reedica l patrols ·-
at1ves I 
Na t ives Ex am i ned on Pat r ol . 
1925- 26 
1926 - 27 
1927- 28 
1928 - 29 
1929- 30 
1930 - 31 
1S31- 32 
1';32- 33 
1933 - 34 
19:?4 - 35 
1935- 36 
83 , 444 
93 , 896 
139 ' 170 
169 , 132 
133 , 775 
186 ' 128 
199 , 521 
248 ' 814 
24 7' 993 
1 ~8 ' 7'12 
242 , 529 
The work undertaken by the Departmentof Public Health i n regard to 
sanitat i on involves mesqui t e control and th1s has been c ai~ried ou t 
t hroughcut the to~n of Eabaul . ln 1935 prevent i ve measures were 
taken w~ich led to t he to~n being &rac t i cal:y free from mosqui t os . 
Lime was applied to the burrows of c rabs in order to k i ll them fer 
crabs create breeding grounds for mosquitos . Regular inspec~icn was 
also made of trees iL the t own and neighbourhood and water holdJn 
ho l lows were t r ea t ed b recess draining or f i llng.with a mixture 
of sawd~st and coal tar . 
These measures have made the town of Rabaul fairly 
safe from malaria , but it remains the practice of most ~uropesns to 
take every night a preventive dose of quinine . Such doses i f con-
tinued for three months after leaving the tropics prevent malar i a 
a ttacks , both i n a malarial tropicc:.l 8rea c;.ndon re t urn to 
climate . The two th1ngs the Europe2n must be careful of if he doe s 
not ·.ri sh to con t ract malaria are the car \;1 of his quarters and 
~ his own personel pro t ection bs regular doses of qu1nine . 
The / 
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The ~.osqujto Prevention and Destruction Regulc:ttions 
prov 1oe macninery for the control and eradication of mosquitos . 
~·ore o ver , people who infringe these regulations IDpy be prosecu t ed . 
Owners of land on w~ich mosquitos are found breeding may be fined 
£2 and tanks have to be trep t ed ~ i th kerosene to prevent breeding . 
A regular system of food inspection has been 
i nstituted and hotels , restaurants , bakehouses , freezers , mea t-
shops and stores r eceive frequent 1nspect i on . 
~11 the districts have med i cal officers end aospitals 
and the 1 orobe district Las three hospitals at each of the la~ge 
cent res , Sala.mana , the seaport of the gold f i elds , \fau , the airpor t 
of the gold fields , an d Edie 0reek , a rrining centre . fhere are 
:European hospitals in Raoaul , l~av ieng , l.adang , Salamana , iTau , K1e t a 
and Manus , and native hospitals at Rabaul , Gasmata , Talasea , r.avi eng, 
Kokopo , Vamatarai , hanus , Arnbunti , Aitape , Salamana , ~¥au ar:.d Kie t e;.; 
also leper stations near r.~adan g 2nd Kav i eng. 
Of t he 9 , 668 natives t reated 1n the hospitals in 
the Territnry fay the yepr ending 30th June , 1935 , 145 d i ed or 1 .49 
Je r cent., which iE a very small death rat e . Durin~ 1935- 3_6 , 
12 , 942 natives were treated as in- pa t ient s and 15 , 336 as ou t- pat i en t s 
of Adminis t retive hospitals . For this period deaths numbereC. 316 , 
over 20 per cent. of that number be 1ng due to pneumon i a . 
Kavieng and Lorengau have a quarantine islQ~d and 
~a:'..amang has a quarant i ne reserve . 1!any good san1tar1um si t es 
exist i n th~ Terr i tory and several miss i ons have h i ll stat i0 ~s w_ich 
they use for their members . It has been pointed out tnat a scheme 
of health resorts is essential for the benefit of those Europeans 
in the 1'erri tory who cannot affo:rd holidays to more teu ;_Jera.te 
regions. ko~t cf the su1table sites are aifficult of access , but 
several have been marked out as the future locations of san1tari£ . 
Such health resorts should be 1n the mounta1ns in a rebion wnere the 
temperature is between 4& and 60° and the humidity low. In s~ch 
areas n,alaria is unknovm and leads to good health . hlle th v C03t 
of establishing such resorts will necessarily be bigh , it is worth 
the vhile of the dministration in order to help the comfort of their 
officers and save individual expenseJ for quite often the mcnotor..,y 
of the climate , combined v•ith the knowled~e that a holiday ou t side 
the country is too exDensive and propably coupled with a tropical 
d i sease requir i ng at t ention, have caused m~ny men ~nd women to 
abandon their work in New Guinea . 
It is impossible in New Gu i nea for a Jerson to 1ork 
as vigorously as a person in a more temperate region and after 3 
or 4 years it 1s imperative that such .1ersons take ~ completE rest . 
It is for this purpose that health resorts should be established and 
it would be a very effective way of encouragin~ tropical se-ctler::.ent . 
Educc-tion . 
In the early years of the • dministration ' s ed1,;_cat1onal 
policy the aim was to turn natives into draughtsMen , blacksmiths , 
e t c . The emphasis was on trade education . However , such a po11cy 
did / I 
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did little or nothin ~ to solve the g eneral problem of native 
education because such training at the most only affected com-
paratively few natives . The education was very specialized , without 
a trace of agricultural education, wh1ch should have ~een the 
rt:s; 
Administration ' s first concern in vie w of t~ policy of turning 
natives into a gricultural producers . 
The Govermnent ' s policy in re &ard to education was 
Jrobably i·nfluenced by the Report of the Royal Commission, vmich 
emphasized the need for & system of vocational trainin~ for the 
n~tives in order t hat they could be trained to do the manual work 
involving skill and training which previously had been done by the 
Chinese . It VTas early evident t.ha t the Governn.ent v. ould follo a 
policy of refusin g admission to further Chinese ' nd the Commission 
thou ght that as the expense end difficulty of securing su1table wt.it 
men in adequate numbers ~auld ·be too great , the natives should -be 
trained for t ~ e ~ob . This necessitated the erection of technical 
schools and the securing of white tradesmen as teachers . The whole 
policy wa s to be directed to bringinB into existence £ nu~Jer of 
native artisans . 
It is evident from the report that the ~t1ve wa s to 
b e educated in the white man 1 s interests dnd only incidentally for 
his o~~ . It went on to re gret the fact tha t tne ITissions had not 
made industrial training a prominent part Lf their educational 
system "and the n ::. tives l-· ad only be en tra1ned for their own industrial 
enterprises . 
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•men the dministration embarked on its educational 
policy it decided that the money for the erection &nd maintenance · 
of school buildings and for the carrying on of educati onal 
work should oe ~et from a ative Zducation Trust Fund . This was 
later sto~ped and no l educational ex~enditure is met from the 
revenue of the Territory . The Native Education Trust Fund was 
obtained by levying an Zducation Tax on all taxable natives in 
addition to which employers of native labour had to ~ay a monthly 
aMount in respect of each native employ~d . This scheme ~as l~ter 
abandoned . 
Ainsworth criticized the pro6ramme of instruction 
w~ich inc~uded ele~entary education and the teaching of certain 
trades on the grounds that it did n~thin~ to instil into the 
natives a real sense of agriculture which ~as to be their salvation. 
I~~e cons 1c ered that only when that was done were the n"' ti v es fit to 
consider othe ~ elements of edu~tion . 
In the 1925 'e [Jort to the League of _,at ions it was 
recorded thr t the scheme for education r;rov ides for all children 
in the schools t o rer .. ain twelve years in the care of the AdmiTlistra-
tion . rfuen they complete tneir training- in the elementary school , 
they follow vocations for which they seem best fitted . Durin~S the 
year under review it was reported that eight were transferr ca to the 
technicel school . The report went on to express the hope th· t it 
.~i 11 ·oe possible for a c erta.in number of the more intelligent 
children to be trained to take up minor clerical positions . 
The / 
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The scholastic side of -<:he elementary education turing 
the early years of the Admini£tration centred around the teac r ir..5 of 
a number of coys 3nglish with tht- idea that ultimo.tely the:1 would be 
useful as interpreters in~alin6 with the na tives in the d:stricts . 
It was also hoped that t~ese nBtives could teach Znglish to ~hoee in 
other villages - a rcther vain hope for it takes a na tive five years 
to be able to speak English under constant instruction. \fua t cLance 
h she tt.en, to te E. ch other mtives a langue.ge which he imperfectly 
conprehends a.nd away from all white influence . This effort at 
teaching the natives ~ng~ish was bound to fail oecause a s a language 
.J:!!ngli sh is ali en to the native mind with the result that at the bes t 
he only develops a parrot - like imitation of certain words and phrases . 
Very few natives will ever use English as an ordinary 
means of conversation , eo tha t the real method of native etucation is 
to teach them in their own langu8ge the thin~ s th8t are necessar;y to 
enable them to live a useful life. The tec.ct.ing of :.:nglist, grammar , 
reading , etc . , could all well be abolished . It is ridiculcus to 
think that native children should be sub ; ected to the same 
curriculum as Australian children .;,r itrt very little mod.ificat.ion . 
En3lish could be taught ae a special subject to a few children , ·:Jut 
the Administration should concentrate on a scheme of tducation w~ich 
is to benefit the native hiP'Self' . Trying to imoue hi1n witt t~e 
principles and ideal s of a Euro pean civilization is not liKely to do 
U 1 is . 
In / 
In 1929 there was an at tempt to revise tile sys ter.. and 
.·cKenna investigated the problem. He asse1ted th~ t 1ndustr1al 
a."oL 
training should have reference to local dondltion~'that vocational 
training should be the object of tne Administration's efforts to 
help the native , not the white man . The e:xistin ·· form of education, 
he found, had little effect on the native 1n building up a social 
order through edllcation. He pointed out tt.a t in -~ew Guinea there 'i. as 
e · no proof that th ~ netive can react to suitable education btcause it 
had never been tried , though there ' as no reason to o ell eve that 
the natives could not become more efficient witn education . ]ur~hEr-
more he urged that care should be taken to maintain native arts ~ nd 
crafts . 
As a result of this report a more real1stic ap~roach 
was adopted in regard to native education. Special lessons are now 
devoted to the teaching of agriculture dUd special arees of ground 
are set aside for the demonstrat1on of practical methods . 
Instruction in netive arts and crafts is given in schools under native 
instructcrs . 
In 1935 the number of pupils in day schools ·Nas 160 
and during the year seven pupils were placed in employment as Clerks 
or Ass : stant Teachers. In the Techn cal School at Rabaul t~ere 
•ere 56 tr8inees Rnd 16 found employment as tradesman . 
Since / 
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Since 1936 there has been a change 1n the n.·-, tivs 
education policy . s f unds become available it 1s proposed to 
establish a trainin~ school for native teac~ers with courses io 
school method and the qrt of teaching . The aim of the Admir:istration 
now is to train the natives in personal , domestic and village 
hygiene, n?tive Prts and crafts , elementary agriculture , the 
readin g end writin 1 of ~nglish and simple arithmetic . 'he natives 
are to be trained only so far &sis necessary for them to apply their 
knowledge to irrprove their conditions of living 1n their vi~lage~ or 
to be absoroed into the community as tra1ned natives, Brtisane or 
c : erYs . The most intelligent of the pupils will be trained tc become 
n tive teachers . 
The general nealth of t2e sc~ool pupils is good acd 
each school maintains its own dispensary . All minor ailments are 
treated at school . In order to ansure physical fitness all pup~ls 
participate in sport . 
If the Administration is to make a success oi its 
educational policy it' ill be necessary to spend ~ore money on it . 
A comparison of the expenditure on education , compared with 
agriculture, public health, etc . , shows that the former recei?es 
very li t tle financial assi~tance from the Government . The follo.ving 
1 graph shows the amounts expended on education during the last 14 
years :-
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The large amount spent in 1924 was the result of erecting expensive 
buildings and appointin g a European staff for the benefit of a hand-
ful of pupils - 104 in the elementary school and 42 in the technical 
school . Over 60 per cent . of the expenditure wen t into the 
buildin::s . 
The small sum spent on education 1n 19 34 - 35 of 
£3 , 903 w~s particularly noted by the Perma nent Kanda tes ConLission 
2s it represented ·us t over 1 per cent . of the budget of the 
Territory . It wondered ~~ et her the sum was prop· rtionate to the 
resources of the Territory and to the sums spent on the other 
services of the Administraticn . 
~nder the present systen the ma ·crity of n tives 
receive no instruction a t all, but pupils a re selected a nd des pE tched 
to area· whe re the schoo ls are . Elementary and technic al ~ chools 
have been£ stablished in Rabaul and an elementary school a t I'~avieng 
and ,/au . 
In the villa ge schools, conducted by na tive teac hers 
in connection with the various missions, religious instruction is the 
princip?.l subject taugh t . The medium of instruction is usua:..ly the 
vernacular of the areas in "lhi cr the schools are situated . Only 
very rudimentary instruc t ion is g iv en in other bran ches of education . 
However in t hose ca s es whe re a missi on sup~orts itself by a ,lantatio 
cert~in na tives a re tra in ed to wo rk on it . Outside Rebaul the ma in 
educational activities are carried on by tee missions . 
Toe I 
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The missions maintain 39 trsinin~ centres , c2 
Pi._:h , Intermeniate or 'T'echnicc.l schools , 1.:)7 .n;lementary sc:tools snd 
2, 082 Village schools . It is estimated that 60 , 387 pupils attend 
these schools , the rnajor1ty of t~em of co~rse going to the village 
schools . The educetional work of the missions is n t supervised 
by the Administration and the work is not inspected by Administration 
Officers . As the aim of the mission scnools is to select c..nd train 
teachers end cat echists they pay little ettention to se cular 
education . 
The a.im of the technical mission schools is to train 
natives and half- castes in arts and crafts so that they wi_l be able 
to take part in the industrial activities of the missions or secure 
employment outs1de the m1ssion . 'rhe elementary schools are under 
the control of a European teache:u who is sorretimes ass1sted by 
n'""'tive teacters , while village schools are usually conducted by n· tive 
teachers ~hose ~rk is more or less supervised bJ a European by 
occasional visits to the schools . 
There are thre6 J;uropePn schools mainteined o:r t:ce 
administrat1on and four schools exist for Ch1nese children t ~at 
Rabaul and two at Kavieng . The schools at Raoaul are conducted ·by 
the Roman Catholic and u.ethodist missions and lllave an enro:..ment of 
one hundred and sixty pupils 'r.rhile the enrolment at A.avieng is 
fourteen . 
At I 
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At the European school in Raoaul there are seventy 
r~upi ls enrolled . The syllabus is the same as that laid down by :.he 
Department of Public Instruction of Queensland . At the ~.au Publlc 
School there a-e twenty - eight 1Jup ils; at .. avienc; ten , and at 
Kokopo , fifteen . 
Language . 
The Territory has no universal language and the 
question has to be decided whe ther the rldmiDistration will choose 
one and make it the one everybody h s to learn , or else recognize 
three or four as being eaua,ly im portant . This question is vital 
and is bound up r ith the whole welfare of the people . Under the 
c i vil Administr8tion they nave often had to suffer because they 
neitber understood or were understood by their rulers . 
The various missions have made some approach to this 
problem . For example the l!ethodists have adopted the BlanchE Bay 
lan0ue..ge wn.ich is widely spoken in l\iew Brita1n and are teaching it 
to the natives of New Ireland . Other missions such as the ~cman 
Catholic and Lutheran are also extending the area of certain corr -
paratl v ely widely spoken langauges . In this way they are creati ng 
several large groups each speaking a different language instead of 
many small groups each having its ow. one 8nd not being understood 
by each other . 
In / 
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In place of a Un1versal native language the n tives 
have learnt 11 pidgin 11 En glish which is used net only between nat1ves 
and EuroJeans, but also between natives of different tribes . Opinion 
differs as tc the value of'~Jdgin . " The Lev . Burton consije~ed that 
it was "the prime curse of the Territory" and asserted that no 
adequate understanding could possibly result from it . Yet the 
Administration does its work in "pidgin" English and the f1rst 
proclamation was issued in that form . 
"..t?id "in" bngl ish is used throughout the ?ac if 1 c 
when dealin1 with natives and is said to have originated in Chinese 
sea-ports . ~ven the GermanE had to learn this jargon 3nglish 1n 
order to converse with their n8tive labourers ~nd servants . They 
tried to eradicate it in German lew Guinea and steps were ta~en to 
introduce the Teutonic tongue in its place. & year or so oefo~e the 
war a school was establlShed a t Rabaul and young native boys f'rom 
all over the Po~session were brcught there . But little had ~een 
a chi ev ed ~·1 nen the ~ar brL ke out . 
~ Pidgin" English consists of a few hundred wo=ds most 
of which are English, but some are native ana many ~ngl1sh ~ords have 
a peculiar and spec1al meaning. The natives who learnt 11 pidgin '' 
I 
English in the Territory during the German regime hed never :1eet=d 
~nglish , but h~ d learnt the jargon from other n< tives who had been 
recruited to v~ork on plantations or from traders . Ordinary =ng:...1sh 
is unintelligible to those who speak the .j argon . 
It I 
It is obvious that it has i~s disadvantages and the 
Administration then tned to teach the nat1ves standard English, but 
without result . It is possible to teach a few n e tives Eng:ish, but 
impossible to teach it to a whole population as a standard language 
to be used throughout their lives . 
The only solution to the problem seems to be to 
standardize the predominant language in each of the big divisions 1n 
the Territory an rl to work on that basis . 3 owever, the English 
language remains officially adopted for the Territory and is Sfoken 
in the courts, while "pidgin" Ji:nglish is u;:;ed in all officia: 
transactions with the native. Uore than a decade ago Ainswo=th 
urged tha t it be made compulsory for cadets to pass an examination in 
the group-language applicable to the particular distr1ct "Nhere -:hey 
were posted, because of the great advantage to be gained in speaking 
the language of the people you are dealing with. however , t~e 
Administration considers thet-1t is too difficult to ach1eve in a 
short time . The only people who have a good workin~ kn owledge of the 
who 
native languages are the m1ssionaries a~~Re~ ~often reside nalf a 
lifetime in one spot . Under such conditicns they have amfle 
opportunity to learn the language of the people they live with. 
At present the Administration is content tc rely on 
"pidgin" ~nglish in spite of its faults because it bridgeE the gap 
between the nati'Uie tongue and ,mre English. The n&tives eeew to 
learn / 
learn it very easily and it tends to get closer to pure E~glish as 
the native who speaks 1t makes more cor tact with EuropeenE. 
Importance of Government Anthropolo¢ist. 
In order to find out what is good for a native people 
the Administration could not hope to a1)ply European standards and 
even when some conception of '.iVhE't the welfare necessarily involved 
was decided, there stlll reniainedthe carrying out of the programme 
in such a way as not to injure native life. For this reasor: tt.en a 
Government Anthropologist was appointed who could advise the 
Admin1str~tion on matters of n~tive custom, and help in shaJing a 
definite policy . 
The Administration does not force the nati·;e into 
civilization and is willing to leave alone those nat1ve Jract1ces 
which are not repugnant to public order . To carry out this policy 
tre services of an Anthropologist are essential. 
Freedom of Conscience and Religious Wissions . 
Frottl the time of the German occupation there have bee 
various missions established in l~ew Guinea and these have done good 
service . They have proved very valuable to the Administration in 
that they constitute the only white men in the country who ean 
speak the n~tive lan~uage and as was previously pointed out th~y 
are responsible for much of the education of the natives in th~ 
Territory . 
The / 
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The missions a lso carry out ~edical work and the 
~dministration assists to the extent of dis tributing med1cines free, 
in proportion to the amount of v~ rk done dur1ng the precesd ~n g half 
year . Fou r of the missions have qua lified med ical practitioners on 
their staffs . 
There are 169 mission stations in chc r ge of ~uro pean s 
a nd 1,519 stations in charge of natives . The va luable wo=k done by 
the missionaries lies i n the fact that they have tried to help the 
natives adjust themselves to conditions a rising from conta ct wjth a 
h i gher a nd more aggressive civi l i za tion . It is i mpera tive that this 
adj ustme nt t ake place if the natives a re not to r erish in New Guinea 
as so ma ny have done elsewhere . A change in na tive life is bot.:..nd to 
come Nith Emropean c ontact and though such a change is to be 
deplored fr om the natives po1n t of view, it is inevitable i f the 
Territory i s t o be deve lope d economically . It is in this connection 
then that the missionaries a re mak ing a v~ry valuable contri bu tion 
to the Administra tion . 
One of the im~ortant features of t hei r work i s their 
interes t in half-caste children . The missions tra in them and 
encourage marri age among therrselveo in order t ha t they may f orm their 
own communities . 
There is no law of the Ter:::·1tory which restrict~: in an 
way the exercise of religious wo rshi p a nd the missionaries r~ve free 
access to any part of t h e Territory not p=oclaimed 9B being un-
controlled . If they want to enter a ny uncontrolled areas t!"_ey have 
to I I 
to apply for permits like anyone else . The missions opera~il-g in 
the Territory inc:ude Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Lethodist ant 
Sevent h-Day dventist . 
The natives are not forced to accept christianit~ 
and , generally speakin:, freedom of conscience is granted to t~m. 
However , at times, certain outbreaks occur of a quasi - religious 
nature and rhen the:=e show signs of hoS:ility to the Administration 
and anti-soc1al fe~tures, they are put down by the Administration 
usually by arresting the ring- leaders . 
Australian Admin i stration 's Treatment of Asiat~ 
.::.ven before the establishment of the Civil Admi r.istra -
tion it was ai.Jparent that Australia wov.ld aJply her :lhite Australia 
.t:'olicy to the Territory, and Japan at the League of lJa tiom}~bjected 
to the conferring of any mandate which depr1ved her of equal 
o~portunity for trade c:.nd comrr.erce 1ith c,ther members of the eague . 
:!hen Australia was g:-anted a "c'' class mandate over :rew Gu:.nea :ter 
worst fears vere realized and not only was Japanese in~igratioL 
restricted , but Japanese sh1ps were prohioited from carrying copra 
from Rabaul to Sydney . 
Ordinances of the Civil Administration have further 
restricted t~e j , panese in the Territory . Regulat ions of 1923 pro -
hi bi ted p·ersons o t!ler than natives from fi shin:;: for pearl , pea::-1-
shell or trocas upon certain reefs 8nd no companies can be forned 
for agricultural , pastoral, mining or forestry undertakincs un~ess 
two- t:'lirds I I 
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two-thirds of the shares are held by British subjects . Similar 
regulations apply to minin~ and the expropriated properties could 
only be sold to British subjects or companies formed by B=itish 
subjects . 
Licenses are recuired to carry on most ous1nesses 1n 
the Territory and these are not granted to aliens and the land 
applications of Asiatics do not receive much attention . Fihally 
the Navigation ACt secured for British shipping a special position 
in respect of the trade between the Territory and Austral:a . All 
this proved very unsatisfactory to the Japanese and Chinese . 
This policy of the Admlnistration ' s has emnittered 
the Asiatics a nd nas affected the Chinese most o: all for t~ey 
represent the largest numbers of Asiatics i n the Territory . Under 
the German re'gime they were allowed free entry into the country , out 
now all immigration is stopped . 
As far as t he Administration is concerned , because 
of its policy , it has to support a wh1te personnel to do the work 
previously d one by Asiatics - they were the artisans of the 
Territory - and t his imposes a very heavy cost on the Admin1s t rat 1on . 
All the responsible positions must necessar i ly be f i lled ~itn whit e 
men but the lower grades of the clerical staff could more cheapl y b e 
f i l l ed b y Asia t ics . 
It was noted before that the expulsion of Asiatics 
from the Territ~ry h a s mean t that there is no possib i lity of the 
in~enture system being abandoned •• 
It I 
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It is thought in some quarters tha t if Asiati 8s nere 
allowed i n as indentured labourers, the evils of t h e indenture 
system would not be removed but would be added to -o ecause of the 
mixture of races . Hov,ever, there seems little ground for th1 s 
elief . Asiatic lndentured laoour would tak e the place of nc tive 
indentured labour, not supplement it , and then the native would oe 
free to become a producer on his own account. 
There is also the fear t rta t the Asictics wculd mix 
with the n -=> tives 2nd so cause the disa pp earance of n· tive 
organizations . Ho~ever, it does not seem impossi ble to think that 
regul<1.ted entry of Asiatics into the Territory can be made without 
harmful effects to the native peoples . Furthermore tnere is much 
cf the Territory capable of development but without the population 
to achieve it . If Asif!tics were introduced the Lno gress of the 
Territory could go on at a much more r ap id rate than it is now 
doing . As has been s Lown previously Asiatics spread cor._mercial 
instincts among the native peoples by openin~ up trad e relL tions 
'~'here v1hi te men will make no effort and so help t he progrese o1 the 
nct tives themselves by helping theill cre a te wants . 
During the German rJgime the sia tics formed the 
artisan class of the Territory a nd they are a lso suited to clerical 
positions. men Ainsworth made his report in 19 24 he stated that 
practicAlly all of the artisans of the Terr itory were Chinese, but 
tilat they were indifferent workmen because of lack of competition 
which resulted from the prohibition of further immigrc- tion cf 
Chinese / 
Chinese a nd other AsiPtics. They were able to demand hi g~ prices 
f or 1neffic1ent 'J<lork because of t he mono poly they .held . It 1s clear 
then th8 t t~ is restrictive policy is very uneconomic . 
In 1921 there was a total Asiatic ~o~ulation Jf 1,77 
of which 1,500 were Chinese . The ~ resent fi gures b re much tne same . 
The po pulation cf the Territory a t 30th June 1936 non-indi 6enou3 
Europea n wa s 4 ,31 0 , Asi a tic 1,571 8nd na tive not incl uding i~de~tured 
labourers 463 , 133 and indentured 36 , 916 . ~a ch year the enumerated 
na tive p o pul ~ tion ~ets larger partly beca use of t he extensio~ of 
Government i nfluence a nd partly to a n~ tural 1ncrea se in the 
popul .., tion . 
In summing up ustrali? ' s policy in re gard to Asiatics 
one is forced to the conclusion tn a t the ' andated Territory is being 
subject ed to a policy which has little to do with it in spite of 
O;f the stateme ntAone of Sydney ' s newspapers that "we conceive our duty 
to be th e devel o,,ment of the n8 tives , and we believe th2t we ca~ 
best aid the native in the task of self- realiz a tion by enforcing th8 
immigration law, which prevailS in the Comrr,onuealt L.~. and in ~apua . " 
PubJ.ic 1.iorks . 
Since its inception the Civil ndministration has 
embarked on a Public 1V'orks scheme . This includes the upkeep of old 
buildings as well as the establi.shment of nev ones . llharves ! roads 
a nd 1 
a nd bridges have to be kept in repair and bun.:·alows built an:l 
enlarged for the use of Administration officers etc . As 
Administrative influence extends more nat1ve hosp1tals have to be 
erected, as well as police stations and quarters for the District 
Officers . Apart from these essential buildings, however , the Govern-
ment has not launched out on an elaborate scheme for public 
buildings . 
In 1935 a small jetty to facilitate the ha~dling of 
cargo at Balamana was built and a·beacon was erected on centre 
reef . However , generally speakin~ , in regard to wharves the 
Administration confines itse::.f to the upkeep of existing ones 
which \vere rna inly la i d down dur in c the German o ccu pat ion . 
The construction of roads receives more attent1on 
as they are indis pensable in furthering Administrative work . The 
great frogress in the gold minin~ industry nas also resu~ted in the 
need for more roads between the vario us centres . Roads are 
generally formed by simply cutting down t~escrub and rou ghly forming 
the surface. Coral is usually found to make a surface suitable f or 
vehicles and often pulverised pumice is substituted for metal in 
some of the roads in New Britain. A few years ago experimental 
sections of bituminous surfacing were laid down in Rabaul. 
The owners of land abutting on a road are 
responsible for its maintenance a nd t h is means that the na tive 
villagers have to . do t h eir share in maintaining the roads for the 
Government. / 
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A considerable amount of money has been spent 
recently in erecting great concrete water storage tanks in 
bungalows, both ol d and new. These tank:::. have a 5,000 gallons 
capacity. 
In 1932 an electric li ght and power systeK was 
installed and a telephone service has been established. 
The following graph shows expenditure on public 
works for the period 1921/22 - 1935/6 : 
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Development of Communications. 
When the Australian Administration was established 
it found that the Germans had established good roads, but they 
were all alon g the coast. Under the present Admi nistration the 
position in · t .1is regard is not very much better. The only :-cads 
suitable for vehicular traffic are to be found in the vicinEy of 
the larger settled areas and there is no way to the interior for 
vehicles. One reason for this is that prior to the devel ·JpTien~ of 
the gold industry the only people who ventured into the i~terior 
were administrative officers whose duty was to extend Gov3rnment 
influence. The principal means of communication whi ch was developed 
for the benefit of the plantations was schooners and small sailing 
craft usually equipped with motor engines. This was essential for 
many of the plantations are e stablis hed on islands~ one plantation 
sometimes consisting of a number of islands. At the end of 1935 
there were only 597 miles of vehicular roads in the Terri~ory but 
5,047 miles of bridle-paths. 
The reason for the extensive mileage of br~dle­
paths is due to the fact that as Government penetration extendc 
the na tiv es have to build roads which they have to keep in repa ir. 
These ro ads, however, are not fit for veh~cular traffic. T~e 
natives are not the only persons responsible f or the maintenance 
and repair of roads constructed throug~ their property - European 
owners of property have the same responsibility. As wa s previously 
mentioned 
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mentioned the development of the mining industry gave some s t imulus 
to the making of roads and in 1935 ·a mountain road connecting Wau 
with Edie Creek was completed to a stage that per mitted standard 
gague motor transport betwe en these t wo i mportant mining centres. 
With t he opening of the gold mining industry came 
the colosal growth of aviation in New Gui~ea. The develo pment of 
gold mi n es fro m the air is a un i que achievement which Australia has 
attempted successfully. 
Because of the difficul tie3 attendant on reach ing gold 
~ 
fields by l and, having to fa~e not only r~ggea countryside and hostil 
na tive s , but al s o co mpl e te l a ck of communic a ti ons) t he pioneer s of 
the gold mi n ing industry deci ded to do the whole t h ing by a ir and all 
the mac h inery was carried by ~l ane s . By 1931 in one month ~80 tons 
of machinery were t ak en by aero pl ane into t h~ interio r . This 
represents more than the combined air fleets of the world h~d 
flown in cargo during the whole previous year. 
The'planes us e d were the German Junker'planes wh ich 
carried 4 tons of mac h i nery. In order to co pe with t h is heavy air 
traffic landing gro unds had to be established and there are no w 26 
flying fields in the interior about 6,000 f eet up wher e all 
machinery and all produce must be brough t in by 'plane. 
Aeri a l trans port is n ot cheap but t he gold i ndu stry 
is so rich and t he output i s b e coming so gr eat that t he heavy 
freight cha r ge s can be b orne a nd s o the development of the gold 
fields / 
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fields is rapidly proceeding in spite of the fact they ar~~olly 
dependent on aeroplanes for all stores, machinery and mails. Even 
large crushing and dred ging plants have been and are still being 
carried into the mountains of the interior. The years 1934 and 
1935 witnessed the first heavy output of gold which is now a very 
important economic factor to the Territory and aerial transpor~ has 
correspondingly increased. 
The development of the Mor~be plateau is astounding. 
On it are a series of townships connected by aeroplane lines. They 
enjoy all the modern conveniences of civilization such as electric 
li ght, radio, schools, cinemas , racecourses and cold stores and have 
regular supplies of fresh meat and vegetables delivered frozen by 
aeroplane . This has all been achieved by aerial transport in 7 
years. There is still no road to the coast and everything needed 
by the community has been carried in by air, including motor cars, 
tractors and racehorses. 
There is always a good d em~nd for agricu : t~ral 
produce on the goldfield and small holders are now supplying 
vegetables, corn and native foodstuffs. Attention has also been 
given to the establishment of the cattle raising industry and 
dairying industries and in 1935 an application was granted far a 
Pastoral Lease of 3,000 hectaires in the Bulwa area on the east;rn 
slope of the Bulblo River Valley. Dairy cattle were imported and 
now the township of Wau is supp:ied with milk. 
In / 
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In the District of Horobe the European popul~ticn 
is approximately 2,000, the majority being resident in the gold field 
area. Now a vast new fertile tableland is being opened up nor~h west 
of Morobe. It is the Ramu - Mt. Hagen district and is being 
colonized 9nd developed just as the Morobe plateau has been. 
Since the hi gh market price for gold has been 
maintained the search f or profitable areas in the Territory goes 
on with increasing intensity. Systematic testing and drilling is 
now going on in alluvial areas which previously had been consiQered 
unfit for attention. 
The utilization of a erial transport has not "beer~ 
confined to the gold industry. The Administration is using it 
for the purpose of interior penetration. In the Ramu area, ancther 
mining district where District Officers are bringing the na tives 
under control by the bas·e camp system, aerodromes have been cleared 
and drained an1 all administrative stores are no w tr ansported by air. 
One of the most outstanding fe atures of the d~velop­
ment of aerial transport in New Guinea ha s been the freedom from 
casualties of serious proportion. This iE; remarkable for the 
country is most unsuitable for aviation and some pilots practically 
perform / 
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perform miracles every time they land. This is due to efficiency 
and good organization by all the companies operating. 
The establishment of a reg-~lar air mail service 
between Australia and Papua a nd the Mandated Territory has been 
under consideration for some time and it is expected tha t a 
regular service will be operating in the near future. The 
practicability of such a service was demonstrated by the : a te 
Fli ght-Lieutenant c.T.P. Ulm in July 1934~ when he carried the 
fir s t official air mail between Australia and the Territories. 
The following graph is a good summary of the development c·f 
aviation in the Territory : 
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In connection with the development of communic a tions it is n3cessary 
to mention facilities for radio communication between the Territory 
of New Guinea and other parts of the world. A net work of wireless 
stations has b een established the principal one being Rabaul which 
maintains regular communica tion with Sydney radio stations. These 
stations are operated by the Amalgama ted Wireless Ltd. In addition 
to these stations 13 others have been establis h ed by the New Guinea 
Administration to assist the conduct of official business with 
District Officers in remote areas. 
Apart from these radio services seYer a l stations in 
New Guinea a re owned a nd opera ted by gold explor a tion parties, 
aircraft companies and mission institutions. 
Gold Production in the Territory. 
In New Guinea severa l gold fields have bear. proclaimed 
and even ts of the past few years have proved that gold exists in larg 
quantities. The chief gold field is in the Morobe district where 
hundreds of mi n ing leases have been pegged out. 
A miner's ri ght may be issued in the Territory for 
any period not exceeding 10 years on payment of £1 for each year it 
is in f orce. The prospecting area to which the h older of a miner's 
right is entitled is not more than 400 metres square if oLtside the 
limits of a gold field and if within the limits of a gold field the 
area varies from 300 metres square to 150 metres square according to 
the / 
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the distance of the prospecting area from t h e nearest gold mine on 
whic h mining operations a re being carri ed mt at t he date of ma~king 
out. Mining ord ina nc es provide for the regula tion and inspection of 
mines, works and machi nery used in connection with mining~ 
The native labour requ irements f or mining pur poses 
is satisfactory and due rega rd is pa id t o saf e working condi tions 
where native l ab ourers a r e employed. At t he end of 1935 t h ere 
were 6 ,369 na tives employed in mi n ing . The Administrat ion 
employs t wo off i c ers qual ified as Ins p ect~rs of Mi n es a nd Mac h~nery 
a nd t h e5e are emp l oy ed on genera l mining ins pections. 
Alth ough oth er minerals have been found in ew 
Guinea/ gold is t h e only one being mined. The follo wing graph 
shows the quantity exported from the . Ter ritory from 1924/5 -
1935/6 and its value. Th e tota l quantity of gol~ exported from 
the Territory f r om 9th May 1921 - 30th Ju~e 1936 was 1,568 ,562 
ounces of a value of £ 7,219,073. 
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Administration of Justice. 
Judicial power in the Territory is vested in a 
Central Court &nd in District Courts. The Centra l Court after 1934 
became known a s the Supreme Court. In every Administra tive Distric~ · 
Courts for Native Affairs have been establis hed and where necessary 
Wardens' Courts with jurisdiction in matters relating to mining have 
b een establ ished. Appeals lie f rom the s e co urts to the Sup~eme 
Court and fr om it to the Hi gh Court of Australia. 
The j uri s diction of court s for na tiv e a ff a irs is 
limited t o matters 11betwe en natives and ot~'l er natives" and the 
Director of District Services a nd Na tive Affairs has power to 
ap pear on behalf of na tives charged in the courts. Every nat ive 
is defend ed on tri a l by an officer of the De partment of District 
Services and Na tive Af fairs. The s e courts deal with certa i n aepects 
of na tive offence s , which do not come within the~ovince of the 
Euro pean crimina l code, such as sorcery. 
Every District Officer, As s ista nt District Of ficer 
and the Director of District Services and Na tive Affa irs..~are members 
of ~oarts for Native Affairs and in these courts t he na tive view-
poi~t and custom are given s peci a l considera tion. Besidee offence~ 
na tive disputes re garding l and and other civil matters are he ard 
before t h is court. 
In / 
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In Rabaul Sub-District native courts are Leld, 
presided over by a 11 l uluai 11 • These courts have no jurisdiction 
under the laws of the Territory, but they try all minor native 
compl a ints a nd the punishments ~flicted usually consist of a fine. 
At the present moment he Administra tion is considering the 
possibility of allowing certa in minor cri mes committed by natives to 
be tried by tribunals comp osed solely of na tives. The idea is to 
establish one or two such courts first in adva nced areas, give them 
a limited jurisdiction and supervise them carefully to see wha t 
happens. The Administration is of the opinion tha t as far as 
possible and as soon as possible the natives should be entrusted 
with the Administra tion of their own affairs. It thinks that :he 
native is capable of being trained in self-government and that loss 
of responsibility will adversely affect the progress of the people. 
Moreover, if full advantage is not t aken of the services of the nativ 
autho rities more and more white officials will be necessa~y. 
Development of Exports from New Guinea . 
Until 1926 all goods the produce of the Territory 
exported to Australia for consumption ha d to pay the general tariff 
rates applicable to goods of forei gn origin. In addltion, the 
Provisions of the Navigation~ in Territorial Waters Act further 
increased the di f ficulties of the planters when exporting goods to 
Australia. The posit i on of t he planters finally beca me sc bad 
that frequent re quests for some alleviation from their burdens was 
made to the Commonwealth Authorities thro~gh the Administrator. 
Prior 
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Prior to t his in 1922 the anomalous posit i on arose when A~stralia 
gr anted preferential a dmission to maize from South Africa and a t the 
same time dema nded from her own Mandated Territory th e full general 
tariff rates. 
On 15th February, 1926, t~e Minister of S tate for 
Tra de and Cus toms suc cessfully introduced into the Co~nonwealth 
Parliament a bill granting preferential trea tment on 8 items, the 
produce of the Territory entering· t h e Corr~onwealth for home con-
sumption. This list was i'n 1934 incr eas ed t o 16 items while by an 
act passed in 1936 the preferenti a l schedule wa s incre a sed t o 20 
items. ~hese items cover their main export s to Australia a~d 3nable 
the planters of the Territory to comp ete successfully with similar 
products grown i n other Pacific Islands. 
When for rev enue purposes the Commonwealth placed 
an additiona l tax ca lled the primage t ax :m goo ds entering -:;he 
Commonwealth, goods from t h e Territory were charged the r a te 
applicable to the British Preferential rate, i.e., generally 5 per 
cent. This tax in 1935 was withdrawn from good s i mp ort ed fr om the 
Territory. Papua a nd New Zea l and are the only other countries 
which have been given t his concession. 
It will be s een from t h e followin¢able tha t t hE 
percentage of export s from t h e Terri to r y to Austra li a is much lower 
than the percentage of i mp or t s . The va lue of the gold exports has 
been excluded s ince it is a ll 11 .. -ractica lly re-export ed a nd generally 
remain s in the Commonwealth only f or a fe w days. 
Exports / 
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Exports from Territory of New Guinea (not including gold) . 
All Count r ies. Australia. Per ' Cent. 
£A £A 
775,~85 58,418 7-7 
709, 80 68,483 9.6 
647,232 90 ' 950 14 
398,576 68' 703 17 ·3 
443,380 87,523 19.8 
868,753 117)419 ... 13.5 
I ~ 'l &l 0 ~C) I q ~I q ~ ~ '4-
The fall in exports in 1933-4 was due to -:he fact that at the low 
price prevailing for copra it was barely a commercial repoeition 
1 {J ·~ 
During the per:od 1935-6, 66,6S4 tons of to export this commodity. 
I 1 ;).. 3 J ~0~ 
copra wc-rth £A761 ,309 were shipped overseas. Australia's importation 
/I l., c 3 '5 
of £3,900 tons was valued at £41,066. 
The follo wing graph clearly shows the sharp ~ovements 
in the Territory 's export trade for a 6 year period ending 1936. 
The Australian share of it is not subject to any violent 
fluctuations : 
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Development of Australian Exports to Territory of New Guinea. 
It was not until 1930 that any serious attempt was 
made to develop the export of the produce of Australia to the 
wi t.h 
Mandated Territory. Up to 1925 shipping l ~ew Guinea was 
considered Australian coastal trad e and subject to Australian 
Navigation law, and this confined the trade to· Australian ships, 
but later a change was made and the islands were opened to all 
ship ping. 
After the establishment of the Civil Admini stratb n 
the Commonwea;t.th Government subsidis ed shipping ssrvices to New 
Guinea to the extent of £50 ,000 per annum and the subsidised 
Ship ping Company was required to ca rry Australian cargo in 
accordance with freight rates as per a schedule ap proved by the 
Commonwealth Government. But later in response to Australian 
manufacturers the Government approached the Ship ping Compan:; with 
the view to seeing whether preferential rates could be allowed 
ship ping in consideration for the large annual subsidy. Pre-
ferential rates were requested on the follo wing commodities, 
rice, milk and cream, preserved meat, cement a nd timber. Each 
of these commodities was subject to fierce competition fro~ the 
United Kingdom and foreign countries, and it was held that 
fr-ert;j~"t- C granted a special f..:Grelt£tl rate, Australia would hold the market 
she had built up in the Territory. The De partment of Corrnner·ce 
held an inquiry into freight rates and recommended vario~s 
lowered rates as much as 7/6d. per ton on cement from Sycne) to 
Rabaul. 
It I 
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It should be reme mbered tha t Australian goods 
entering the Terr itory were paying the Genera l Tariff Custo~s 
dues and we r e not enjoying preferential rates . This was op ?osed 
to the practice followed i n the Caroline Islands wh ich were 
under the J a panese Mandate, where J a panese goods enterin.g t h e 
Carolinas enjoyed a very definite preferenti a l tariff rate . 
The conflict between the Commonwealth and the 
subsidised Shipping Company (Burns Phili p & Co. Ltd . ) has not 
yet been sa t isfactorily settled . Some reductio ns have been made 
and the Government are hoping tha t in the near future fu~ther 
freight reductions will be made . The Shipping Company contend 
tha t The Australian producer and manuf~cturer are already 
protected 'Qy the favourable exc hange rate and tha t f urther frei gh t 
reductions are unwarranted . 
Preferenti 1 Tariff . 
In 1930 when ther e a ppeared difficulties in the way 
of secu~ing reductions in frei ght of suff icient substance tc 
render ma terial assistance t o the Aust=alian producer, it was 
proposed tha t preferential tariff trea~ment by the Terri t ory of 
New Guinea be acc orded certain Austra lian products, either as 
an alternative or as a plan complementary to the preferenti a l 
freight possibility . However, it was t hought t hat thi s would 
conflict with the rights of other Governments who had assented to 
the / 
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the Mandate system and so it was considered that all signatories 
t o the League of Nations Covenant should remain on an equal 
footing in regard to a tariff in a Mandated Territory. 
But, as mentioned previously, Japanese goods entering 
the Carolines were a ccorded preferential treatment . In the words 
of the Consul-General for Japan in Sydney "this preference 
operates by virtue of an Imperial Ordinance issued in 1922 whereby 
the Customs Tariff Law of Japan is applicable without any 
alteration to the Caroline Islands" . It was considered ~ha~ if 
Japan could put into force a preferential tariff in a Mandated 
Territory under its control, it seemed reasonable to assume that 
Australia might secure a similar policy with regard to the 
Mandated Territory under its control. On 11th llllarch 1931 tr·_e 
Secretary to the Attorney-General's Department, Canber~a, gsve 
t h is opinion - "I see nothing in the terms of the Mandate 
issued to the Commonwealth for the Government of New GuiLea 
which would prevent the imposition of a Customs tariff containing 
preferential duties with respect to imports from Australia". 
The reply of the Administrator - Ev en A. Wisdom -
to this was not satisfactory to the Australian Government . His 
objection to the preferential scheme was based on the tollowing 
grounds :-
( 1) I 
(1) That thou gh the terms of the Mandate did not proh:.bit 
the gran t ing of a preferential tariff, it would be 
contrary to the mandatory spirit in that the Uandatory 
Power would derive prof~t in the exercise of its 
powers as Trustee. 
( 2) The W. R. Carpenter line of sh ips and a French line wLich 
had previously called at Rabaul en route between Noumea 
and France no longer visited there and thus the 
competition of foreign goods brought by these lines no 
longer existed. 
( 3) Australian produce could bepacked cheaper and bett·er. 
{4) As regards Government goods the funds available for 
purchase are funds derived from the cor~unity of the 
Territory; any increase in Government expenditure would 
have to be met by increased demands on the purse of the 
local community. 
Later in October 1931 the same Administration urged 
again that the planting industry was not in a position to bear 
additional burdens, and said that portion of any further costs would 
fall on the na tives of the Territory. 
Furthermore,' the tariff policy of the Territory cf 
New Guinea is to provide the Administration with a substantial far t 
of its .. rev en_ue and it is not part of its poll cy to allow the Common-
wealth any advantage over other countries. Th e object of custo~s 
revenue is the provision of revenue not the protection of local 
industries. This will be clearly shown later when dealing with 
finance for every drop in revenue caused by reducing taxation on 
copra was followed by increase d· customs duties in order to make up 
the amount so lost. It is obvious then tha t if preferential ratss 
were granted to Australia the revenue of the Territory would dro~. 
As / 
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As a further solution of the trouble it was 
suggested that fixed rates of duty instead of ad valorem rates be 
levied by the Territory officials. Bu~ here again, neit her the 
Administrator nor the Uinister for Commerce in Australia would agree. 
After a very thorough investigation into the imports 
of Australian produce into the Territory of New Guinea in 1S33 the 
following comments were made b;}· the Austral ian Minister for Commerce 
(1) Milk and Cream Position reasonably satisfactory. 
(2) Rice Australia not in a posit1on t o compete with 
Burma and India in view of t h eir low costs of 
production. 
(3) Sugar Australia supplied approximately 60 per cent. 
of imports. Comments of the ~ueensland Sugar Board are 
being sought in this matter. 
(4) Wine Australia supplied£ 1,435 worth out cf 
£52,223 - Preferential Tariff desired. 
( 5) Tobacco Position satisfac·tory other than in trade 
tobacco. 
(6) Apparel, Textiles, etc. Australia's share 
approximately 50 per cent . 
(7) :Metals, Mach inery, etc. - \ Not satisfactory - Landing 
costs of foreign goods to be obtained. 
(8) Cement Unable to comp ete with Japanese cement. 
In 1933 the new Administrator - T. Griffiths - again 
refused to grant a preferential tariff to Australian produce . In his 
re port to the Prime ~inister's Department, dated 14.11.33, her:-
viewed the situation and in addition to his predecessor's reaso~s 
added "it is thought that whilst the rate of exchange remains 
favourable / 
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favourable ~o imports from Australia it wculd not be helpful to 
Australian Trade to impose unit rates of <iuty instead of ad 
valorem duties". He also urged the Commonwealth Government to seek 
freight rate cuts since in compc ..rison with freight rates frotn far 
distant countries the freight rate f rom Australia was unduly high. 
After another investi gation in 1934 the De,t:artment 
of Corrmerce in Australia stated that the general result cannot be 
looked upon as other than satisfactory from the Australia~ point of 
view. The total imports into the Te r ritory had in 3 years grown 
from £782,000 to £912,000 (16.7 per cent), while the Australian 
imports had grown from £264,000 to £389,000 (47·3 per cent.) in the 
same period. 'l'he total share of New Guinea trade not enjcyed by 
Australia in 1933 was £524,000 and a minute examination was made of 
the commodities which constituted this total. After close scrutiny 
it was learned that only approximately £37,000 represented. the value 
of the imports wh ich Australia might possibly have secured, unless 
preferential tariff rates were given her products. 
In 1934 the Deputy Administra tor reported that 
although the total imports had increased £11,951 the va lue of 
imports from Australia s howed a decrease of £13,407. There was a 
general decline in all classes of commodities except that of 
Machinery where the requirements for mining purposes were chiefly 
obt~ ined from u.s.A. This was due to the fact that the dredging 
companies ; 
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companies and their executives and engineers were of u.s.A. 
nationality. They naturally ordered mach inery with which they were 
acquainted and the value of imports of American lliachinery S~Gwed an 
increase of over £25,000. The general decline was attrib~ted to the 
slump caused by the world fin ancial depression. 
For the year 1934-35 the total imports remained 
sta tionary, but the p ercentage in Australi a n imports re a ched 14 per 
cent. Th e fi gures for 1935-36 showed an increase of 25.5. per cent. 
i n imports for all countries, while Austra lian imports increased 
26.1 per cent. tQ the value for which be i ng £587,992, but si nc e this 
f i gure contains silver specie to the v al u e of £104,000, it does not 
truly represent a genera l increa se in Australian produce. In meta l 
manufactures and mach inery the increase in Australi a n trade wa s 
approxima tely £50,000. 
. 
The grant ~ ng of preference to Australi a n prod~ ce was 
a gain brought forward t h is year, 1937, when the d elegation fer the 
Department of Trade and Cu s toms visited the Territory. Together 
with M. H,C. Townsend, Treasurer a nd Acting Chief Collector of Trade 
and Customs, Territory of New Guinea, all avenues for a settlement 
were explored. The old ob j ections wer e brough t forward, a nd no ne w 
basis for a fina l decisio n was rea ched. The Trea surer pleaded t~ e 
fi nancial position of the Territo ry and asked tha t the question be 
deferred for three or four ye a r s . Th is was agre ed to and a rs-
commenda tion t hereto wa s submitted to the Australi a n Cabinet on the 
dele gation's return to Australi a . Since I ( 
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Since .the Department of Co mm erce took ov er the marketing 
of Australian products in 1930, it has periodically examinej 
Australian trade with all count ries and has n otified Australia~ 
producers where markets were availabl e and the class of goods 
r equ ired. I t has a lso prepared stati s tica l data which is ava ilab l e 
to all who desire it. With regard to the. Terri1to~y of New ·3-uip ea (._, @..1 e. ,, ~ j p I ,_, • ,- l. ..... R- c., 
the follo wing table shows t he pe rcentage of trad e obtai ne d ~y t h e 
Commonwea lth since 1930 :-
Year 
-
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
Value 
£ 
263,923 
276,248 
333,709 
364,283 
40 2,268 
587,992 + 
Percentage 
+ Includes 
£ 104,280 
silver specie. 
Note These figures were obtai ned from. the Overseas Trade 
Bulletin published by the Commonwea lth Bureau of 
Census and Stat istics and are sli gh tly at 
variance with the fi gur es sup~ li e d by the 
Administrator of t he Territory of New Guinea. 
This vari ance is probably due to the value of 
goods in transit at the close of the year~ 
It can readily be seen, tha t should Australia 
obtain a preferential tariff r a te on her exports to the Territory, 
a still larger percentage of tra de will be obtaine d with a 
corresponding increase in the ~ready favo~rable trade balance. 
The follo wing g~ a Jh s hows the trend of our eAport s to 
New Guinea i n rela tion to the volume of imports from all countries 
into New Guinea : 
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Any discussion of the trade of New Guinea would be imcomplete without 
some comparison with the position before t~e establishment of the 
Civil Administration in order to show the :::olossal progress made. 
The followi ng graph illustrates tr" is very ·nell. 'rhe period during 
which the Military Administration governed the country was marked by 
a fall both in the value of i mports receivad and exports s~nt out 
owing to abnormal world conditions . In 1913 the value of im ports was 
£372,000 a nd the value of exports £402,000 . In 1915 the imports 
were valued at £153,000 and the expor ts £167,000. However the 
position was readjusted by 1919 'ftlhen the figures were - imports 
£384,000 - exports £475,000. The year ·of the establishme~t of the 
Civil Administation 1921, showed a further increase £661,000 
imports and £674,000 exports (including gold). The latest figures 
1935- 36 read - exports £2,573,251 (includi~g gold) and imp~r~s 
£1 '290 '788 
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Revenue and Taxation. 
The pr i ncipal sources of local revenue a t ~hE 
establishment of the Civil Administration were the Business Tax, 
the Customs Tariff and the Native' n ead Tax. 
The Native Head Tax of 10/ - a year i s stil: levied 
and is paid by all able-bodied nati~es under Government control 
except indentured labourers. Medically unfit na tives and "luluais" 
and niul-tuls" are exempt as well as mission teachers and mEmbers of 
the native police. The indentured labour er makes his contribution 
t hrough the na tive labour tax which is pa~d by the employer . This 
tax is not deducted from the labourers' wages although the employer 
would give h is labourers mor e if he did not have to pay it. 
The Administration , i n taxing the natives :ike this, 
aims not only at rais i ng revenue but also at giving the natives some 
sense of responsibility of their position as citizens, an d also 
to encourage them to industry since they have to work in order to 
be able to pay their yearly tax. 
The amount of the head tax increases as new villages 
are brought under influence and as recruiting decreases. 
At t h e establishment of the Civil Administration the 
Natives Taxation Ordina nce 1921 provided for 2 separate taxes·, a 
Head J I 
Head Tax and an Education Tax. Receipts from the Head Tax were 
paid into general revenue while receipts from the Educati)n Tax 
were paid into the Native Education Trust Fund . This scheme of 
taxing the natives t wice proved most unsatisfactory and nJ pay~ents 
were collected from na tives after about 1923, although the trust 
fund continued to exist on collections made from employers of native 
labour and from the proceeds of sales of articles manufa.c tured by 
pupils of the schools. 
During the year 1932-33 it was decided that the 
cost of education of the natives should be met from the ordinary 
revenue of the Territory and steps were taken with a view to t~e 
abolition of the Native Education Trust Fund. 
The Native Labour Ordinance was amended by sub-
stituting a Native Labour Tax for the Native Education Tax c.nd by 
omitting t he reference to the Native Education Trust Fund. The 
Native Labour tax wh ich is payable t o the revenue of the Terri tory 
is at the rate of the former Native Educa:.ion Tax and is pa;yable by 
each employer of na tive labour as formerly. The tax was fixed at 
6s. in res pact of each labourer employed a t 30th June 1928, :::. nC. a 
similar amount in respect of each labourer employed at 31st 
December 1928. 
At the commencement of the year 1933-34 the fund was 
in credit to the extent of £7,283 and during the year recei~ts 
totalled £668 and expenditure £5,379 . The balance at the close of 
the / 
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the year was £2,571 and this was expended in the year 1933-34 and 
the balance of expenditure was met from t~e revenue of ths 
Territory. From the time the Fund was eL~austed until ths present 
all payments for native education have been met from the revenue of 
the Territory. 
The collection of the 2 ta:oees had led to many 
difficulties and for many years there had been agitation :or OLe 
tax only. The general opinion was that the taxation was too high 
for the b Jnefits which the natives received. 
Customs revenue collections contribute much towards 
the general revenue fund. In 1935 the revenue collected by the 
Depa rtment of Customs during the year amounted to £164,482, which 
was more by £7,139 than the amount collec~ed during the preceeding 
year. Import duties fall primarily on luxury expenditure of 
Europeans and export duties fall on the main staples of the country 
and amount to about 5 per cent. of the value of the exports. Once 
the tax on copra produced nearly two-thirds of the total revenue 
from excise duties when that product was the staple of the Territory. 
In 1925 the business and income taxes were abolished 
and to make up in part the revenue which was lost through the 
abolition of these taxes, increased customs duties were imposed on 
such items as liquors, c igars, au tomobile~ a nd power fuses. The 
aboL. tion of t hese taxes led to discussion by the Permanent 
Mandates Commission. It wanted to know w~ether such taxation bad 
been / I 
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been replaced by any other direct taxes on Euro peans and whether 
as a result of the abolition of the bus1ness tax t he expenditure 
of the Territory would be borne by the na tives in a h i gher pro-
portion t han in the past . It was point ed ou t t hat t he only sub-
stitute for the taxes was t he increas ed customs duties an d the 
articles on wh ich such duti es were levied were bought mainly by the 
non-na tive popula tion. The collection of revenu e by me ans of such 
customs duties instead of by a direct business tax did not affsct to 
any extent the proportion of taxa tion borne by the no tive and non-
na tive communities. 
Furthermore, it was poin ted out that as the na tives 
produced a considerable amount of co pra for export fro m tne 
Territory the reduction of the export du ty on co pra benefitted the 
the native producer . The a ttention of the Permanent Manda tes 
Commission was a lso drawn to the fact tha t besides customs duties 
there a re many other f orms of taxation which are paid exc l usively 
by the non-indigenous popul2tion of the Territory , such as Public 
Healt h fees and charges, motor traf fic fees, stamp duty, Conpany 
re gistration fees, Judicial fees, Na tive labour fees, etc. 
It was pointed out t ha t t he public expenditure en 
the welfare of the natives greatly exceed ed the amount paid by them 
in taxa tion as apart from the Head Ta~ paid by no n-indentured 
~ 
labourers and a proportion of the ex port du ty on co pra they do not 
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contribute much more to the ~ublic revenue. The Euro pean resi dents 
on the other hand pay import duty on practically everything they 
eat and wear. Even the most civilized na tives pay little in the 
n ature of import duty and the vast majority pay none a t all. 
Because of the surplus funds at the disposal of the 
Administrator in the year 1928-29 the question of reducing taxation 
was considered. In discussing this possibility attention was given 
to the fact tha t the export duty on copra from New Guinea was h i i her 
than t ha t imposed in nei ghbouring territories. :E'or t ha t reason the 
duty was reduced from £1.5.0 per ton to £ 1 per ton f rom 1st Uctober 
1928. As a consequence of t c i s reduction the revenue of the 
Territory for the yea r 1928-29 was diminished by an amount of abut 
£18,000 
The unfavourable state of t he market for copra 
continued during the year 1929-30 and measures were taken to relieve 
the industry of some amount of taxa tion. Additional relief was 
granted a t the end of the year by the reduction of t he export duty 
on copra from 20s. per ton to 15s. per ton from 2nd July 1 9~0. 
Th is reduction in the rate of export duty on copra from 20s. per ton 
to 15s. per ton was estimated to involve a reduction in revenue of 
£15,000 from that source. Alterations were then made in cus to~s 
tariff in order to provide approximately an equivalent amount in 
customs receipts. 
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In the following year 1931-32 in view of the continued 
low price of copra the export duty on copra was reduced from 15s. 
per ton to 7/6 per ton thus involving a further reduction in revenue 
from tha t source. 
In 1930-31 the revenue collected in the Terr:tcry 
was £49,409 leas than that of the year 1929-30. This was due to the 
effect of the world-wide economic and financial depression. In view 
of the dimin ishing income steps were taken to curtail expenditure 
of administrative services and the total expenditure for the year 
was £62,934 less than that for~he previous year . Revenue for the 
year totalled £290,234 and expenditure amounted to £293,378 t leaving 
a surplus of £ 569 .1 6 .1 at 30th June 1931. The surplus whi ch ~d 
been brought forward ~rom 1930-31 was £569 .16.1 and at t h e close of 
the year 1931-32 the accumulated surplus was £24,237 ·. •rnis was 
greatly in excess of the estimate owing to increased activities 
in the development of the gold mi n ing industry. 
In view of t his surplus the loan liability of t~e 
Administration to the Commonwealth Government wa.s redu ced by a 
spec~al payment of £6,928 . The revenue received during 1931-32 
showed a marked increase over the former year, being a.n increase of 
£15,838 over the receipts for 1930-31. In spite of this incre~se 
the Administration continued to make special efforts to curtail the 
expenditure in connection with the administrative services c..nd the 
total amount expended was £10,972 less than the expenditure dui-ing 
the preceeding years. 
During / 
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During the next two years there were further large 
increases in revenue mainly due to the development of the gold 
mining industry in the Territory. Revenue received duririg 1932-33 
was £321 ,917.5.4 an increase of £15,845.1.6 over the receip~s for 
1931-32. The following year 1933-34, showed a decrease i~ the 
amount collected from export duties becau3e of a further reduction 
in the rate of duty levied on the export of copra. A customs 
ordinanc e of 1934 ordained tha. t export duty shall not be ,?a:yable 
on copra when the London price of Rabau l copra falls below £10 
sterling per ton. 
From 1926-27 there ha s been a credit b&l a nce i~he 
Consolidated Revenue Accoun t as t he follo~ing table s hows 
1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
£13,638 
46,922 
20 '383 
3 t 71L. 
569 
24' 237 
. 
·-
The total amount of revenue received in the !er ritory 
increases yearly. In the year o: theestab l ishment of the Civil 
Administration it was £257,506. Fr~ r the year 1927-28 it had reQ.ched 
£364,581, while for the year 1935-36 revenue was estimatet at 
The follo wi ng graph is instructive in showing the 
relation of expenditure to revenue for the p eriod 1922-36. The 
rev enue includes receipts from the Na tive Educat ion Trust Fund : 
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From time to time the Cownonwealth Government grants loans to the 
Administration of the Territory. The loan in ea ch case is re-
payable by instalments 6ver a period of 30 years a nd interest is 
charged to the Territory at the rate at whi ch the particular loan 
from which the moneys were made available to the Territory was 
floated by the Commonwealth Government. The unrepa id portions of the 
loans that have been made to the Administra tion represent the ;ublic 
debt of the Territory. The amount of t his debt for the period 
1923- 24 - 1935-36 is shown on the previous gr aph . 
Apart from lo a ns to the Te r ri tory the Commo ":'lweal th 
Government has given s pecial grants to be expended for the welfare 
of the na ti~es. In 1922-23 a grant of £10,000 was made. the next 
grant was made in 1925-26 f or the same am:mnt a nd it was understood 
tha t it wo uld b ecome an annual grant. By 1928 the amount available 
to be expended was £13,275, which consisted of the £10,000 grant 
and an unexpended balance of £3,275. I n 1930-31 the grant was 
reduced to £5,000 and the amount to be expended was £8,992 f or 
there was a balance of £3,993 from the previous year. At the end 
of the year the balance was £130 to be ca~ried forward to 1931-32 . 
The money was spent on s pecial instruction of natives in agric~lture 
and development of native agriculture, issue of drugs, etc. to 
natives, Government Anthropologist a nd other services in connection 
with the welfare of the natives. 
In / I 
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In 1931-32 in view of the s peci a l measures wh ich the 
Commonwealth Government had felt obliged to take in order to reduce 
its public expenditure and because of the re port of the 
Administrator that the Administra tion would be able to meet from 
its own resources during the year 1931-32 the cost of ths services 
for which the Commonwealth Government ' s s pee i al grant 1-lad beer.. 
utilized, no _ grant was provided by the Commonwealth Government for 
1931-32. Provision for the exp enditure of these services was 
made in the Appropriation Ordinance 1931-32 of the Terr itory. The 
total expenditure during 1931-32 was £6,582. 
Since 1929-30 there has been no Commonwealth grant , 
the Administration having to meet all its expenses from revenue. 
Alt ogether the Commonwealth Government has given £65,000 to the 
Ter ritory in grants in 15 years. It will be seen from t his that 
the Commonwealth has given very little financial assistance to 
its mandate . Even when the mandate was accepted the Ac ting Prime 
Minister had said that Australia would expect the Territory to pay 
for itself. This was hardly fa ir for the progress of an undeveloped 
Territory li ke New Guinea needs ca pital r..ot only to star~ economic 
develo ~ment but also to establish buildings a nd communicat1ons 
necessary to secure supervision and order. The Germans certainly 
did not expect their Protectorate to pay for itself and the 
subsidies from the I mperial German Gov ernment were generous. In 
1914 the proposed subsidy was £85,350 and in 1913 it was £66,350, 
that / 
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that is, more was spent in one year under the German reglln-3 t"mn 
during the who le peri od of Australian Administration. From 1904-13 
the German Imperial Government had financed the Protectorate ~o 
the extent of £595,400. The Commonwealth has been much more 
generous to Papua\. giving that Territory a yearly grant of 
£50,000 in a id of revenu~as well as loans, a nd this Territory 
is far better establish ed than the Mandated Territory . 
It may b e argued that the progres s made un d e~ the 
Australian Admi n istra tion in regard t o the collection of revenue due 
to increased production has lessened the need for Government 
a ss istance and the follo wing gr aph showing a compar ison between 
revenue and expenditure for the last 10 years of the German 
Administration and t he revenue and expendi ture of the present 
Administration gives some justification for t h e argument. Bu~ it 
must be remembered t hat Government influence is continually 
extending and necessitates expenditure fsr in ex cess of what is 
additionally collected as head tax and f~rthermore a good dea : of 
the revenue is gained from taxa tion wh ic h seems to be far in 
exc ess of the benefits obtained from it. 
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The policy of makin g the Territory pay f ofitEelf 
placed a heavy burden on t he plantations in the early years of the 
Civil Admi n istration for co pra was then ~ow in price. The per-
centage of taxation to exports reached over 27 per cent., which 
was more than double t hat in the last year of the German r~le- 1913. 
This h i gh rate of taxation was re garded a s on e oft he ch ief re~sons 
why the first attempts to sell expropria~ed properties had been a 
failure. 
By 1926 the co pra industry was in a position to bear 
the heavy t axation, but later it had to ~e reduced. In 1926-~7 
taxation reac hed the sum of £206,000 or 19 per cent. of ~hE 
exports, but a large part of t he increase was derived from the go ld 
mining industry. 
That i t was i mpo ss ible for the Territory to pay f or 
itself bec ame apparent when the Co mmonwealth Government hac tc 
grant a loan to defra y expenses to repair public works, etc. The 
first loan of £ 2,000 was made in 1924-25 and furth er ones have been 
issued since. 
The result of Australia's at t itude in mak ing New 
Guinea pay for itself ha s been tha t heal~h measures, agr:c~ltural 
development and extending communications have all been hampered 
through lack of f~nds a nd the Commonwealth, to fulfil its 
obl ig~tions / 
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obligations, should be preparec to give more financial assistance 
to its Mandate. 
Land and Eurveys. 
The German Administration ap proved of grantin~ 
land und~ freehold, but this pclicy was d1scontinued under the 
Mandate. Now a system of leasEhold operates. Provision was made 
by the Land Ordina nce 1922-36 for the Administrator to have the 
power to grant leases under t hE following divisions :-
(a) Agr icultural 
{b) Pastoral 
(c) Residence and Business 
(d) Special 
(e) Miseion. 
The followin g tatle shows the distribution of leases 
apd t h e amount of land granted to each :-
Agricultural Leases 
Pastoral Leases 
Res 1dence and Business Leases 
Special Leases 
Ui s s ion Le a ses 
Asiatic Leases 
Long Period Leases frorr. German 
regime 
Number 
353 
3 
304) 
77) 
377 
178 
144 
Hec taires 
46,016 
3,700 
378 
469 
23 
2,200 
The maximum area which may be held by one pe~son 
under an agricultural lease must not exceed 2,000 hectaires and 
the term of the lease may not exceed 99 years . Furthermore, the 
unimproved / 
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unimproved value of the land must not exceed £5,000. The a.nn·.1al 
rent is 5 per cent. of the unimproved value. 
Pastoral leases are only granted i n re~pect of land 
wh ich is not s ui table for agri cul ture. 'l'he maximum area f<.lr a 
pastoral lease is 4,000 hectaires and may not be leased for a 
period longer t han 30 years. 'fhe annual rental is smaller than 
that for agricultural leases being 2t per cent. of the un improved 
value of the l and . 
Conditions attac~ed t o the granting of a pastoral 
lease include the stocking of the lea se with in seven years wi ~h 
t wenty h ead of cattl e or 100 head of shee p to the square mile. 
For the first fiv e years t he re gulations require 10 head o: cattle 
or 50 head of sheep t o th e square mile. So far 3 pastor~l leases 
have been granted. 
The present method of acquiring land is for a selector 
to find s uitable l and and become satisfied that the native ovmer s 
are willing t o sel l . He t hen mak es formal application t ~r ough the 
District Officer. The Land Board considers his case and re ports to 
the Administrator who may grant or refuse the applica tion. An 
a pplication is not considered until the District Officer certifies 
that the native s are willing to transfer the land to the Administra-
tion. If the application for the land is approved the Adminietratio 
purchases the l and and leases it to the a pp licant. 
It / 
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It is sometimes difficult to find the owner of :and 
for quite often the native claims ownership of land which he does 
not occupy. The claim is based on some traditional ri~~t and the 
claimant only shows interest in his property when anyone a~tenpts 
to occupy the land. 
As previously pointed out the German Government did 
not exercise sufficient care in the granting of land and many 
natives were completely dispossessed, thus causing them to suffer. 
That policy was 2artly responsible for the decrease in popul~~ion . 
The present Administration has not made the same mistake and 
exercises a watchful vigilance over all claims for the aliena~ion 
of land. 
In order to safeguard native interests in respect of 
land the Ordinance forbids a native to sell, lease or dispose m any 
land except with the approval of the Administrator. Furthermore, 
the Administrator is not to purchase or lease any land unless he 
is satisfied after enquiry that the land is not required by the 
native owners. The Adminlstration follows a policy of resuming 
land for native reserves and about 9.668 hectaires are so 
proclaimed. By 1935 the area of land unalienated amounted to 
23,800,508 hectaires . 
Or- The total area of 93,000 square . miles ,suFveyed-by 
S u r..Je.t,.ec;.' 
Administration surveyors in 1935 was 2,950 hectaires on 261 
surveys. This included mining surveys. 
Conclusion / 
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Conclusion. 
In summing up the effect of Australian Adm~nistration 
on New Guinea we have to judge between two widely divergent views 
expressed in regard to Australia 's success there. One holes that 
from the point of view of administering the Mandated Territor) the 
Australian Government has been a failure. nwhy is it", ;:;hey ask, 
as did als o members of the Mandates Corrunission, "that the Australian 
Colonial Officials are always retiring a:~ter a year or two and taking 
up positions with the gold mining companies in their own acmiListrat-
ive territory?" They hold that the natives cannot be accordec a 
square deal when the men who rule them a:::-e continually going ever to 
the emplo yers of native labour whom they take for granted hav~ no 
other aim than the exploitation bf the natives. They consider that 
Germany made a better job of managing the Territory than ALstralia 
ever will and tacitly hint that New Guinea would be a good place to 
start in giving Germany back the colonies for which she is cor--
stantly clamour i ng. 
On the other hand, there is the somewhat excessively 
rosy view which points to the fact that slowly butEUrely the 
Administration, the missions and the traders and recruiters who 
in their own way bring contact with civilization are breaking down 
the barriers of superstitition and jealous primitive ignorance. 
and trJ.Bt the natives are becoming comparatively progressive and are 
developing a tendency to live under better conditions. They rsgard 
with satisfaction the fact that natives are being recruited in 
thousands / 
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thousands for service with the white man, holding that, by doing so 
they are becoming better citizens. They enthus'd:astically point to 
the fact that th~ former decline in population in the north-
western islands has b een checked a nd some islands even show an 
increase in population. All this, and the improved health c·f the 
natives, they attribute to the improvemen-: in diet which has 
resulted from Administrative care. 
Somewhere between these two views the truth lies. 
The point to remember is this . New Guinea because of its known 
natural res ources is bound to be economically developed and it is 
well to have as administering such a Territory a body of men whose 
avowed policy is to look after the interests of the natives. The 
Commonwealth Government bad to face all tLe difficulties attendant 
on a pioneering effort when it took over control of the Territory 
without men of experience to send out~and although many mistakes have 
"" been made has endeavoured to live up to its ob l igation to pr-Jmote 
to the utmost the material and mc·ral well-being and the social 
)} 
progress of the natives. 
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